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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to examine the experiences of teachers in the Rock and Roll Academy, a music program designed to meet social emotional learning (SEL) objectives. This endeavor was undertaken to fill the existing research gap related to understanding the unique challenges and dynamics experienced by teachers within a commonly designed SEL environment. It employed a qualitative case study approach, providing individual and cross case analyses based on the analysis of text collected through field observations and multiple interviews of five teacher participants who trained for and teach within a Rock and Roll Academy program. Findings indicate that prior to teaching RRA, participants possessed a bias for traditional, teacher-centered educational practices. Additionally, findings identified value related to teacher preparation and training. Within the area of teacher activity, RRA evidence shows teachers engage in student-centered pedagogy, and promote social engagement within the classroom. Last, in the area of teacher outlook, research findings show teachers demonstrate program commitment and commonly identify developing SEL focus. Information contained within this study may be helpful to those who teach a classroom-based SEL program. This research may also be useful to school administrators interested in implementing an SEL program of design similar to RRA and would offer a greater understanding of qualities helpful to the facilitation of SEL in the classroom and important information about potential challenges related to its implementation.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Social emotional learning (SEL) objectives are being increasingly integrated in classrooms in ways that engage the use of authentic, discovery-oriented collaboration among peers to facilitate SEL skills development. Over the past several decades, educational research has done much to study the effectiveness of a variety of methods and pedagogical approaches associated with SEL, but gaining understanding of the social emotional experiences that occur within a collaborative classroom environment is, nevertheless, a challenging endeavor. In *Leadership and the New Science; Discovering Order in a Chaotic World* (2006), Margaret Wheatley gives of a glimpse into why these experiences are important to understand:

Innovation is fostered by information gathered from new connections; from insights gained by journeys into other disciplines or places; from active, collegial networks and fluid, open boundaries. Knowledge grows inside relationships, from ongoing circles of exchange where information is not just accumulated by individuals, but is willingly shared. Information-rich, ambiguous environments are the source of surprising new births. (p. 104)

In a practical sense, collaborative, peer relational learning environments that develop social and emotional awareness nurture success because they tap into a fundamental human requirement for social exchange and validation, which promotes self-confidence, stimulates interest and guides understanding. Virginia Satir, founder of the conjoint family therapy movement, psychotherapist and educator, spent much of her life teaching communication methods to counselors, parents and educators alike in an effort to create more joyful, self-reliant and healthy individuals. She encouraged her followers to consider how adolescents require social
connection and understanding in order to thrive and grow. She explains this idea as she assumes a teenager’s perspective, in her book *The New Peoplemaking* (1988):

> What I need most is to feel loved and valued, no matter how foolish I may seem. I need someone who believes in me because I do not always believe in myself. Frankly, I often feel terrible about myself. I feel I am not strong enough, bright enough, handsome, or pretty enough, for anyone to really care about me. Sometimes I feel I know everything and I can stand against the world. I feel intensely about everything. . . . Above all, I need you to be honest with me about me and about you. Then I can trust you. (p. 323)

Working together with peers on constructive, authentic tasks offers students structured, ongoing opportunities to develop the feelings of trust and self-worth they naturally desire and require in order to achieve their human potential.

**Statement of the Problem**

According to the 2013 CASEL report, the act of integrating SEL programs into a school’s curriculum brings enormous benefit, yet there appears to be a “lack of urgency around implementing social and emotional learning in schools [that] threatens the future success of America’s children” (Bridgeland, Bruce, & Hariharan, 2013, p. 44). Despite the call for a wider adoption of SEL programming, it appears few school systems are working to adopt “evidence-based SEL strategies or integrating evidence-based SEL approaches” (Bridgeland et al., 2013, p. 44). According to Durlak, Weissbey, Dymnicki, Taylor, and Schellinger (2011), in order for effective SEL programs to become more widely adopted, additional research must be done to study the unique challenges associated with SEL programs and their ability to achieve “progress toward desired goals” (p. 421).

Denham and Brown (2010) argue there should be more research to increase the understanding between the developers of SEL programs and the real life experiences related by classroom practitioners. For Elias, Zins, Gracyk, and Weissberg (2003), the qualities that exist within the SEL classroom should be more thoroughly described and monitored, including an
examination of teacher and student technical, personal and interpersonal skills development. Their call for further documentation and analysis of experiences within the SEL classroom is further explained:

Such work emphasizes capturing and explicating how programs operate in real-world conditions. The resulting rich, practitioner-based descriptions give significant guidance to all those who are trying to navigate their way through the swirling currents and undertows of innovation waters. (p. 315)

Additionally, according to Collie, Shapka, and Perry (2011), “Despite much recent interest in SEL research for students, very little research has been completed to see if SEL has any positive outcomes for teachers” (p. 1036). Examining the experiences of teachers who use a common curriculum and approach specifically designed to meet social emotional learning objectives would be an important contribution to the field of SEL research. One such program that fits this bill is Rock and Roll Academy (RRA), an innovative alternative to traditional music instruction. Studying the experiences of teachers who utilize the RRA approach will provide additional understanding of the unique challenges and dynamics involved in the pursuit of developing SEL within a classroom environment. This study will contribute to the base of new research called for within the CASEL report, as we seek to better understand how the pursuit of SEL impacts teachers, students, and the school culture in which it is immersed (Bridgeland et al., 2013).

Conceptual Framework

As this study involves the analysis of teachers who use a program that employs SEL-based methods of instruction, it is important to outline a conceptual framework to provide an overview of concepts, theories, terminology, research, and designs relevant to this research. The conceptual framework that underlies this study will be further elaborated upon within the literature review and will involve the following areas:
1. A theoretical framework for social constructivism, including relevant theories, historical contexts and examples;

2. A topical framework for social emotional learning, which will provide an operational definition, associated theories, recommended practices and related research;

3. A description of the design and methods associated with the Rock and Roll Academy approach to music instruction, and an overview of RRA’s social constructivist roots and its suitability as a program candidate for SEL research.

Research Questions

The central research question that guided the research and analysis of this study was as follows: “For teachers who follow the methods contained within the Rock and Roll Academy method of music instruction, an alternative music education program designed to specifically promote social emotional learning in students, what is it to be a Rock and Roll Academy teacher?” In the pursuit of this question, the research sought to answer three primary questions: How do teachers describe their prior background and experience? How do teachers describe their activity within the RRA classroom? How has the experience of teaching RRA influenced teacher outlook?

Significance of the Research

Schools face the challenge of determining how SEL approaches can be effectively integrated into the classroom environment. Traditional disciplines, such as music education, which most often follow a teacher-centered process of learning, often limit opportunities for student-driven learning processes that require socially oriented activities like collaborative decision-making and group-oriented problem solving. This is problematic because socially-oriented learning endeavors are of key importance to the development of social emotional
competencies. To meet the needs of today’s teachers and learners, innovative SEL approaches must be studied in ways that provide authentic insight into the challenges and successes of implementing SEL within the classroom.

Toward this effort, the goal of this research study was to gain a better understanding of the experiences of those who teach within a commonly designed SEL program. Examining teachers that follow the RRA method through the lens of human experience will allow educators and schools to better understand phenomena associated this unique SEL instructional paradigm.

Research Approach

This study followed a qualitative approach. Before detailing these methods in Chapter 3, it is important to briefly discuss the limitations and advantages of engaging a qualitative research design.

According to Cresswell (2007), qualitative research can be subject to the personal biases of the researcher, and the knowledge gathered through this method might not generalize to other persons or settings. Despite such weaknesses, Nel Noddings (2006) argues that qualitative research is essential to better understand the depth of human interaction that takes place within the SEL classroom. She writes,

Thinkers who advocate SEL are allowing themselves to be co-opted by the dominant crowd of evidence-based, data-driven researchers. . . . Some of this work is useful, even necessary. . . . But much of it moves us away from the heart of our concern--the kids and our relationships with them. (pp. 240-241)

For this reason, the methods that underlie this study’s qualitative approach allow a better understanding of the human experience in relation to teaching SEL within the context of RRA.

Reflexivity and Subjectivities

When engaging in qualitative research it is important to understand how the researcher is positioned. Axiological awareness requires researchers to be aware of and transparent about the
“biases, values and experiences” (Creswell, 2007, p. 243) they possess. It is the responsibility of the researcher to document in a clear and explicit manner those things that may directly or indirectly undermine the researcher’s ability to remain fully objective. Providing such information can provide a greater level of transparency and understanding for how data may be analyzed and interpreted within the course of this research study. The following summary has been crafted as a way to disclose any potential subjectivity I may possess.

*Childhood and Adolescence*

Growing up as a child of the 1970s, my distaste for school was on ever-constant display. I was one of those kids who was often described by his parents and teachers as smart but lazy, largely unmotivated, easily distracted, and a bit aloof. Throughout my upbringing I attended public school and formed few memories of the classroom as a place where learning was a joyful experience. Rarely did I feel much interest at all, largely because the teacher-centered structure of lessons and the socially isolating nature of the work left me feeling regularly disconnected and unengaged.

Most learning opportunities that inspired me and stirred my interest occurred at times when I was away from school. These were experiences that challenged me to engage more deeply with peers in ways that required us to work toward a common goal. My fondest learning experiences actually came from my active social involvement in activities like boy scouts, church youth groups, team-based athletics, summer camps, and early vocational opportunities. From my own perspective, I’ve come to believe the memories I hold most dear and the knowledge that resides and resounds most deeply within me comes from these experiences. The very best lessons in my youth were always socially grounded.
Vocational Influences

Later in life, as I became a teacher, counselor and administrator, I worked in a variety of organizations where social constructivist educational approaches were highly valued and strongly encouraged. As a classroom teacher, I learned how to tap into the power of encouraging students to solve problems together and became comfortable guiding them toward avenues where they challenged one another in the discovery of knowledge, rather than its receipt. Over the years I witnessed myriad examples of student-centered learning that engaged students’ interests and directed them in ways that stimulated original thought.

My work in the field of mental health taught me the power social emotional forces exert on human behavior. I quickly recognized that safely and properly facilitated, group counseling had the power to not only arrest, but also redirect problem behavior. The social emotional bonds created within this context could be real and lasting. Most notably, I came to recognize that the work the group performed together had a more lasting and positive effect on clients than the individual session work they received.

My interest in the field of social emotional learning also comes from my background in school administration. Working in schools over the last two decades has taught me what great learning environments look and feel like. The most exciting and productive classrooms generate a frenetic hum that can, at first glance, appear to be noisy, chaotic, messy, and unproductive. But I have learned that when one looks under the surface of these environments, one finds a common sense of purpose that propels the curriculum. I am biased in that I believe teachers should regularly require students to pursue their interests in ways that require them to research, publish, and present ideas in a collaborative manner. I believe students thrive more often in structured social settings, where solutions to challenging problems are safely sought, investigated, shared,
critiqued, and displayed. I have witnessed how these approaches raise students’ sense of self-esteem and sense of belonging on multiple occasions, and because of this, I possess a passion for the field of social emotional learning.

As a social constructivist educator, while I appreciate and favor student-centered learning environments, I also understand the need for and value of direct instruction. I admit I sometimes find it challenging to maintain a proper respect for standards, however, when I sense they overemphasize a methodical structuring of curricular scope and sequence.

In my current job as a principal at a small school for students with learning disabilities, teacher-directed methods are regularly employed because they are often required to help students progress. I believe, however, that finding ways to provide students with opportunities to benefit from a balance of instructional methods and approaches is essential, because there is no one best way to effect a desired result when working with human beings.

I do believe, however, that within the field of education, a variety of practices and approaches should be studied in an effort to better understand the phenomena of common experience. I say this with full understanding that I should not make the false assumption that common experience can be fully generalized or replicated. For example, when I took liberty by choosing to use the term great learning environments, it should be made clear I understand that a great learning environment is a difficult thing to reproduce and even more difficult to fully believe in--by no means does great mean great for all.

Prior Experience with Rock and Roll Academy

How did I learn about Rock and Roll Academy? RRA became a potential candidate program to utilize within this study because I had learned of the approach during my time working at University Lake School (ULS) in Hartland, Wisconsin. ULS had adopted RRA to
diversify its course offerings within its Middle School in the Fall semester of 2012, and though I neither participated in instruction nor supervised the program, I gained knowledge of the program, its design, and approach in several ways: I visited a school with a Rock and Roll Academy classroom in Telluride, Colorado, attended a workshop in Wisconsin given by Mark Galbo, the method’s founder; I discussed the RRA class at ULS with other administrators who supervised instruction; I participated in conversations about the program with students, parents, and members of the faculty; and I attended three of the culminating end-of-semester RRA concerts prior to my departure from ULS in June of 2014.

Based on my limited experience with and knowledge of RRA, my preconceived notions are varied. I was aware the program had some challenges. In its early stages of adoption students struggled with the structure of the learning approach because it was vastly different from any other courses offered at the school. On occasion, teachers from various departments shared concerns about the approach’s potential for disruptive effect, as students sometimes carried into other classes the disagreements that arose in RRA. A few parents shared concerns their children were not learning proper music notation skills and that band performances were sometimes inconsistent. But I also recognized clear positives. Most students appeared enthusiastic about their participation in RRA. There was a positive buzz in the student community about the work RRA bands were doing, as students often continued their band discussions outside of the classroom. The culminating concerts, where each band publicly performed songs they had learned during the course of the semester, were inspiring because I often witnessed students who were otherwise quiet and shy appear to spontaneously break out of their shells, assuming surprisingly confident personas on stage.
Experiencing these things, however, left me with more questions than answers about RRA. Additionally, while I am encouraged by the potential of adopting SEL approaches in the classroom, I do not have a feel for what these teachers and students experience within the confines of its classroom walls. Over the course of this study, I hope to attain answers to these lingering questions.

Assumptions of the Study

As I entered this research, I possessed several assumptions. First, I assumed the teachers involved in the study were capable, professional, and adequately trained in the use and methods of Rock and Roll Academy. Similarly, I assumed their associated schools provided adequate support for RRA teachers and the Rock and Roll Academy program so experiences gathered about the approach may be optimally surveyed. Additionally, two specific assumptions guided the collection, analysis, and reporting of data for this study:

1. The interview protocol did not mislead respondents and possessed a design that appropriately addressed the central research questions.

2. Teachers who participated in this study responded to interview questions in a forthright, honest, and accurate manner.

Limitations of the Study

There were a few limitations associated with this research endeavor. First and foremost, because wide-scale adoption of the Rock and Roll Academy model has not yet occurred, there are relatively few teachers with the requisite experience and training required to effectively practice the RRA model. The number of sites utilizing the method is small, totaling only about a dozen. Schools that have adopted the method exist in a wide variety of contrasting geographic areas, including Florida, Colorado, Wisconsin, and Ohio. Due to the distances involved in this
study, the research studied five cases--each within different schools in various parts of the continental United States.

**Terminology**

Following are a variety of terms contained in this study.

*Accommodation:* A process of human thinking where schema is restructured and reshaped when one is confronted with new information that does not match older paradigms (Powell & Kalina, 2009).

*Assimilation:* A process of human thinking where new experiences are matched to previously constructed schema (Morford, 2007).

*Case study research:* A qualitative research approach that explores and describes a setting with the intent of developing an understanding of an underlying human condition or problem (Yin, 2009).

*Cognitive apprenticeship:* A form of scaffolding where a learner engages in authentic practice of a new skill under the supervision of a peer master (Pritchard & Woollard, 2010).

*Constructivism:* An epistemology patterned on the idea that each individual constructs knowledge based on his or her development of understanding, which is wholly derived from previous personal experience (Jardine, 2006).

*Efficacy:* The ability to succeed or to create a desired result (Oxford Dictionaries, 2014).

*Emotional intelligence:* One’s ability to perceive, monitor, and discriminate among feelings and to apply this information in ways to guide one’s actions and thinking (Panju, 2008).

*Epistemology:* A theory of the nature of knowing and understanding, or, specifically, how knowledge is internalized (Creswell, 2007).
Interpersonal intelligence: The ability to be socially aware by recognizing, interpreting, and understanding the signs and patterns of emotional behavior in others (Elksnin & Elksnin, 2003).

Intrapersonal intelligence: The ability to be self-aware by recognizing the emotional patterns and shifts within one’s self (Panju, 2008).


Psychological tools: Socially constructed devices that allow individuals to explore, share, and transmit knowledge. These include language, maps, diagrams, and other signs or symbols (Papadopoulou & Birch, 2009).

Qualitative research: A research approach that engages the study of qualities, which is best suited to the search for meaning related to human social context (Creswell, 2007).

Rock and Roll Academy: An innovative music instructional method created by Mark Galbo that utilizes child centered, play-based approaches and is designed to teach social emotional learning skills (Galbo, 2013).

Scaffolding: The natural mentoring process where a more knowledgeable person interacts with a less knowledgeable person in ways that facilitate understanding (Lee & Smagorinsky, 2000).

Schema: Designs of understanding that aid the construction and development of personal knowledge (Morford, 2007).

Social constructivism: An epistemology that assumes the position that knowledge is a social construction, and its acquisition and understanding is grounded in a variety of socially constructed contexts (Furman, Jackson, Downey, & Shears, 2003).
Social emotional learning: A term that describes the process of developing emotional and social competencies in children and adults (Merrell & Gueldner, 2010).

Zone of proximal development: The area between where a learner is capable of navigating by oneself and where he or she will require assistance from a more capable person (Lee & Smagorinsky, 2000).
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

It is of primary importance to engage in a thorough review of available literature relevant to the course of this study. Toward this end, there are three principal areas for investigation and explication. First, attention will be given to the epistemological underpinnings and pedagogy related to social constructivism, a theoretical framework that will provide a foundation through which SEL and this study’s findings can be interpreted. Second, an exploration of concepts and research related to SEL will be presented, which will provide a topical framework for the area of study central to this research. Last, a review of principles, ideas, and literature relevant to Rock and Roll Academy, an SEL program that will offer a common programmatic context for this study, will be outlined.

Theoretical Framework: Social Constructivism

Constructivism

Before one becomes oriented to social constructivism, it is important to understand the concepts of constructivism. Constructivism is an epistemology, or theory of knowledge patterned on the idea that human beings “actively construct ongoing experience and understanding of the world based on previously acquired categories, concepts and experience” (Jardine, 2006, p. 21). Immanuel Kant, assumed by many to be the first constructivist, believed the mind to be an organ that actively transformed experience into ordered knowledge (Pritchard & Woollard, 2010).
Following Kant, others developed related theories to describe how awareness, understanding, and the gift of problem solving derive from the particular ability of the human brain to construct knowledge.

Jean Piaget, deeply influenced by Kant’s ideas, was a formative and widely recognized constructivist. Unlike many who preceded him, “Piaget’s epistemology avoids the concept of knowledge as a copy of reality” (Morford 2007, p. 77). His theories focused on the realm of individual cognition and described how the brain searches for balance, or equilibrium, when one is confronted with cognitive conflict, or disequilibrium. Piaget developed the idea that all human thinking involved the construction and use of schema, or designs of understanding, to promote the development of knowledge. Piaget believed schema to be pliable and adaptable. The process of changing schema, known as accommodation, allowed the individual to reshape previous constructs when confronted with new information that no longer matched old paradigms (Powell & Kalina, 2009).

Piagetian constructivism, also commonly referred to as individual constructivism, cognitive constructivism or genetic constructivism, focused on the processes and stimuli that developed understanding within the mind. Both Piaget and Kant promoted what David Jardine (2006) calls the Enlightenment ideal: “the belief that underlying our myriad backgrounds, languages, cultures, constructions, assumptions, and experiences are commonly held categories, forms or methods of knowledge” (p. 22). According to Jardine (2006), constructivists believe our ways of knowing and reasoning are common only because we each possess similar capacities and patterns for constructing consciousness. Constructivism, as defined by Piaget, depicts the learner “as the lone investigator” (Phillips & Soltis, 2009, p. 52). In its purest form it focuses on the construction of knowledge as it occurs within the individual.
**Social Constructivism**

Social constructivism, on the other hand, assumes a slightly different epistemological position, one based on the premise of knowledge as a social construction. Social constructivists do not embrace the positivist precept that there is a “simple, linear, cause and effect relationship between people and their environments” (Furman et al., 2003). Its proponents “challenge the notion that an objective, external reality can be known apart from the manner in which it is socially viewed, understood, and constructed” (p. 265). Social constructivist educators believe teaching methods that utilize social collaboration provide students with opportunities to develop an understanding of “a variety of phenomenologies . . . which is lacking in Piagetian theory” (Marin, Benarroch, & Gomez, 2000, p. 235).

As Scott (2011) explains, constructivism and social constructivism are not, however, “completely at odds” (p. 192). Scott points to evidence of multiple points of intersection between the two theories, saying that both “affirm that individuals learn by interacting with their environments, and that learners construct knowledge actively rather than receive information passively from more knowledgeable others such as parents, teachers or peers” (p. 192). Margaret Sheehy (2002) goes further, explaining,

Constructivism is itself a social practice, a manner of learning that requires participation in an activity. In the activity, language develops and students learn to participate in a discourse community—a community that uses language in particular ways for community specific reasons. (p. 278)

For the social constructivist, all learning is socially entwined. Lev Vygotsky, Russian psychologist and preeminent social constructivist theorist, believed that before knowledge could be internalized, what takes place is “the phenomenon of active appropriation from all parties within the social construction process” (Hung, 2002, p. 201). The internalization of knowledge, Vygotsky argued, was grounded in the social realm, and always occurred through immersion in
community discourse (Lee & Smagorinsky, 2000). Since well before his death, social constructivist educators have interpreted Vygotsky’s theories regarding the social co-construction of knowledge as a foundation for classroom learning (Green & Gredler, 2002).

Vygotsky theorized the social construction of knowledge in myriad ways. Vygotskian theory promotes the idea that learning involves socially developed psychological tools, described by Papadopoulou and Birch (2009) as artificial “devices that cultures construct in order to ‘manipulate’ their world, explore their environment, communicate and transmit knowledge across generations. Such tools include language, systems for counting, maps, schemes, diagrams, writing, and other sorts of conventional signs” (p. 277). Another theory central to Vygotsky’s work, the idea of the zone of proximal development, can be described as the area between where a learner is capable of navigating by oneself and where he or she will require assistance from a more capable person. It is the place where the greatest potential for learning resides. Another Vygotskian process, known as scaffolding, describes the natural mentoring process, where a more knowledgeable person engages a less knowledgeable person in a manner where learning can progressively occur. Scaffolding does not involve the simple handing over of information; however, it is a reciprocal exchange where “cognitive change occurs within . . . [a] . . . mutually constructive process” (Lee & Smagorinsky, 2000, p. 2). These notions can be understood not only as existing as a relationship between student and teacher where psychological and “cultural tools such as observation, pattern recognition, making sense of patterns, and developing conceptual models” (Roychoudhury, 2014, p. 307) are utilized, but also, “more broadly, in terms of how human beings use social processes and cultural resources of all kinds in helping children . . . construct their futures” (Lee & Smagorinsky, 2000, p. 262).
Social constructivist thinking is also based on the precept that learning is forever *situated*, “that is it emerges and becomes meaningful in social contexts where the learner interacts with his/her world” (Papadoupoulou & Birch, 2009, p. 276). Thought itself, social constructivists believe, is situated in the social construct of language. As we translate and organize our thoughts we do so using the construct of language, our primary social medium (Phillips & Soltis, 2009). But how might the acquisition of knowledge by pre-linguistic children and non-human animals be accounted for within this model? Social constructivists do not forego the notion that learning can still occur by imitation and by behaviorist *shaping*, “but the learning of history, literature, mathematics, science, aesthetics, and such things as the principles of morality are all enterprises in which language plays a crucial role and thus, at base, are social enterprises” (p. 53).

Throughout history social constructivism has not, however, played a dominant role in the structure of American schooling. Why? According to Phillips and Soltis (2009), there is a “long-standing Western individualistic . . . tradition that has been passed on to us as part of our own social heritage” (p. 53). Within this tradition, individual ability and initiative have often been believed to be the greatest determinants of success. Over the past couple of centuries Americans have placed enormous value toward this notion and, as a result, deeply invested in teacher-centered practices. These traditional practices have most often avoided framing learning as a collaborative endeavor; instead, they have largely treated the acquisition of knowledge as something an individual must acquire on one’s own. For centuries far too many American students and educators have succumbed to this limited understanding of knowledge.
Social Constructivism and Dewey

During the early part of the 20th century progressive educators, led by John Dewey, railed against the paradigm of traditional schooling. For a moment let us consider his theories and approach to teaching, which have forever shaped modern social constructivist pedagogy.

Dewey was an educational philosopher who worked to research, publish, and advocate for schools that engaged student-centered, active learning approaches designed to stimulate the construction of knowledge in the minds of students. At the core of his beliefs was the notion that education was essential to a child’s moral development. He believed social growth was critical to the cause of democracy, for it “involved the acquisition of a capacity for communal life as well as personal fulfillment” (Ryan, 1998, p. 407). Dewey believed citizens must be critical thinkers who know how to “wholeheartedly act from principle, from a rationality that goes beyond prudence . . . (enabling them to reconcile their) private and . . . civic sentiments” (Rorty, 1998, p. 245). The very idea that Dewey’s discovery-based learning approach stimulates the construction of multiple understandings, social constructivists would argue, is a key to our human success. This “conception of identity--as an achievement rather than a brute fact” (Ryan, 1998, p. 409) is a core ideal.

A fundamental problem Dewey strove to resolve was the problem of teacher positioning. He believed learning was stifled when the teacher practiced from an authoritarian position because it did not properly engage the power of social experience. In his book Experience and Education Dewey (1997) explains,

When pupils were a class rather than a social group, the teacher necessarily acted largely from the outside, not as a director of processes of exchange in which all had a share. When education is based upon experience and educative experience is seen to be a social process, the situation changes radically. The teacher loses the position of external boss or dictator but takes on that of leader of group activities. (p. 59)
This shifting of position lowered resistance among students by shifting the locus of control away from teacher and toward students. By sharing power within the learning environment, the process of discovery could become something that was shared by all involved, and dialogue between students and teacher flourished.

Giroux, Penna, and Pinar (1981) describe the traditional power arrangement between student and teacher as something that socializes individuals to conform: “The structure, organization, and content of contemporary schooling serve to equip students with the personality requisites desired in the bureaucratically structured, hierarchically organized work force” (p. 221). They point out that Dewey railed against this notion, and he strove to fashion an educational approach that would equip well-prepared, socially adept citizens. By creating an educational environment that flipped the traditional classroom power arrangement on its ear, Dewey created social conditions where “dominance, subordination, and an uncritical respect for authority can be effectively minimized” (p. 221). His notion of education for democracy involved the idea that a moral community could be organically developed by immersing students in experiences that teach social consensus-building (Taylor, 1996).

Dewey’s progressive curriculum sought to balance social goals with the personal growth of the individual, allowing students to develop scholarly interests; instill traits of initiative, persistence, industry, and courage; and teach them the necessary skills to stand against injustice (Reid, 2013, p. 78). For Dewey and his followers, all meaning was a social construction, and engaging students in purposeful social collaboration taught them best how to cope for themselves and care for their fellow men and women in an unstable and problem-filled world (Garrison, 1995).
Alongside Dewey, progressive educators worked to develop several ideas, which, to this day, continue to guide social constructivist pedagogy. These included notions that projects should be varied enough to facilitate individual student success, students should engage in collaborative work, projects should be largely determined based on the needs and interests of students, and the organization of the learning environment should be democratic (Marlowe & Page, 2005). These principles align to promote the Deweyan idea that the acquisition of knowledge is not a spectator process where knowledge is simply received; instead, it starts “from the view that knowing was a form of engaging with the world” (Ryan, 1998, p. 399), in the hope the learner could develop into someone who is intellectually curious, interested in undertaking collaborative solutions, and capable of original thought.

These outcomes align closely with Kenneth Strike’s (2006) argument for why educators must work to promote human flourishing in their work. According to Strike, human flourishing must be consistent with basic democratic values . . . , must not claim that there is one best way to live . . . , [must be] consistent with the diverse range of religions and cultures in our society . . . , [while explaining] . . . in some measure what it is about diverse activities and practices that allows people to experience them as worthwhile. (p. 34)

Social constructivist teaching methods are designed to address these elements and create regular opportunities to engage in democratic, community-oriented tasks that focus on solving authentic problems. These approaches are key to stimulating student assimilation and accommodation of new ideas, because “richer thinking is more likely to occur in an atmosphere of exuberant discovery” (Kohn, 2004, ¶ 18). In fact, this is the antithesis of what is and what has been the most widely accepted approach in education today--the teacher-centered practice of imparting knowledge to students in ways where knowledge is treated as static material that is ready to be assimilated, where content is tightly controlled and dialogue strictly limited.
Modern Social Constructivist Practice

Social constructivists point out that disciplines of thought “have been constructed by communities of inquirers over long periods of time” and “that knowledge construction within the disciplines is a social activity” (Phillips & Soltis, 2009, p. 50). No matter what academic discipline teachers strive to follow, it is a challenging matter to construct content and implement pedagogical adaptations to make the most of students’ natural disposition for social learning. According to the research of David Chicoine (2004), adding to the problem are modern teacher education programs, which do not adequately educate teachers about constructivist and social constructivist “imperatives in regard to content and pedagogy” (p. 261).

Modern social constructivist approaches are intended to provoke the mind, stimulate enthusiasm, and drive student interest, which ideally promotes the discovery of knowledge as a joyful pursuit. Educational philosopher Alfie Kohn is an advocate for the adoption of social constructivist educational practices. He scoffs at those who believe good learning should be distasteful and critics who claim constructivists are preoccupied with student happiness. He believes it is important to understand “joy is not the only end” (Kohn, 2004, ¶20) when engaging students in authentic ways and argues social constructivist approaches properly facilitate students’ understanding of others, helping them construct knowledge “about themselves, about their teachers, about the curriculum and the whole experience of school” (Kohn, 2004, ¶18).

Social constructivist learning environments thrive when teachers practice a distributed locus of control that promotes an environment of exploration. Kim and Darling (2009) explain, “Teachers who are comfortable with ambiguity and not completely focused on the right answers provide a welcoming context for this process” (p. 144). Social constructivist educators believe learning can exist within any context that honors social and socio-historical ways of thinking.
Successful social constructivist approaches are regularly utilized to promote learning in a variety of populations, including youth with developmental and learning disabilities, children with emotional and behavioral challenges (Furman et al., 2003), adult prison populations (Muth, 2008), student groups from a variety of developmental stages in various independent and public schools, and classes within undergraduate and graduate programs.

A key to socially constructed learning is the formation of a disposition and identity that is open to collaborative engagement, driven by “intrinsically motivated activities, carried out thoughtfully” (Lee & Smagorinsky, 2000, p. 82). This is why it is important for teachers to assume a consistent social constructivist stance. According to Oldfather and West (1999), there are eight classroom characteristics present when teachers engage a social constructivist approach:

1. A primary goal orientation of the classroom is collaborative meaning construction.
2. Teachers pay close attention to students’ perspectives, logic, and feelings.
3. The teacher and students are learning and teaching.
4. Social interaction permeates the classroom.
5. Curriculum is negotiated among all participants.
6. The curriculum and the physical contents of the classroom reflect students’ interests and are infused with their cultures.
7. Students’ physical, emotional, and psychological needs are considered along with their intellectual needs.
8. Assessment is based on each individual’s progression and not exclusively on competitive norms. (p. 22)

In other attempts to advance student understanding, social constructivist classrooms often engage the use of other tools, like cognitive apprenticeships. Like the scaffolding process provided to a student by the teacher, a cognitive apprenticeship works to enculturate the learner by offering authentic practice under the supervision of a peer master (Pritchard & Woollard, 2010). Under this arrangement, the peer master assumes a role traditionally reserved for the teacher, but one that is less authority based and more peer-relational in tone. Such relationships
allow students to gain an understanding of learning as something that is “not about submission to cultural authority; rather, learning renders culture yet more meaningful--for both the expert and the novice” (McCaslin & Hickey, 2001, p. 137).

Modern social constructivist educators strive to treat classrooms as places where social reflection and negotiation are constant processes (Kim & Darling, 2009). Monological instructional practices of lecture and recitation are avoided or greatly minimized in the effort to nurture and maintain a dialogical classroom culture (Reznitskaya, 2012). Research has identified many practices and behaviors that characterize the dialogical classroom, including shared authority over the form and content of discourse, reliance on open and divergent questions, providing specific and meaningful feedback to students, engaging discussions comprised of higher-order reflection, elaborative in-depth student explanations, and collaborative construction of knowledge and authentic ideas (Reznitskaya, 2012). Within a social constructivist paradigm, the role of student dialogue is to utilize ongoing communicative acts to create and reinforce a shared interpretation, which helps to solidify understanding and establish a shared sense of knowledge (Keaton & Bodie, 2011). Much of the value that is derived from a socially grounded cooperative-based task “lies in its capacity to get students to clarify, defend, elaborate, evaluate, and argue with each other” (Staver, 1998, p. 518). The art of presenting, negotiating and building consensus is something that is developed using social constructivist principles. Consensus making is an extremely efficient way to assist learners in overcoming objections to new understanding, caused when prior knowledge is misunderstood, incomplete or subject to cultural bias (Staver, 1998).
Summary

As the theoretical foundation for this study, social constructivism is indeed an appropriate and conceptually rich epistemological position. Understanding the philosophies and approaches associated with social constructivist practice is essential to the cause of accurately describing the phenomenology associated with SEL processes that are the central focus of this research.

Topical Framework: Social Emotional Learning

Introduction

According to Op ‘T Eynde, De Corte, and Verschaffel (2006), a social constructivist framework combined with an understanding of the roles emotions play in the classroom provides a researcher with excellent instruments to investigate the phenomenon of SEL. They argue affective learning is inherently a social construction, because “emotions are social in nature and situated in a specific socio-historical context” (p. 195). Emotions are socially situated because they are formed from cognitive interpretations of social experiences, constructed on cultural beliefs, serve as a comparative appraisal of social situations and events, and ultimately subject to the unstable effects of ongoing social developments (Op ‘T Eynde et al., 2006).

Because human emotions are social constructs, they play a significant role in how knowledge is acquired and interpreted. In the 21st century, educators, working professionals, and industry leaders increasingly recognize the need to actively develop social and affective intelligence due to the ever-increasing need to collaboratively analyze human behavior and work to discover practical solutions to complex societal problems. When surveyed by the U.S. Department of Labor, top employers described the need for workers who were socially and emotionally adept, and who possessed skills for creative problem solving, interpersonal communication, personal management, group effectiveness, and organizational leadership (Elias,
According to Baker, Andriessen, and Jarvela (2013), “The development of socioemotional strengths will become increasingly important in a rapidly changing society, which demands coping with multiple challenges, stressful situations, and competing goals” (p. 177).

Social emotional competence is learned and developed through practice over a sustained period of time. Applying such practice within schools requires an approach that cultivates and engages a caring classroom community. Within a classroom space, specific social emotional qualities can successfully nurture a caring community open to new ideas, while other qualities may lead to a closed culture where channels of communication are constricted and ideas more firmly controlled. The creation of an open, communicative and caring community relies upon learning how to nurture a safe environment with clear boundaries where respectful and supportive interaction is actively promoted (Elias, 1997).

For decades, Nell Noddings has argued that creating and sustaining caring environments is essential not only to facilitating academic gains, but also to the cause of promoting moral learning in students. To her chagrin, Noddings (2005) believes the prerogative for moral learning, however, has taken a back seat to the race for academic gains, which are easier to measure and promote. She writes, “Too many teachers today are discouraged from engaging students in moral dialogue by the incessant pressure to raise test scores” (p. 7). As a result, too many American schools continue to overlook the importance of teaching students how to think critically about their community, participate in ethical decision-making, and develop consensus.
What is SEL?

According to Merrell and Gueldner (2010), social and emotional learning was a term coined by a collection of educators, child advocates, and researchers at a Fetzer Institute meeting in 1994, as they searched for a way to promote better mental health. Key members of this group continued working together in successive years, forming what is now known as CASEL, or the Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning, which has served as the organization most influential to promoting causes related to SEL (Merrell & Gueldner, 2010).

SEL, as currently defined by CASEL, is learning that “involves the processes through which adults and children develop social and emotional competencies” (Bridgeland et al., 2013, p. 6).

Practicing SEL stimulates brain development by expanding memory and attention skills, strengthening self-awareness and neocortical control, extending capacity of the frontal lobe through social interaction, improving self-control and affective awareness, and increasing cognitive capacity for academic learning (Elias & Arnold, 2006).

Why SEL?

According to The Missing Piece, a research report recently published by CASEL, a large body of research studies has demonstrated that “adopting explicit evidence-based SEL strategies and integrating evidence-based SEL instructional approaches are linked to a variety of positive outcomes for children, ranging from improved attitudes and behaviors to better academic performance” (Bridgeland et al., 2013, p. 13). Despite this evidence, the social emotional skills that students require to succeed—such as self-awareness . . . management, grit and determination, empathy and conflict resolution, discipline and industriousness, and application of knowledge and skills to real-world situations—are not being systematically integrated into American schools” (p. 13).
Indeed, creating opportunities for SEL within the classroom environment is important for a variety of reasons. A common objection to implementing SEL within the classroom, however, is the perception that if an additional layer of educational programming is adopted, then it will come at the expense of teaching necessary academic skills (Kress, Norris, Schoenholz, Elias, & Seigle, 2004). In reality, however, this does not have to be the case. “By integrating SEL concepts and skills with academic subjects, teachers enrich the learning of basic skills by placing them in the vivid context of social relationships and creative activities” (Elias, 1997, p. 64). As a matter of fact, Elias believes the largest obstacle to the success of SEL programs “occurs when the skills taught are not part of the regular curriculum, but instead are add-ons” (p. 79).

Academic achievement has been shown to thrive within SEL environments. According to CASEL, “a number of studies have shown that students who receive SEL have achievement scores an average of 11 percentile points higher than students who do not” (Bridgeland et al., 2013, p. 13). SEL interventions have also been found to improve achievement and lessen common behavior problems of children suffering from language-related learning difficulties (Elias, 2004). In addition to finding improvements to achievement test scores and overall academic performance, a 2011 study of the impact of school-based SEL interventions found that when “compared to controls, students demonstrated enhanced SEL skills, attitudes, and positive social behaviors following intervention and also demonstrated fewer conduct problems and had lower levels of emotional distress” (Durlak et al., 2011, p. 413). Similarly, in research performed by Greenberg (2010), where he analyzed programs that utilized a multiyear SEL approach, consistent benefits were documented for students, including improved social behavior, increased academic engagement, elevated levels of self-control, and an increase in behavior that was on-task. Research involving student populations in preschool settings (Kim & Darling, 2009),
elementary schools (Linares, Rosbruch, & Stern, 2005), middle schools (Russel & Hutzel, 2007), high schools (Liff, 2003), and the college/graduate school level all reveal that when SEL methods are integrated into academic instruction students commonly demonstrate increased levels of self-efficacy, academic achievement and prosocial behavior.

Why is this? Elias and Weisberg (2000) explain that persons who feel angry, anxious, or sad possess diminished ability to process information and problem solve. Poor emotional regulation and self-awareness negatively impacts learner motivation and self-efficacy, which limits the probability of success in school (Murphy & Alexander, 2006). According to Merrell and Gueldner (2010), academically at-risk students are prone to depression, conflict, and social isolation, which thereby decreases academic performance, increases rates of delinquency, and contributes to ongoing poverty, substance abuse, conflicted relationships, and mental health issues in adult life. Sustained SEL interventions show an ability to reduce the domino effect of these cumulative problems (Merrell & Gueldner, 2010). Resilience research has shown that, even in the worst conditions, such as decaying inner cities, we still find some children emerging in positive ways. . . . Wherever one looks at children who have remained in school, one will find that SEL was provided to these children by at least one or two caring people, often in the schools. (Elias, 1997, p. 5)

Actively practicing SEL can improve systemic social problems by teaching individuals “how to handle our relationships, our careers, and ourselves in an effective and fulfilling manner, enabling success not just in school, but in work and civil life” (Bridgeland et al., 2013, p. 13).

Not only do effective SEL programs strengthen social emotional skills in students, but they also facilitate effective learning, which in turn has a positive impact on teacher commitment. According to the conclusions of Collie et al. (2011), teachers who utilize SEL interventions on a consistent basis report significantly elevated levels of general professional
commitment and commitment to their organizations, which are predictors for improved teacher performance and lowered rates of burnout.

SEL programs also show evidence of effectiveness for students regardless of gender, language, and socioeconomic difference (Ashdown & Bernard, 2012). These initiatives not only show promise in serving students from a diverse set of ability levels, age groups, socioeconomic conditions, and cultural backgrounds, but also, when sustained over time, they can positively inform students’ values about cultural diversity and guide them to question the politics of power (Hoffman, 2009). Jonathan Cohen of the Center for Social and Emotional Education believes SEL opportunities teach a diverse array of students to be active and democratic participants in society. He writes,

For our country’s future, and for social justice, it is essential that all children, particularly the disadvantaged and the poor, have the opportunity to develop the social-emotional competencies and ethical dispositions that provide the foundation for the tests of life, health, relationships, and adult work. (2006, p. 228)

*Emotional Intelligence*

A key principle for understanding SEL is the theory of emotional intelligence, or EI. Emotional intelligence determines one’s ability to perceive, monitor, and discriminate among feelings “and to use this information to guide one’s own thinking and actions” (Panju, 2008, p. 7). As outlined in Figure 1, EI is composed of five domains: emotional awareness, personal motivation, self-control, empathy, and social skills.
Figure 1. Components of emotional intelligence.

Central to the concept of EI is emotional awareness. All other EI qualities build upon its foundation. Emotional awareness allows individuals to make accurate assessments about their strengths and limitations in relation to the world that surrounds them and informs an individual’s sense of self-worth (Panju, 2008). Emotional awareness includes the ability to be self-aware by recognizing both the emotional patterns and emotional shifts in one’s self, which is referred to as intrapersonal intelligence (Panju, 2008); and it also includes the ability to be socially aware through the cognizance of signs and patterns of emotional behaviors in others--also known as interpersonal intelligence (Elksnin & Elksnin, 2003).

Intrapersonal intelligence extends to the areas of personal motivation and self-control (Panju, 2008). Personal motivation drives goal setting and attainment. It is deeply connected to one’s emotional state, and can enable an individual to either stick to a task or give up, thereby
informing one’s sense of self efficacy. Exercising self-control requires the ability to manage one’s emotional reactions in ways that reduces potentially negative impulsive responses and instead promotes personal choices that are socially appropriate and productive (Panju, 2008).

Empathy and social skills fall within the sphere of interpersonal intelligence (Panju, 2008). Empathy is developed by demonstrating active listening skills, engaging in conflict resolution, witnessing pro-social anger management, and practicing refusal skills in authentic situations (Elias & Arnold, 2006). There are a variety of ways in which social skills are cultivated, as outlined by Elksnin and Elksnin (2003):

Types of social skills include interpersonal behaviors needed to make and keep friends, such as joining in and giving compliments; peer-related social skills valued by classmates, such as sharing and working cooperatively; teacher-pleasing social skills related to academic success, such as listening and following directions; self-related behaviors, such as following through and dealing with stress; communication skills such as attending to the speaker and conversational turn taking; and assertiveness skills. (2003, p. 68)

Developing interpersonal intelligence also requires practice to build awareness of verbal and nonverbal cues. Nonverbal cues include paralanguage (or non-word sounds), facial expressions, gestures and postures, physical distance and touch, social rhythm, and the use of objectives such as dress (Elksnin & Elksnin, 2003).

*Synthesis Skills*

Not only must teachers successfully integrate socially oriented opportunities within their curriculum to develop general qualities of emotional intelligence, but also they must deliberately practice skills to synthesize SEL within the classroom. For Elksnin and Elksnin (2003), collaborative problem solving is an important SEL skill because it involves teaching learners to recognize that negative feelings often signal that a problem exists and needs to be solved. Once
this occurs, students must learn to define the problem, offer possible solutions, build consensus, and evaluate the outcome (Elksnin & Elksnin, 2003, p. 73).

Additionally, peer role modeling is an important SEL skill because it involves the development and practice of positive social interaction for both the model and the imitator (Hutzel, Russell, & Gross, 2010). Peer modeling and other acts of collaboration involve the exchange of assets, where all participants have various resources to share, including various knowledge, understandings, dispositions, and skills (Hutzel et al., 2010).

SEL programs should also promote strong communication skills. The SEL classroom should be a place where students share feelings and opinions if they wish, keep sensitive classroom discussions confidential, and communicate respect for one another’s thoughts and feelings (Merrell & Gueldner, 2010). A discourse composed of various perspectives provides SEL environments with access to a variety of ways to make meaning, and the process of sharing and negotiating meaning as a member of a community reinforces one’s sense of belonging and understanding (Morcom, 2014).

The instructional milieu should also be a place where students gradually learn about each other as much as they learn about academic content. This allows for students to discover and evaluate the ideas of those with diverse backgrounds and opinions. Building SEL skills by engaging students in efforts that require authentic group collaboration builds a “respect for diversity [that] moves beyond knowledge acquisition and into the realm of systematic skill building” (Elias, Butler, Bruno, Papke & Shapiro, 2005, p. 35).

Role of the Teacher

The effectiveness of an SEL intervention relies not only upon a teacher who fully understands the key concepts and synthesis skills related to the approach, but also on an
instructor who promotes a specific environment and possesses certain dispositions. To this point, Elias and Arnold (2006) argue SEL skills are best developed by teachers who effectively promote a climate of kindness and caring. SEL teachers must themselves demonstrate social and emotional competence. They must possess a high level of social awareness and recognize the emotions and emotional patterns within themselves and others. They should possess sensitivity to cultural difference and demonstrate the ability to manage respectful relationships. Perhaps most importantly, they should be comfortable with a degree of uncertainty within the classroom, allowing students the time and space to resolve difficulties themselves (Jennings & Greenberg, 2009, p. 495).

The teacher within the SEL milieu must be comfortable with abandoning the traditional, teacher-directed model of instruction. SEL teachers encourage students to engage in authentic tasks where decision-making, problem solving, and goal achievement are responsibilities mutually shared by students. The teacher’s role within this context is best defined as that of a facilitator who initiates long-term goals for the group, sets boundaries, provides reminders, and offers guidance when requested.

Educators misinterpret their role when they choose to engage in a discourse of control by implementing ongoing teacher-imposed structures, choices, behavioral contracts, and activities. According to Hoffman (2009), when teachers fail to understand how to make this shift, environments are created where “substance is replaced by structure; feeling is replaced by form. . . . Most tellingly, caring and community are conceptualized as things teachers teach children to do by getting them to behave in appropriate ways” (p. 545).

Additionally, Hoffman warns that an effective SEL educator should not make the mistake of treating SEL as a way to remediate individual deficits; instead, SEL must be embraced as a
combination of approaches that build social equity through a focus on developing self-esteem within a relational context, which, in turn, creates a positive social environment to nourish academic achievement (2009). SEL is best developed by teachers who are comfortable with introducing authentic situations into the classroom environment where students may openly question, make mistakes, and work collaboratively toward a common goal (Russell & Hutzel, 2007).

Last, the SEL teacher should be comfortable eliciting the support of the community, including a school’s students, parents, teachers, and administrative personnel, as this increases the “durability, longevity, and probability of success” (Elias, 1997, p. 90) for SEL initiatives within her classroom. When a teacher discovers ways to allow the larger community to publicly witness the product of an authentic collaboration after students abandon the relative safety and security of a closed SEL classroom space, these learners gain a deeper sense of recognition and accomplishment that legitimizes and reinforces the social emotional skills they practiced.

Effective Program Design

Various academic studies point to specific recommendations that should be incorporated into the design of SEL programs. According to Durlak et al. (2011), successful SEL programs should utilize SAFE criteria, outlined in Figure 2, in their designs in order to stimulate the highest beneficial effect.
This recommendation is based on research findings within a meta-analysis of “school programs that sought to develop personal and social skills” (p. 408), which discovered that staff who utilized these four practices together achieved a significantly higher level of success than those who followed other procedures. The Durlak study poses questions that help determine a SAFE designation, including the following:

(a) Does the program use a connected and coordinated set of activities to achieve their objectives related to skill development? (Sequenced); (b) Does the program use active forms of learning to help youth learn new skills? (Active); and, (c) Does the program have at least one component devoted to developing personal or social skills? (Focused); and, (d) Does the program target specific SEL skills rather than targeting skills or positive development in general terms? (Explicit). (p. 410)

In addition to SAFE criteria, there are five explicit competency clusters that are recommended for effective SEL program design. These five clusters, as outlined in Figure 3, are identified within the CASEL report, *The Missing Piece*, and include the areas of social awareness,
responsible decision-making, self-awareness, relationship skills, and self-management. They were derived from a national survey of 605 teachers from school districts charged with working to develop SEL programs, as they were recognized as the most widely regarded areas for SEL development. According to this report, promoting these five competency clusters should be the primary goals of any quality SEL program (Bridgeland et al., 2013). Doing so allows students to improve their beliefs and attitudes “about self, others, and school. These, in turn, provide a foundation for better adjustment and academic performance as reflected in more positive social behaviors and peer relationships, fewer conduct problems, less emotional distress, and improved grades and test scores” (p. 18).

Figure 3: Five explicit competency clusters.
Introduction

According to Robert Stake (2006), when a researcher engages in a multi-case study, it is important to have a collective target under which cases are categorically bound; he calls this the quintain, which “is the arena or holding company or umbrella for the cases we will study” (p. 6). The quintain, or umbrella under which the cases were commonly organized for this study was the SEL program known as Rock and Roll Academy.

RRA History

In a case study published by music teacher Sheri Jaffurs in 2004 about her observations of informal learning as it occurs within a student-led garage band, she notes, “I was impressed by what . . . the garage band could do without anyone in charge. They collaborated and worked toward a common goal that they had a vested interest in” (p. 198). Within this research, Jaffurs questioned if learning experiences similar to those naturally occurring within an at-home garage band could also be created within a classroom environment, where students could further develop their musicality by communicating, learning, setting goals, and collaborating in a student-centered manner.

Likely unbeknownst to Jaffurs at the time were the efforts of Mark Galbo, a long-time music educator himself, who set out to create just such a music program in 2003 at the Telluride Mountain School in Colorado. Galbo’s dream was to create a method of music instruction that was truly child-centered, requiring his students to take charge of their own learning within the context of a student-formed rock band. Galbo began his program unconcerned that none of his students knew how to play an instrument. He set out to prove that when given the right atmosphere and a teacher who supplied encouragement, provided expert on-demand support,
encouraged healthy boundaries, and set minimal yet clear and consistent goals, student-led bands
could learn how to play and perform largely on their own and at an accomplished level.

At a workshop for new Rock and Roll Academy parents on April 10, 2012, Mr. Galbo
succinctly explained his philosophy when he asked, “How many adults in this room took music
instrument lessons as children?” After scanning the room and seeing most hands held aloft he
followed with another question, “Now how many of you still play those instruments today?”
During a brief pause he watched all but a couple of hands fall from the air. Then he continued, “I
see this same result every time I run a parent workshop. Why? I believe it’s because the passion
for playing an instrument never fully ignites when learning is directed by a teacher. When a
student works for the teacher, how often will he engage an instrument with a sense of passion?”
He continued, “Most accomplished musicians would tell you that making music is a social act.
These people learned how to play instruments alongside their friends and family, just as they
learned to speak English. They experimented together, created noise together, and that kind of
mutual success ignited their life-long passion for playing music.”

Later, Galbo shared one of his favorite analogies, “Imagine yourself walking by a park
where kids are playing basketball together, and you stop to ask them how they learned to play.
What would they do? They’d stare at you as if you were crazy, because everyone knows you
learn how to play basketball by just . . . playing.” After briefly pausing for effect, he continued,
“Kids are capable of learning awesome things when we put them in charge of achieving goals
while providing a safe, social learning environment that is ripe for discovery.” To underline this
point, Galbo softly asked, “What does your kid want more than anything else? To connect with
another kid. That’s how the best music gets made . . . when people collaborate to create an
experience they can own together. This is social-emotional learning at its finest.”
Following this philosophy for more than 11 years within his Rock and Roll Academy at the Telluride Mountain School, Galbo has personally facilitated the successful matriculation of over 200 student bands from the point of formation all the way through to a concluding rock concert performance. His students, regardless of their starting ability level, learn to competently play several instruments. Most of them have remained in Galbo’s program for multiple years, some becoming accomplished professional musicians. Many more, he claims, will likely remain musicians for life. In 2012, Galbo published an account of his curriculum, the RRA Method, which he now sells, and he has also created a consultancy for RRA method training and support. As the Rock and Roll Academy movement gains momentum, music teachers in independent, charter and public schools alike have adopted Galbo’s method. According to Galbo, the RRA method is now being practiced at over a dozen schools in several states, including Colorado, Wisconsin, Florida, and Ohio.

Overview and Design

A review of Mark Galbo’s Rock and Roll Academy Method’s training materials reveals several very important concepts that outline his curriculum and pedagogical approach. These include outlining several social constructivist ideas (Vygotsky, play-based learning, role of language, music as a language, classroom culture, role of the teacher), reviewing program goals as they relate to specific social emotional learning objectives, and enlisting community support.

RRA methods appear to be clearly and firmly grounded in social constructivist theory and practice. In the Rock and Roll Academy Facilitator’s Guide (2013), Galbo outlines Vygotsky’s social development theory, which “stresses the fundamental role of social interaction in the development of cognition” (p. 36). The text reviews the importance of play and its role in creating a zone of proximal development for the child. Galbo writes,
In RRA, when kids get onstage and ‘play band’, they are setting up a Zone of Proximal Development. By pretending to be able to play instruments, kids approximate the motions and feelings of playing. Consequently, they actually learn to play the instruments. This willingness to make believe, to imagine, is a powerful learning tool. In play, kids can try things without too much risk. Play empowers kids as learners on all levels, from task mastery to social emotional. (p. 36)

Galbo also commits several chapters discussing the importance of authentic, play-based learning practices. He discusses the idea that playing music instead of practicing promotes a spirit of social participation and accessibility, as he writes,

Play is social. Play is choice. Play is the foundation of all learning. Play allows children to take initiative in their learning. When the adult in the room sends the message that their instinct to play—their instinct to be themselves—is supported, the child is empowered as an individual. Creativity and, ultimately, autonomy become observable outcomes. (p. 33)

The concept of play-based learning is further explained by Galbo as he discusses the importance of social behaviors that occur within the RRA classroom as students observe their peers, listen to the room, share ideas, teach one another, disagree, negotiate solutions, and collaborate toward the common goal of making music together.

The concept of learning music as if one was learning a language is also a primary social constructivist notion. Galbo asks the teacher to consider the following:

Children learn to speak by imitating those around them. Reading and writing occurs years after the child can speak. Imagine trying to teach a child to read and write before they could speak. It wouldn’t happen. But that’s exactly what standard music education attempts to do. Teach kids to read the language of music before they can speak it. (p. 43)

He argues this is the reason most people quit music, forming the sense that they, themselves, are not musical. The RRA method treats “music as a language that can be learned through listening and imitation” (p. 43), which works, Galbo argues, because it taps into the social constructivist notion that learning the language of music together “restores music to one of its primary functions—creator and sustainer of community” (p. 43).
Social constructivist ideas also inform Galbo’s careful consideration of how the classroom environment should be formed. He describes the importance of cultivating a classroom culture of caring, allowing students to exercise choices within boundaries as they learn to engage, care, and learn together. As a primary social constructivist tool, Galbo insists the RRA environment must be student-centered, where the role of the teacher is one of a facilitator. He describes the facilitator’s role as someone who

learns to let go, to welcome uncertainty, to develop tolerance and patience, and remain willing to protect the space in which students drive the process. RRA facilitators work to create and protect this space so children can gain experience being themselves, trusting their instincts, and looking inside themselves for solutions. (p. 22)

The RRA facilitator serves the environment as a trusted adult who offers on-demand technical support and who also helps students establish clear and safe boundaries, defines expectations for the group, and remains a largely neutral and objective presence throughout the learning process.

As a vehicle for social emotional learning, the five explicit SEL competencies as recommended by CASEL are found peppered throughout Galbo’s Rock and Roll Academy: 18 Lesson Plans (2013) as key lesson objectives (see Table 1). He makes the claim that RRA offers an unparalleled context for SEL. Musical experience enhances perception of emotion. Allowing students to choose their own music ensures emotional connection to course content. The social nature of a band provides context for developing negotiation and collaboration skills. (Rock and Roll Academy Facilitator’s Guide, 2013, p. 88)

Additionally, there is ample evidence to support the idea that the RRA method meets the SAFE criteria for effective SEL program design as set by Durlak et al. (2011) because RRA offers sequenced activities, active forms of learning, focused development of social skills, and explicitly targets specific SEL competencies.
Table 1

*Galbo’s Lessons and Objectives for Rock and Roll Academy*

| Lesson Plan Names |  
|-------------------|-----------------------|-----------------------|-----------------------|-----------------------|
| • Summary of Lesson Objectives |  

**Set an atmosphere**
- Discuss the need and intent to create and protect the learning space
- Learn behavioral boundaries and expectations
- Affirm the RRA atmosphere as a socially and emotionally secure space

**Explore the space**
- Explore the classroom with a spirit of play
- Begin to establish social norms
- Learn about removing the burden of right and wrong

**The band is your teacher**
- Internalize concept of the zone of proximal development, as defined by the classroom’s physical boundaries, peer mentors, and facilitator as a support
- Digest notion that learning within the classroom is driven by social interaction
- Internalize concept of music as a language as learning occurs via play, imitation and listening

**Making choices**
- Develop comfort suggesting songs and advocating for ideas
- Establish roles by voting on songs and choosing instruments
- Practice negotiation, collaboration and consensus-making through song and instrument choice

**Getting the song in the room**
- Connect with the song’s musical-affective components
- Establish skill acquisition by experimenting with instrument and technique
- Collaboratively learn the song by listening to parts and playing a simplified version of parts

**Follow the singer**
- Communicate by hearing one’s part in relation to others, & discerning when to talk and listen
- Demonstrate teamwork and leadership skills as the singer assumes a leadership role, others work to support the singer, and the group works together
- Play through doubts and fears and learn to move beyond mistakes

*(table continues)*
Lesson Plan Names

• Summary of Lesson Objectives

Remove the obstacles
• Students create curriculum by interacting with space, process and peers
• Solidify the role of the facilitator as an adult witness and resource
• Students direct the learning process and internalize motivation

Listen to the room
• Develop listening skills of personal & band volume
• Students develop awareness of their own internal dialogue as musicians
• Students internalize boundaries within the room

Forgetting and remembering
• Students experiment without fear
• Social bonds strengthen as musical memory improves
• Song development shifts to short burst learning

The most important thing to a kid is another kid
• Students connect emotionally to content and to each other
• Cultural and technical content is introduced from peer to peer
• Emotional learning develops through social play

The courage to fail
• Students internalize the idea that risking failure leads to success
• Band synthesizes social information into creative solutions
• Band develops artistry through play

Play from your heart
• Self-confidence grows from the developing success of the group
• Self-expression develops from the growing security of the group
• A sense of personal autonomy grows as individuals develop musical competence

Every band must find its soul
• Intrapersonal and interpersonal emotional awareness deepens as relationships develop
• Social awareness strengthens as members tune into each other’s emotional states & language
• Students resolve ongoing conflict in safe ways, which is normalized by the creative process

Run the set
• Students develop artistic solutions together as the band assumes collective responsibility
• Adversity is overcome through collaboration and compromise
• Band members generate a giving, audience-oriented perspective as the music set is developed

(table continues)
Lesson Plan Names

• Summary of Lesson Objectives

Musicians use your eyes
• Musicians master non-verbal communication skills among band members
• Musical mastery occurs as communication and individual competence synchronizes
• Band cohesion and independence from teacher is affirmed as successful song playing develops

Don’t beat the song up
• Musicians replace boredom of repetition with the tinkering of collaborative creative expression
• Band focuses on the process to develop the product
• Members experience the fruits of their success by having fun

Kids always rise to the occasion
• Students’ faith in the process solidifies
• Students maintain playfulness as the musical set is refined
• Band acknowledges it has made a choice to succeed

The concert
• Group shares their collective expression as playfulness on stage
• Individuals demonstrate fearlessness as they show collective courage on stage
• Band celebrates their work by sharing their work with the community
Importantly, Galbo does not fail to include multiple references to ideas for eliciting community support for RRA. The *Facilitator’s Guide* discusses the need to build skillful relationships with school stakeholders, including administrators, teachers, staff, and parents. Galbo stresses the importance of developing the trust and support of these constituent groups in order to better ensure the longevity of the program so SEL competencies may take root and deepen over time. Galbo also discusses the community’s role as a key witness at the RRA concert, a culminating public performance where bands present the musical knowledge they have developed together. Galbo describes the RRA concert as a celebration of students’ accomplishments, where they can demonstrate newfound confidence and skills. The concert reinforces the idea that group achievement and musical expression is something that is valued by the community, and helps students “come to understand that the RRA is a culture of musical expression and excellence” (*Rock and Roll Academy Facilitator’s Guide*, 2013, p. 112).

**Conclusion**

Over the past 10 years, evidence of RRA’s blend of social emotional and musical learning has been documented in dozens of media articles and news stories. Scattered accounts of personal experiences associated with parents and students who have witnessed or participated in Rock and Roll Academy classes and concerts can also be found online. Although these media articles and personal accounts exist, no scholarly, independent, or peer-reviewed research has been identified that references Rock and Roll Academy or the RRA Method of music instruction.

It is important to note, however, that in 2013 Galbo himself commissioned a study of RRA by William F. Younkin of the Biscayne Research Group. Younkin’s research is posted on Galbo’s Rock and Roll Academy website. Within this research study Younkin (2014) says,

> The program demonstrates outcomes that include and go beyond the concept of social emotional learning. . . . The students emerge from the program with a deep understanding
of music, its creation, and performance. They have the skills . . . to perform for their friends and in public and [have gained] a substantial foundation for further study and/or professional performance. They have the confidence to . . . work in groups cooperatively and resolve any issues that come up. They have learned that sticking to something results in competence and even excellence. The RRA is a powerful educational tool that has the potential to provide significant support for achieving a school’s mission. (p. 9)

Further research into the program is needed. Studying the experiences of teachers who follow the RRA method will provide additional insight toward understanding the challenges and rewards of pursuing social emotional learning within this active, authentically-oriented, student-centered instructional environment.
CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

Introduction

This chapter contains an overview of the research methods and type of research used to fulfill the primary objective of this study, which was to research the experiences of teachers who follow the Rock and Roll Academy method of music instruction, a program specifically designed to facilitate social emotional learning in students. It also describes a summary of the elements of research and a review of the protocols used to collect, organize, refine, and analyze this research study’s data.

Use of Qualitative Methods

A qualitative approach is employed when the researcher wishes to better understand contexts and experiences. This approach is best suited when a quantitative approach fails to fit the nature of the research; more specifically, qualitative research is best suited to “the study of research problems inquiring into the meaning individuals or groups ascribe to a social or human problem” (Creswell, 2007, p. 37).

According to Corbin and Strauss (2008), qualitative research provides the researcher with tools to access understanding of the phenomena of human experience; its analysis allows one to discover many meanings in a variety of contexts. Yin (2009) encourages researchers to consider this approach “to understand a real-life phenomenon in depth . . . encompassed (in) important contextual conditions” (p.18). In his seminal work, Researching Lived Experience, van Manen (1990) describes how the qualitative method holds value different from that of scientific
research. He says it “does not offer us the possibility of effective theory with which we can now explain and/or control the world, but rather it offers us the possibility of plausible insights that bring us in more direct contact with the world” (p. 9).

Creswell (2007) argues the qualitative researcher chooses this research approach based on a variety of philosophical assumptions, including ontological, epistemological, axiological, rhetorical, and methodological. Qualitative research assumes the ontological position that reality differs from individual to individual, yet despite its subjective nature, different realities often share common elements. Epistemologically speaking, qualitative studies assume the experiences of participants may indeed be studied and understood, but only when the axiological question of how the researcher’s own cultural values, assumptions, and biases are adequately addressed. To gain authenticity, the qualitative researcher pledges to employ, when possible, a rhetorical style that is both thick and rich in description. Finally, qualitative research embraces the methodology of induction, where questions, generalizations, and theories emerge from details.

Qualitative research also benefits from a strong theoretical framework, which can inform the study and provide an interpretive lens through which data can be analyzed and meaning derived. This study assumes the lens of social constructivism because it is an excellent paradigm to facilitate qualitative methodology and offers a wealth of insight related to the social constructivist roots of SEL and the RRA quintain.

Creswell (2007) outlines five different approaches to qualitative research, including case study, narrative, phenomenological, grounded theory, and ethnographic. All of these approaches have common processes and employ similar ways of collecting data, including the use of interviews, field observations, records, artifacts, and documents. The qualitative approach of choice, however, should be informed by what the researcher seeks to accomplish.
Overview of Case Study Research

According to Yin (2009), when a researcher considers which qualitative approach to follow, three considerations must be given: “(a) the type of research question posed, (b) the extent of the control an investigator has over actual behavioral events, and (c) the degree of focus on contemporary as opposed to historical events” (p. 8). In researching the primary question, “What is it to be a Rock and Roll Academy teacher?” and the important central questions, “How do teachers describe their prior background and experience?” “How do teachers describe their activity within the RRA classroom?” “How has the experience of teaching RRA influenced teacher outlook?,” a case study approach is most appropriate because it largely seeks answers to how or why questions, does not require control of behavioral events, and allows for investigation to occur in the current timeframe (Yin, 2009). As the primary research question reveals, the cases for this study are individual teachers who all practice within the same bounded system of RRA.

Case study research investigates a bounded topic or system through the analysis of multiple sources of qualitative and/or quantitative data (Stake, 2006). According to Yin (2009), it is an inductive process that may involve the analysis of individual or multiple concrete topics such as individuals, groups, and organizations, or it can focus upon more abstract topics including communities, relationships, decisions, and projects. Additionally, within a case study design, the scope of data collection is largely influenced by the topic of analysis, phenomenon to be studied, and the study’s sample size (Yin, 2009).

When choosing to study multiple individual cases that share a common organizing umbrella, or quintain, a cross-case analysis may be employed. According to Stake (2006), this allows the researcher to benefit from an “understanding of the aggregate” (p. 39), so the phenomenon of study may benefit from an interpretation derived across cases, where
commonalities and differences may be identified and analyzed. For the purposes of this study, a cross-case analysis was utilized in an effort to better understand phenomenological commonalities and differences that arise through multiple interviews with RRA teachers.

Case Study Elements

Unit of Analysis and Sample Size

The unit of analysis for this research study was an individual RRA teacher. As this is a multiple case study, only teachers who are trained in and who actively utilize Rock and Roll Academy methods were eligible for study. This research study followed the guidance contained within Robert Stake’s *Multiple Case Study Analysis* (2006), as its target sample size of five cases exceeded the minimum recommendation of at least four cases and did not exceed the maximum recommendation of 10 cases.

Type of Case

This research is a multiple case study that is exploratory in nature. The intent of this study is to gain a better understanding of the phenomena surrounding the central research question: “What is it to be a Rock and Roll Academy teacher?” The compiled case research has been used to construct a narrative that documents and categorizes the experiences of teachers in RRA method-based SEL classes so existing phenomena could be revealed and better understood (Yin, 2009).

Selection of Participants

As documented in Appendix A, Institutional Review Board approval was obtained prior to the selection of research participants. Participants within this study were all adults in the teaching profession, employed at various schools. They varied in age, race, gender, and cultural background, as none of these demographic criteria was used in the selection process. This
research study did not select any participants from a vulnerable population. All participants met the four following selection criteria: individual teachers who currently teach music classes that follow the RRA method; teachers who completed RRA training; teachers who work in a public, private or charter school setting; and those with a willingness to participate and ability to speak English.

According to information provided at the Rock and Roll Academy information website, http://www.rockandrollacademy.com, there are over a dozen schools employing the RRA method in various states and regions of the United States. Sites were determined based on the school location of those teachers who chose to participate. Sites involved a variety of school types, including small and large, public and independent, with middle and high school populations.

As of January of 2015, 13 teachers actively practiced the Rock and Roll Academy method in the United States. These teachers had publicly available email addresses via their school websites, which the researcher used to establish initial contact using the form letter outlined in Appendix B. This email contained a copy of the Informed Consent Statement, outlined in Appendix C, for potential participants to review.

Those who expressed interest in participating were asked to share a preferred phone number, and a date and time in which to speak with the researcher about the research study. During this phone conversation, each potential participant had an opportunity to ask questions and seek additional information about the research process. Upon the conclusion of this phone conversation, potential participants were informed they could elect to participate by signing and returning the Informed Consent Form. Those who elected to participate signed the study’s IRB
approved Informed Consent Form and were asked to wait for a period of at least 7 days before research interviews were scheduled.

**Special Considerations and Risks**

There were no special considerations related to subject recruitment. The study did not request or use any protected health or personal information and did not include non-English speaking subjects. Additionally, there were no finder’s fees involved in subject recruitment.

There were no perceived or likely physical, psychological, social, economic, or legal risks related to this study. There was no deception of participants. The procedures contained within this study represented the least risk for its participants. Finally, there were no medically-related risks, no international participants, and no community-based research related to this study.

**Access to Participants and Sites**

Participants were accessible to the researcher through the following methods: phone, email, Skype, and in-person field observation. Prior to scheduling field observations, the researcher sought approval from each participant and secured required administrative approvals.

**Data Collection**

Information was derived from multiple sources of data. Three separate interviews were conducted with each teacher participant. Additional data were gathered through observations made in the field regarding the physical classroom space and school environment in which the teachers worked.

According to Corbin and Strauss (2008), interviewing is a challenging task. The qualitative researcher must decide if the interview will remain unstructured, tightly structured with closed-ended questions, or fashioned with open-ended questions. Cresswell (2007) notes
that research questions should be practically designed so they obtain useful data, there should be adequate recording procedures in place, and the interview should remain on-task and be completed in a timely manner.

With this information in mind, three interviews were scheduled and conducted with each participant. The first and third interviews were held via Skype, and the second interview occurred following a site tour of the participant’s classroom. Interview protocols are as listed in Appendices A, B and C. The scope of the interview process occurred within an 8-week time span between February and April of 2014. All interview questions for this research study were designed to elicit open-ended answers, so a thick and rich description could be obtained. The length of each formal interview was designed to last between 20 and 45 minutes and took place at times when teachers had no other responsibilities and could provide their full attention. Each interview was recorded on audiotape and was transcribed within 24 hours. To reduce errors and increase reliability, upon completion each interview transcription was shared with participants via email, and they were encouraged to comment and make revisions to better ensure accuracy.

Similar to gathering data through the interview process, it is important to follow a method for collecting field observations. The process of observation involved several steps, including gaining permission to tour classrooms; determining what should be observed and for how long; establishing a process for documentation, including tools and limitations for what will be documented; deciding the researcher’s role as an observer; and recording detailed descriptions of participants, events, activities, physical settings, and the researcher’s reactions (Creswell, 2007).

Field observations for this study took place during a maximum period of one hour at each of the participant’s schools. During observations the researcher respected and maintained the anonymity of each teacher participant and their schools as detailed descriptions and reactions
were recorded in the form of the researcher’s handwritten notes. No information on children or other individuals was collected, and no audiotaping of individuals other than teacher participants was conducted.

Time Frame

Data were collected over a 6-week period. There was a minimum of 10 days between interviews, which allowed time for the researcher to transcribe and code. These intentional pauses between interviews also gave participants the opportunity to reflect upon previous interviews as they practiced within the RRA classroom, which deepened the quality and richness of participants’ descriptions.

Week 1: Skype Interview 1

The researcher conducted an initial interview via Skype with each participant. The questions for this interview are listed within the protocol in Appendix D. These questions were constructed to probe into the area of teachers’ background and experience, so the researcher could access information about what participants had previously taught, what educational philosophies they have embraced in the past, and how they describe their training for an adoption of the RRA method.

Week 3: Classroom Tour and Interview 2

The second interview occurred following a tour of each participant’s classroom. The questions for this interview are outlined in Appendix E. The purpose of this second interview was to focus on the area of teaching environment and activity--that is, exploring what they are actively doing in the classroom regarding content and method. Along with data collected through the interview, observations collected in the field allowed the researcher to record on-site
information to more deeply explore the question of environment, content, and method as it related to teaching within the RRA classroom.

Week 6: Skype Interview 3

The last interview was conducted via Skype, using questions outlined in the interview protocol in Appendix F. This interview focused on the topic of Teacher Outlook, and teachers were asked to reflect upon philosophical shifts, teacher efficacy, and how they describe their future hopes and goals for their respective RRA programs. This interview also took time to engage teachers in any pre-determined follow-up questions needed to clarify or more deeply develop understanding of previously discussed topics.

Data Analysis

Creswell (2007) calls the analysis of data within a qualitative process “a data analysis spiral” (p. 150). He describes this process as one where the researcher moves in analytic circles instead of following a linear path toward the interpretation of data. For the case study researcher, this circular process involves data collection, organization, immersion and memoing, coding, categorization by theme, interpretation, and analysis. For this research study, this very process was employed in the pursuit of categorical and thematic aggregation, where “the researcher seeks a collection of instances from the data, hoping that issue-relevant meanings will emerge” (Creswell, 2007, p. 163). This study’s theoretical and topical frameworks provided a basis for meanings, as topics came into focus through the lens of social constructivism and SEL.

Following the conclusion of the data-gathering process, individual case analysis began. First, each interview transcript was created and member-checked. Second, the researcher immersed himself within the text of transcripts and field observation notes, re-familiarized himself with the guiding research questions and literature related to the study’s conceptual
framework, and followed with a process of in vivo and open coding. Next, the researcher and a peer debriefer followed with a second round of refined coding. Each individual case’s refined codes were then converged from all sources into a MaxQDA case study database where files were organized by topic area formed from the three primary research questions related to this study, including the following: Background and Experience, Environment and Activity, and Teacher Outlook. From within this topical structure, codes were further analyzed and organized for thematic analysis and categorization.

A cross-case analysis was then completed. As described by Stake (2006), a cross-case analysis is “undertaken to understand the Quintain (i.e., the program or phenomenon)--both its commonality and its differences across manifestations” (p. 40). To this end, as outlined in Stake’s (2006) *Multiple Case Study Analysis*, multicase tables were created to organize and compare themes to identify common concepts from triangulated sources across cases. Common concepts were then analyzed through a process of sorting and ranking to create a set of tentative assertions, or overarching themes, which later formed the basis for the researcher’s interpretations. Additionally, atypical themes were also documented as they were discovered; these thematic outliers were noted as relevant when found to be notably different from other cases within the sample (Stake, 2006).

**Trustworthiness**

As noted by Yin (2009), there are four tests used to determine the quality of social science research, including ways to assess construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and reliability. For this multiple case study, construct validity has been gained by referring to constructs within a well-sourced literature review, drawing upon multiple sources of data, and developing a chain of evidence linked to said constructs. This study’s research data attained
internal validity through cross-case pattern matching and the development of multicase tables to demonstrate a coherent and consistent pattern of data analysis. The researcher’s use of thick description throughout the data collection and analysis process has been used to establish external validity, and data reliability has been achieved by following specific organized case study data collection protocols and detailed procedures for identifying themes and recording them within a case study database which can be made available to other researchers upon the conclusion of the study.

Summary

The research methodology contained in Chapter 3 generated essential data used in the pursuit of meaningful analysis related to the research questions for this study. While the design and process for this research raised no serious ethical concerns, it is also important to emphasize that the process of data collection and analysis was managed and carried to full completion by the researcher in a manner of integrity and serious purpose. It was the intent of the researcher to follow a process that would result in knowledge that contributes to the base of academic research and meaningfully advances human understanding within the field of SEL.
CHAPTER 4
INDIVIDUAL AND CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS

This qualitative research study investigates five individual cases, each comprised of a single Rock and Roll Academy teacher. The analysis of each case is organized around the development of three central topics: (1) Background and Experience, (2) Environment and Activity, and (3) Teacher Outlook. Within the topic of Background and Experience, the following areas of investigation have been identified and are presented with supporting evidence: musicality, education, teaching background, educational philosophy before RRA, and introduction and preparation for RRA. In the Environment and Activity section, data supporting the areas of classroom environment, teaching approach, musical learning, SEL development, and RRA related challenges are discussed. Last, the Teacher Outlook section presents information connected to the concepts of philosophical shifts, teacher efficacy, future program goals, and effective teacher qualities.

These topics and areas of investigation are embedded within five distinct teacher narratives--the stories of Macy, Jared, Gregg, Gena and Matthew--which outline their formation and developing identities as Rock and Roll Academy teachers. Each narrative has been constructed as a vehicle to present the codes identified through an analysis of interview transcripts, communications, and field notes gathered from participants. The codes, generated through a process of open and in vivio coding, and their related themes are summarized following each case narrative. After the five single case narratives, a cross-case analysis is
presented, where data are compared and contrasted across cases to reveal thematic, pattern-based evidence to investigate and address the research questions central to this study.

Macy

Introduction

Macy is a teacher in her early 30s at a charter school in the southeastern United States. While at her current school she has served as a music instructor for a total of 4 years, including 2 years as a full-time RRA instructor. She teaches students in Grades 7 through 12.

Background and Experience

From a very early age, music was always an important part of Macy’s life. Her involvement in public school music programs formed a lifetime love for playing music:

I started music at a very young age, just in the public school system doing choir and band. . . . When I got to the level of 6th or 7th grade we were allowed to actually play instruments. My sister played flute. She’s a year ahead of me and we were very close. My sister played flute and I wanted to be as far away from her as possible so I chose the drums. From there I stuck with it. I’ve been a percussionist from middle school, high school, very competitive high school marching band. I’m just a very competitive percussionist. Did all the festivals and state ensembles and just very competitive at a high level.

She carried her love of music with her to college where she continued to study and major in music education. She knew she always wanted to be a music teacher: “I knew pretty much in middle school I wanted to teach music. I didn’t know what that actually meant at the time, but I knew that I wanted to do it.” Immediately following college, Macy transferred directly to a graduate program where she trained to become a band conductor and master’s level music teacher.

After earning her master’s, Macy attempted to follow a traditional music-teaching path. First she secured a position as an assistant band and orchestra director at “an incredibly competitive high school.” There, she discovered the role was not a happy one:
It was a miserable experience. I absolutely hated it. I was not taught; I was not taken care of; I was thrown to the wolves. These older men who had been doing band for 30 years just ate me alive. I mean it was awful. The kids were okay but it wasn’t a good experience.

She then switched to a job “at an even bigger, more competitive high school.” There, she found continued disappointment because she struggled with her authoritative teaching role because it left her feeling disengaged from students:

So the following year I was actually a band director at [another] high school. Again, I really thought it was what I wanted to do but it ate me alive. I had just gotten married that year and it just didn’t work out well at all. I was there 80 hours a week, didn’t connect with any of the kids. You’re not even teaching. You’re just this boss man that’s so removed from the actual student engagement. It wasn’t what I wanted at all. So I immediately knew I didn’t want the competitive marching band thing anymore.

Still, she aspired to discover or create a better way to teach music, so she pursued a different position that allowed her more freedom to innovate:

I wanted to teach. So after that I spent two years at a middle school doing more of the general music. I got to kind of design my own curriculum. No one really knew what I was doing so I did a little bit of everything. A little bit of piano, a little bit of general, a little bit of everything. I just kind of made my own curriculum really. That actually involved a bunch of choral courses as well, which isn’t my thing, but I was really good at it and I really enjoyed that.

Her ability to innovate, teach in multiple formats, and craft curriculum from scratch were qualities that got her noticed, eventually landing her the job with RRA:

This is when I got the phone call from my current boss and CEO. That was like, “Hey, I’m looking for a music teacher that wants to completely do things a different way and basically design a program.” And I jumped on it. And that was at my current school.

Self-admittedly, Macy’s teaching philosophy shifted dramatically over the years. Over her first several years she believed the role of the teacher was to maintain a culture of control.

She believed that

I was the adult in the front of the room that either provided them with tools to learn their craft, shows them exactly how to do their craft, or, yeah--between modeling for them and showing them--just providing that information for them.
She also believed it was her job to engage students as passive recipients of knowledge because it was their job “to sit down and shut up and regurgitate everything I’m saying.”

Early in her career, Macy also believed in the importance of maintaining a safe and welcoming space for students while also facilitating the act of music-making as a competitive endeavor that was results-oriented. She notes the tension between these two aspects:

I’ve always been a positive teacher. No matter--the most competitive ensembles I’ve ever had--I’ve always wanted my classroom first and foremost to be welcoming. So that’s kind of stayed with me throughout. That’s why I wanted to go into music because that was the one safe place I had. So that really has been at the root of my teaching no matter what. Beyond having that safe place, my teaching was really --man, I’ve got to get these kids sounding good as quickly as possible. Ha! That’s so terrible now. . . . Again, it was important to create that safe place where they could really connect with others and really make that beautiful music bond. But at the same time it would be to get them the most specialized help on their instruments so that they could become the best musician they can as fast as they can.

She further describes the value she first placed on creating a positive social dynamic within her classroom. This occurred whenever she employed the use of learning stations:

I’ve always used the stations kind of thing . . . stations meaning just really trying to get a small group together. Me with a small group of students has always been very important to me and seemingly very effective in a lot of ways. Not even just to teach them a part correctly or to model something correctly, but to see where they all stand together.

After being chosen by her principal as a teacher who had the right background, personality and experience to be successful as a candidate who could be responsible for launching a new SEL program at her school, Macy flew with another colleague to Colorado to learn more about RRA and engage in an introductory training. During her first visit with RRA’s creator, Mark Galbo, she found his approach to be deeply appealing, but she was also left with a sense of uncertainty:

I saw this face. I just loved how he talked about the kids. I loved his “facilitator” instead of “teacher.” But he didn’t give us much, he didn’t give us the lesson plans. I didn’t get to see the books. He really was just like, “It’s really student led and it’s social emotional learning and that’s it, bye!” So we had an amazing experience and we kind of came home
and we were like, well, it’s a great idea, but do we need it? We’ve kind of got this good thing going. Do we really need essentially to pay this guy for this book or this philosophy?

A few weeks later Galbo came to her school to continue the training process, where they began to discuss the challenges of integrating the program’s unique approach within the context of her specific school. Galbo introduced two RRA training manuals and the two discussed the challenges of adapting the RRA approach. At this point Macy recalled Galbo’s thought process, “Is this going to work in a public school? I don’t want you guys messing with my philosophy. You’ve got to do it this way. You can’t fudge things or else you’re going to lose the whole social emotional learning component.” But after some time, Galbo, Macy, and school officials came to a deeper level of comfort with adapting the approach to meet both the school’s and Macy’s needs. She describes it as a process where “we beat heads together for a while and decided this is a good thing. Take it, apply it and we’ll learn as we go what it’s going to look like in a public school. That’s what we still to this day have been doing.”

In its entirety, Macy described the formal training process as being short by necessity, as her school’s decision to launch the program came only a couple of months prior to the start of a new academic year. Opportunities for her to further develop an understanding of the approach continued, however, in a variety of ways:

I would say within the school [a colleague] and I had our own ongoing training in growing our knowledge with the books and the lesson plans. Again, we tried to do weekly or bi-weekly Skypes with Mark on Fridays to talk about what we were doing, where we discussed the language, what components are we struggling with, etc. Again, we kept building the “what does it look like in the public school” versus what he had already experienced, which was very enlightening.

When it came time to launch RRA at her school, Macy did not feel fully prepared to implement the method. She explains:
I was sufficiently prepared for building this new thing, which was RRA in a public school. So, no--as a RRA legit facilitator, no. I had a fluffy idea. I knew I had Mark 100% on my side that I could call any time. And I had these books, but it was an ongoing, week to week, “Okay, here’s the lesson plan in the RRA, here’s my standards for the school. How am I going to put them together?” So I felt prepared as an educator, with these two things, trying to put them together. So my answer would be no, because I didn’t even have the solid social emotional teaching skills that I later got and now I know what they are. So I would say no.

She did, however, further explain that becoming an effective RRA facilitator requires time, extended practice and opportunity to exchange ideas with other RRA teachers: “It’s like you need student teaching. When you came from college they didn’t throw you completely out into the real world. You had opportunities to mess up in front of other adults so you got help.”

Environment and Activity

During the course of the site visit, Macy demonstrated the layout of her classroom. It was composed of two large connected spaces, with enough room for Macy and her RRA co-teacher to concurrently run two large classes of up to 25 students apiece. The spaces were well lit, and there was somewhat of an industrial garage feel to the performance area due to the large rollaway door behind the stage. There were splashes of red and blue color on the walls, and there were several stations spread across the areas where bands may practice and collaborate. These stations were composed of an area for group discussion and planning, another station with desktop computers for students to engage in online research, an area known as the amplified JamHub where students could practice out loud, another area known as the silent JamHub for quiet headphone-based practice, and a large stage and audience area where students may practice and perform. In the room adjacent to the practice area there was an additional classroom with a more traditional layout composed of tables, chairs, and instructional boards where RRA teachers can initiate lessons and introduce specific skills and information between band practices.
When asked to describe how she teaches RRA, Macy made it clear that she has adapted the method so she may integrate direct-instruction time into the model. She explains,

RRA the way we teach it: it’s 10% traditional and 90% student driven time. Meaning the kids do come in and they do get to form their own bands and choose their own songs and instruments and they have a lot of free time within our space. But we also start them at the beginning of class as an old school class setting where we teach a miniature lesson. The reason we teach them a quick lesson is because there are so many of them that the little bit of information helps or else they’re going to be completely lost. Start the class with a little bit of information on piano or a little bit of information on bass. And then we send them off to all their stations to rotate. And me, as far as teaching from there, I get to be more of an observer at one station with a small group. The point being we just want them to have fun and make good music, so I’m just there as a wealth of musical knowledge to pop in and out to show them how to play a part.

There are many specific skills she and her co-teacher teach during the direct-instruction time prior to each practice session, including the following:

How to find the letters on the piano . . . how to go to a computer or different places in our classroom to get chord sheets . . . how to read and interpret a chord sheet . . . how to find letters on the bass . . . how to follow people on computers, how to just follow it and listen . . . we teach song form, meaning how to talk to each other. Where’s the verse, where’s the chorus, where’s the bridge.

According to Macy, this adapted approach still preserves the intended SEL components of the RRA method because it allows for students to engage the collaborative, problem-solving aspects of the program with a stronger starting skillset, while preserving its intended musical approach:

It’s not about the notes in our program. It’s not about sounding good. It’s about playing with your friends and learning how to interact with other people. They just happen to be doing that while they get to play instruments. So the whole pyramid of what we’re doing is upside down. We’re focused on allowing them space to play and create. And if music comes out of that at the end, that’s great, which it always does. As opposed to other music teachers who are focused on the goal of making good music at the expense of anything and everything else, including their freedom or their feelings or their personal connection with the teacher or each other.

For Macy, the most important part of the RRA model--the social processes behind students’ music making--remains fully intact within her modified approach. She describes her
students’ resourcefulness and determination in creating music together with minimal teacher oversight:

In general they’ve got a great ear. They can listen to a song, analyze what they are hearing. They talk to each other about what the lyrics are about in depth in writing, with writing skills. They discuss it, provide evidence. Most of them can pretty much play at least 2 to 4 instruments at a basic level with or without my assistance.

For Macy, her students’ musical success is grounded in the naturally occurring SEL pathways her students discover during the process of creating music together. To her, “it’s not a thing that I teach.” Instead, she explains SEL develops from the RRA environment, rules and unique approach to teaching:

I’m not the teacher in the room. I am someone who cares about them and has a really cool space where they are going to be able to be themselves. So that would be number one and that starts with the physical things. Making sure that we are looking at them, acknowledging them as individual humans every day, not as students per se. So really setting up that relationship one on one. I personally am always addressing them with respect at all times and we address that with each other. They are well aware of the musicians’ code, how to act in the classroom. And between those things and then allowing them to actually play within the boundaries and actually let go of being the teacher, they do the rest of the social and emotional.

Her approach focuses on maintaining a safe environment while understanding how to also provide students with appropriate distance in terms of time and space so they may explore within the boundaries she sets. When doing this, the risk of conflict remains. She points out, however, that student interactions, even difficult ones, are a natural part of the SEL learning process in RRA:

They take care of each other. We do, I would say, conflict-wise, they are still young adults so when they are at the collaboration stage, there are some arguments that arise. They may want to kick someone out of their band or whatever and I say, “Okay, yes. You can absolutely do this. It happens all the time in the real world. Let’s have a family meeting.” And so, just because of safety and other reasons, I normally do stay around the perimeter or sit in with them and direct traffic. But I don’t ever say my opinion. I am just sitting there so that everybody feels safe. And they literally will keep each other in check. If somebody is being rude or saying something rude, they will look to me at the beginning to see if I am going to say something and then when I don’t they step up for
each other. That’s the whole point of the social emotional learning is--yes, I am there for their safety and I am the adult in the room at all times, but they really work things out on their own.

She emphasizes that in her classroom she is not expected to be the primary problem solver.

Problems regularly arise and students are expected to navigate them within the rules and boundaries of the program. As one example, she shares the common concern about volume, which regularly arises due to the large number of students in her RRA classroom:

I mean the volume thing is so easy. At the beginning of the year they always look to me like, “This is too loud.” Oh, great! And I say, “What are you going to do about it? It’s your classroom; it’s your space.” And then they’ll start to figure out, “Okay, all I need to do is walk over to another person and say, ‘Hey I’m practicing and you guys are a little loud. We’re trying to write our song.’” And then from there on, they just figure that out. I’m not saying I never have to step in at all. Of course, sometimes they get really into it and I do need to have them all, kind of, reconnect what needs to be happening. But I always try to put it back in their hands, to pose it as their problem, not mine.

When asked to think about the challenges she faces within the classroom, Macy at first could not come up with any, answering, “That’s my happy place. I don’t see anything as particularly a challenge.” Macy is aware, however, of a particular area of concern that requires her regular attention and awareness:

I want to make sure that I don’t regress into teacher mode. What I mean by that is, like I’ve said, we’ve decided to provide little lessons to the kids once a week or just showing them tools. Sometimes you can start talking. And you get back into teacher mode. So I want to make sure me and my coworker don’t regress and start teaching and talking too much and really stay to the true freedom of the program.

Outside of the classroom, Macy’s biggest challenge is getting colleagues and the larger school community to fully understand RRA’s unique process and value:

Recently, we’ve had a lot of other faculty members say certain things that make me realize that they do not understand what we’re doing back here at all. . . . It’s a space that the kids like. But they don’t get the real juice of what is happening back here.
Despite the fact that kids from her RRA program perform for the school community on a regular basis, Macy feels those outside of her classroom assume the bulk of her students’ success stems from direct instruction she provides. She offers an example following a recent performance:

We just did a talent show, you know, and some of the student bands performed, but again the community sees, “Well. These kids sound really great. [The teacher] must be teaching them these parts really well. Or they read music really well.” Or something like that. Their perception of it is different. If they knew that I didn’t do anything but provide this space and the kids taught themselves and each other I think they would be even more impressed, to be honest. Of course you could even hear it gets me frustrated because I don’t know, I can’t think off the top of my head some of the comments that have been made. Not disrespectful but . . . but it’s definitely more like they think we sit them down and tell them the right notes and the wrong notes and that’s not it!

These experiences have sparked her desire to do outreach work for the benefit of her school community in the hope that her students’ SEL experiences may spill over into other classrooms. She says, “One of my hopes as we start the next year, is as we begin the new year to really give a demonstration, a presentation, to our faculty. I think they love what happens back here; they know the kids love it.”

Teacher Outlook

When asked if becoming an RRA teacher has shifted her educational philosophy and changed her beliefs and practices, Macy responds affirmatively, saying,

Yeah. It’s literally upside down. Learning about the social emotional importance and especially in today’s society, it just makes a lot more sense to me. I’m still very thankful for my training and like to think I have been a successful teacher in whatever way, but yes. I think that this is the way to go for education, especially for the types of people we are wanting to run our society in the future. I think this is just really a necessity for sure.

When asked to provide more specificity about how and why teaching kids differently matters, she explained that the RRA method and social emotional outcomes cultivate an innovator’s mindset in students:

We need innovators. You need to be able to collaborate with people across cultures, across countries. I mean if we are really going to go anywhere we need to start thinking
forward. We are realizing in a lot of different ways that our earth and our everything—we can’t keep doing what we’ve been doing. It’s not working for many different reasons. So, this program, it’s training them to be more comfortable as intelligent people working with others. These types of kids that know how to talk to others with respect and how to figure things out on their own, these are the types of people that are going to go into maybe even a simple job, but they will become that leader. They will start to direct their own learning. I think through the rest of their life. And that’s what old education is just—“Okay, here’s this simple project. It’s due on Friday. Here’s the only right way to do it and you either pass or fail.” And that trains people to do short-term things that they’re told to do instead of kind of exploring better ways to do it, different ways to do it, different ways to figure out how to do it.

She also points out how the RRA approach teaches students to be resourceful, collaborative, and inclusive:

I love that this program--some kids aren’t as smart or as fast, that’s a given. They’re not all the same. This program gives them so many different tools. It’s okay to use other people. Like how silly is it to tell kids that they can’t work together on things? When they go out in the world, if you don’t know something, I’m not going to go reinvent the wheel, I’m going to go ask a bunch of people who have already done it. And I’m going to learn a bunch of different ways and then create my own way. And I feel like, that this program is really the first step of where they start to gain those type of skills or at least see that they exist and that it works and that it’s okay.

Macy’s level of comfort and understanding with the RRA method is clearly strong. She speaks about this in certain terms: “I think absolutely I know the lesson plans. The spiral of what the kids are supposed to be experiencing. What it looks like. What not to do. I have a pretty good hold on what’s supposed to be happening.”

The confidence she expresses in her effectiveness as an RRA teacher is extremely high. She shares,

I feel ridiculously successful. Am I allowed to just say that? I really feel like my personality, my love for this, and my experience teaching have just--this was just meant for me to do, especially at this school. I’m not saying nobody helped me but when I started running with this and right when I saw the kids and really set up this feeling--it’s a feeling when you walk into my classroom--you know, and I think that that by itself has made this successful.
Macy explains that because her RRA program is ready to enter its third year of operation at her school, the goals she has for the program are maturing as well. As several of her RRA classes gain more experience and are assigned to advanced sections, she hopes to be able to appropriately challenge students as they advance and grow as musicians. She also wants to offer more performance opportunities for her students, saying,

As we begin to have these kids returning and building all of these different bands and they’re so tight and it’s just such a family, I hope we can continue performing as often as possible around campus and start to get out in the community. These kids love performing.

There are several qualities expressed by Macy about what makes an effective RRA teacher. The first one is the ability to establish and maintain a safe and respectful learning environment. She describes the role as one that requires the formation of trust and respect:

First and foremost if you don’t have their trust and their respect--and you don’t have to be bubbly and happy like I am by any means--but you have to have their respect for them and a setting that shows them that on a consistent, nonnegotiable way. There’s no room for that teacher who accidentally explodes and belittles the students or anything like that.

She also emphasizes particular personality traits, saying, “You have to have a very consistent patience and demeanor about you that’s important.” These qualities, however, do not mean the teacher is a pushover. She clarifies, saying,

Because of the freedom of the program--the next step that would probably be the hardest is those classroom management skills. And I hate to call it classroom management, because you don’t want the kids to know that they’re being managed because it’s their space. But you have to know how to run your classroom as not a teacher but just an adult. . . . It’s freedom within boundaries. . . . Well, someone’s throwing drumsticks across the classroom. Okay, what do I do? So, it’s almost like, yeah--just figuring out how to be the adult in the room and not the teacher. You never want them to feel like they lost their space because you were yelling or you’re saying rude things.

She also shares how an RRA teacher must be comfortable with ambiguity that arises from the process:
These kids will do things and throw options at you that normally you’d be like, “No! You’re not allowed to sit at your desk for 30 minutes and not do anything. If my boss walks in and I’m going to look like a bad teacher.” You can’t think that way. You have to be like, “Okay, well, I’ll give you some personal space. Let me know if you need anything.” And that is very hard. And I also want to say though, I am a very, what do you call that person—I love lists. I am organized. I love math. I love the right answer. It took me a while to start looking at things—it’s not even your personality or your mindset of the world. You need to start looking at the situation as what’s best for this kid right now. As long as you have that skill, I think you could survive. But if you’re not ready to roll with the punches and really think outside the box in how to invite all these different, different types of kids in, you’re not going to be successful. Because then you’re showing them one thing is right and one thing is wrong. That’s exactly what you’re trying to prove to them is not the case.

Case Summary

This narrative reflects the data that was collected through a process of in vivio and open coding. Following the coding process, themes were distilled from these codes. The resulting information is visually summarized and presented in Appendix G, where it is organized by topic and area of investigation.

Jared

Introduction

Jared is a male in his early 40s who is a 20-year teaching veteran with experience instructing physical education and social studies classes. This is his first year teaching RRA. His classes serve both public middle and public high school students in the Midwestern United States.

Background and Experience

Interestingly, Jared’s music background appears to be almost nonexistent. Never has he received any formal musical training, and he holds no significant instrumental proficiency. He does, however, claim a deep love for music, stating, “I’ve taught myself a little guitar. Been trying to do that for a few years. I know most of the chords, but as far as sitting down and
playing songs like a pro - I’m not there yet.” As a youngster, Jared struggled with musicality and lacked the confidence to pursue it:

Growing up, my sister told me I couldn’t sing, I couldn’t carry a note if you strapped it to my back and I still can’t. So I always had this assumption that it had to be perfect. Even my daughter’s in the program here . . . and the marching band is phenomenal. They are great. They go to state every year. But they have to be precise. And that is, in music, when people think about music teachers--they can hear a wrong note and say, “No that’s wrong,” and correct it or try to correct it. You can have hours and hours and hours of practice and it becomes to me the reason why I didn’t pursue it.

Jared expresses regret about his lack of musical experience, saying, “Looking back, in hindsight I wish I would have because then I would have had some sort of musical background that I could help these kids at a higher level than what I’m doing now.”

Despite this self-described weakness, Jared believes his background, personality, and philosophy uniquely equip him for the demands of RRA. After graduating from college with a teaching degree in physical education, his first job was teaching troubled students in an alternative school setting. Over the next 2 decades, Jared continued to pursue work in a variety of schools where there were challenging situations that required him to focus on developing successful relationships with students. Along the way he noticed that some of the most valuable lessons learned by his students were ones for which he did not plan:

When it gets down to it, it’s all about relationships. It’s about how you build relationships with the kids. Showing that you care and that you want them to succeed. If you can make that connection with them and show that, hey, you know what, I really do care that you’ve never been to the ocean. Let’s go. We’re going to change my plans because you’re more important. To me, that’s what set me on a path of my education. I’ve been in education for 20 years now. That’s the way I view it. My job is to prepare them to make them successful. Because I care about each kid that I come in contact with. I do things differently. I think that’s one of the reasons why my principal asked me to take on this rock and roll project. Because he knew I could get kids to do things that no other teacher could. The troubled kids, you know, I gravitate towards them. They tend to like me and they’re willing to take risks for me. I think that’s because I build that relationship with them.
Jared embraced this approach his entire career, and applied it to his job as teacher, coach, and athletic director. At the end of the last academic year, however, he received difficult news, his position as athletic director had been consolidated. Shortly thereafter, however, his principal approached him about a new grant the district had received to promote SEL within county schools:

My principal came and said, “Hey, there’s this grant that’s coming about. I’ve got you in mind. Would you be interested?” And I said, “Duh, yeah.” I’m going from part-time to full-time, heck yeah, I’ll be interested. Then he started to explain it to me and I’m like, “Heck yeah. That’s great.” And I saw the similarities in Rock and Roll and the way I teach physical education classes, my strength and conditioning classes. He saw that as well and said, “You’d be a good fit.” So . . . I was called back full-time. They started updating the room. And so now I’m teaching three Rock and Roll classes--1st, 6th and 7th period. Then next year they’re going to open it up to all students.

Regardless of his lack of musical experience, Jared’s confidence in his ability to play the role of facilitator in RRA came as he learned about the program’s unique approach. He recounts this understanding as a process where the “kids are exploring. I’m basically facilitating, I’m guiding or helping them along the way to develop an interest in the music.” Jared learned he would not be required to teach instrumentation, but could instead work to help the students find whatever resources they might request, whether inside or outside of school, to help them achieve their goals. He describes RRA as a program he could be successful with because it was “a student voice, student choice type of environment where the kids choose and the kids become, really, the leaders. The ones that drive the program.”

Jared shared that prior to learning about the unique approach to music education embedded into the RRA program, he believed that the traditional educational philosophy of music education was the only pathway to success. He describes the philosophy as a process where,
Basically, the teacher’s up there telling them, “These are the things you need to work on. This is the stuff.” And they’ll either break them up into sections of like instruments and they’ll be practicing their part and teachers will be going around, “Nope. Nope. Get on beat. One, two, three, four”--whatever it is. Correcting them, helping them along the way. They’re not really facilitating, they are directing. Students are sitting there doing what the prescribed lesson of the day is. They have to do this, they have to do that, then they have to come in and give them some sort of practice test, you know, they have to play their piece in order to get the grade.

When asked to describe his personal teaching philosophy prior to RRA, however, he not only emphasized the importance of relationships, but also focused on sustaining students’ passion for exploration and a focus on the process of discovery. He says, “We want them to explore. We want them to develop a passion for it so it doesn’t become boring and something they don’t want to do.”

He found a philosophy of exploration was emphasized during the RRA training process with Galbo. Jared explains,

The one key component is that it’s not linear; it’s circular. Everything comes back to a starting point. So every time the kids get a new song, it comes back to that starting point. And you have to understand that. So my training was that. Mark really didn’t say, “This is how you play this instrument. This is how you do that.” He goes, “Kids will figure it out.” So we talked about if no one knows how to play it, how does somebody pick up a guitar and learn. So we talked about the more knowledgeable other, where it could be YouTube videos, or it could be an outside student that knows how to play the guitar that could just come in and give a demonstration. Or myself. I could give a little demonstration on different chords of the guitar. That was basically my training.

Jared’s formal training with Galbo lasted about a week and included a roundtable discussion with other new RRA teachers in the area. He received copies of Galbo’s two RRA training manuals (which he regularly uses), and access to a resource website for RRA facilitators. He also maintains ongoing regular communication with Galbo and other RRA facilitators via text, conference call, email, and Skype. Jared feels it is critically important to maintain this ongoing professional development in the first year because there are multiple occasions where he has needed to ask, “Hey, I’m witnessing this. . . . How’d you guys overcome this obstacle?”
When asked if he felt sufficiently prepared before starting as an RRA teacher, Jared had mixed feelings. While admitting to having doubts about his ability to teach music, Jared overcame this anxiety by embracing RRA’s underlying philosophy of exploring freely, being fearless, and remaining vulnerable within a safe environment. He explains,

Now, how I felt prepared was, I know how to deal with kids. I’ve actually been doing some of his suggestions for years. You know, greeting kids when they come in to the door of the classroom. Making a connection. Allowing kids to explore. . . . In Rock and Roll they can get up there on stage and just be in a safe environment and explore and do things wrong. . . . In the Rock and Roll setting I can use those skills and allow the kids that freedom to explore and feel safe and feel like they’ve accomplished something. So I was prepared that way. But my own personal belief was, okay, what happens if a kid says, “How do you play the piano?” I don’t know. That was the risk. And you know, Mark was on board saying, “You know what? You need to be vulnerable. Let them know that you don’t know how to play the piano, but let’s figure it out together.” So I said, “Yeah, I can do that. I’m a teacher.” There are things I don’t know but I don’t have to be right all the time. I have to let the kids understand that.

Environment and Activity

An inspection of Jared’s classroom revealed a very large classroom space of approximately 30 x30 feet. There was a garage-feel to the room, which intentionally matches RRA’s garage-band roots. The walls were painted in swaths of rock and roll colors, deep red and blue. Its open ceiling was painted black, with halogen stage lights focused on a large performance stage at the end of the room. Despite the dark colors covering most surfaces, the lighting within the space more than adequately filled the room. The room’s concrete floor was painted with an earth-toned enamel finish, creating an instant echo which mildly magnified any sound created within the space. Jared described it as a unique space that feels like no other classroom in the building.

He had organized several learning stations within the room. There was a computer area where students could research songs, lyrics, and instrumental parts. Another area involved a silent JamHub station with multiple headphones connected, surrounded by guitars on stands, a
digital drum set, keyboard, and miscellaneous percussion instruments. The stage, similarly outfitted with instruments, was covered with chairs and mic stands, and each device was connected to an interwoven series of cords. A small set of risers was pushed against a wall overlooking the stage, which Jared explained, exists “so people can come in and watch.”

The area Jared wished to begin with, however, was a large circle of 13 chairs. It was in this space, he explained, where in “the first couple of days, we circled up. I just gave them a preview of what to expect in the class basically.” At the start of this, his first year of RRA classes, he knew it was important to establish an understanding of ground rules, the RRA musician’s code, how communications work, and a basic knowledge of what he would be expecting his students to achieve. Jared’s approach was to first encourage the students to form up to two bands per class, begin exploring and experimenting with instruments, and start discussing potential song choices. He then gave his students tasks designed to “get the song into the room”:

As a band they had to come up with 3 or 4 songs out of their band members that they wanted to play. Basically, we got the song in the room, we hooked up the amps to their phone or their iPod and they listened to it and they started playing along with it. And that’s basically what we continue to do each day.

Despite the fact Jared does not consider himself a musician, he finds his limited guitar skills to still be useful, but largely, he sees his students as being brave enough to “pick it up and play . . . bang the drums and play the keyboard.” He notices the level of musical ability is different from band to band, and the way his students work to acquire and develop knowledge varies greatly as well:

Each band is unique. There are some that are more musically gifted than others. A couple of them will--like, one group will have two drummers and they’ll play off of each other and they’ll figure out the beat and one will show the other the beat and they will get that. The other bands, they’ll listen to the song and they can pick it up pretty quick. But we like to get a more knowledgeable other in the room. Whether that is--if I know how to play a riff on the guitar, I’ll show them. Or I have a helper 7th period, she’s in choir so she’ll help the girls try hit the note or change the notes. But the more knowledgeable
other can be another kid who knows more, a YouTube video—we usually find a YouTube video on how to play. One band is playing “Don’t Stop Believing” by Journey and they’ve picked up the YouTube video for the keyboard part and the girl has it down pat. She’s great with it. She’s a 7th grader. I mean she nailed it down. It sounds perfect.

To Jared the environment and process combine together to nurture SEL among students.

He explains it is a classroom where both collaboration and self-management are fostered:

They come in and want to get to work. For the most part. There are days where kids have bad days and they just want to be left alone. And that’s the beauty of this class, you know, they can be. They can go sit in our circle or they can sit on one of these risers here and just chill for a little bit until they’re ready. I’ll come over and talk to them and see what they’re up to. Are they having a bad day or are they just tired? And they’ll usually be honest with me. And I’m usually—I usually can get them to say, “Ok. Hey, you know what? Sit there for a couple of minutes and gather yourself up and go join your band. Because they need you.” And they usually do. Kids don’t waste a whole lot of time in here.

He shares that a big part of what promotes SEL in his RRA classroom is his students’ understanding of the rules contained within the RRA musician’s code and the unique RRA language that promotes those rules:

It’s respectful, present, fearless, forgiving to listen and to care. And we talked about them. What it means to do that as a member of your band and as a member of just an audience. And we modeled—how do you be a good audience when you are watching the band perform? And it’s interesting because a lot of these kids have social emotional issues. . . . It’s not so much yelling, it’s just their tone. They’re just loud. These kids are just loud. That’s the environment they grew up in. In order to be heard they have to be loud. So they bring that in here and you will see some of the kids tugging their ear, telling them to hey, instead of, “Hey shut up,” or “Be quiet,” you know, they’ll start talking to them or they’ll be tugging their ear. And the kids start to lower their voice.

Jared also notes that the art of negotiation is a skill his students practice each and every day. He provides a recent example involving a drummer and his band mate:

So he was negotiating with another girl. She said he was off beat. He was like, “You’re not seeing it.” And they started arguing a little bit, or negotiating. You know, who’s right, who’s wrong. And the rest of the band started to come over by them and they were saying, “Hey, it really doesn’t matter. We just need to be able to do our parts because not everybody’s going to hit the same notes. Not everybody’s going to be able to carry the tune all the way through.” So that’s what we’re hoping for these kids to start to develop--
hey, it’s okay to make mistakes. It’s okay not to be right all the time. You know, you want to seek mystery, not answers.

He provides another example where his students begin to voluntarily practice self-regulation:

But they want to make sure they’re on task. My 7th period is especially good at that. When they start getting off task, my drummer, he’s like, “Hey guys, guys. We’ve got to get back on task here. We only have 15 minutes left and we need to get through this song.” And the people will listen to him and you know, they get back on focus. They quit negotiating and get back at it where they picked up--or where they left off. And it’s neat to see how some of the transformation--you’ll see kids catching themselves. They’ll be like, “Hey, can you shut up. Oops, I’m sorry. Can you be quiet?” or, “Can you listen to the room?” They catch themselves doing that.

Jared hopes the SEL skills he sees students acquiring in the RRA classroom carry over into other parts of their lives outside of practice time with their band:

Hopefully when they learn this in here, they’ll take it out to the regular classroom setting. So they’re in an English room and instead of talking to a kid loud, they might actually use a whisper voice. Or if they’re talking they might say, “Hey, guys. Let’s listen to the room for a second. Teacher’s trying to talk.” And take that over to the other side and they can learn how to deal with certain issues.

Despite this year being his first as an RRA teacher and despite his own limited musical skillset, Jared is committed to overcoming these challenges. He explains:

My personal challenge is not knowing all the notes, how to play all the instruments, those type of things. I find it—okay--a little intimidating to say, “Yeah, this is how you do it.” And go up there and show the kid. But I also am very open with them, saying, “I don’t know everything so let’s learn together. “They’ll see me--I’ll pick up a guitar while some of them are playing and I’ll just strum along or start working on my finger exercises. So they see that I’m trying to learn as well. So that’s my challenge. I want to learn--by next summer I want to learn some of the keys on the piano so that I can play a few melodies for them. I don’t have enough rhythm to play the drums, so I just make a lot of noise. He considers this a minor concern, but Jared knows technical skills are a significant part of an RRA facilitator’s job. He currently feels most comfortable assisting students with guitar and figuring out parts on the keyboard. He is confident these skills will develop with time and practice, saying, “I still subscribe to YouTube for guitar lessons. When I have time I still do that. But I know it’s a commitment and it’s something that I want to pursue.”
Jared’s point of view regarding his involvement in RRA is overwhelmingly positive. He attributes his positive outlook to the program’s compatibility with his own educational beliefs and practices. He notes that his principal asked him to teach RRA at his school because he was a philosophical match for the program, noting,

What makes me unique for this position--not having a music background--is my PE background and how I deal with kids on a day to day basis. . . . I do a lot of the same things during my PE classes as far as how I engage kids, how I allow kids to explore. I don’t worry about the product; I worry about the process. You know, it’s more valuable to me than the final outcome. Because in the world of music, the world of sports, as you know, not everybody is going to be great at the guitar or at shooting basketball. And I don’t care if they make a basket.

RRA allows Jared to interact with students in ways that tap into his natural desire to connect and collaborate with students in a student-centered environment:

I greet the kids at the door. I engage with them. The one thing I think that rock’n roll has allowed me to do is really get more invested in the kids. And by that, you know, music is not my background so I have to really invest my time in learning some of these songs that these kids want to play and knowing the notes. It’s almost more of a collaboration with the students. It’s almost like a peer collaboration instead of teacher/student in the PE world.

He takes comfort in the tools and methods supporting the philosophy. He explains that every day he works to honor the RRA philosophy by “using the correct language, using the hands signals. You know, really allowing kids to explore. Trying not to be as maximum impact as much. I’d rather be in the witness mode. And sometimes I am in maximum space so it’s kind of neat to see that aspect.”

In terms of musical achievement, Jared is less worried about how good the bands sound. For him, this is not the ultimate goal; instead, he explains his success as a teacher is grounded in the process, which pushes his students to be courageous and more self-aware of untapped potential:
You know, I think, the musical goals--I feel they are right on line with what I do in my other classes as far as process versus product. You know, the hard thing is to let the kids understand it doesn’t have to be perfect. All right, we don’t want perfection. Yes, it would be great. But we don’t require perfection for you to be successful in this class as far as the musical aspect. Just actually picking up an instrument that you’ve never played before and walking up on stage and learning a few notes or chords or drumbeats and actually performing in front of peers or teachers or community--that’s a success. You know, they are taking risks; they are being courageous.

As a first year RRA teacher, Jared notices other remarkable SEL outcomes have been created within his classroom, including social awareness, relationship skills, and responsible decision-making:

I feel like I’m prepared for the social emotional aspect of teaching so I think I am very successful in this route because of engaging kids, of allowing kids to explore and to play and creating a safe environment that’s respectful. That the kids are fearless, that they listen and care with their bandmates and individuals and they are courageous. So in that regard I think I am successful in it.

His passion for RRA and belief in its SEL outcomes drives his desire to see the program continue to grow and thrive at his school: “I want to see it expand, obviously. I teach three classes now. It would be nice to either have all six--we are on a seven bell day--or, you know, go four or five.” More student involvement in the program would create additional opportunities for students to develop SEL skills that can be applied in a variety of ways outside of the music classroom. He explains,

Just increase the amount of kids that are in here so that they can have a safe place to explore and play and learn the social emotional side and plus the musical side. The more kids that are in here, I think, then hopefully, they will be able to implement what they are learning here outside.

When asked to consider the qualities required to make a successful RRA teacher, he shares the importance of honoring process over product. He says, “I think you have to understand kids. Obviously. You’ve got to have a passion for them. You can’t be worried about the outcome, the product, as far as the music sounding perfectly. And I know music teachers
struggle with that.” Jared also believes having a student-centered outlook and a demeanor that allows students opportunities for exploration is essential:

You’ve got to allow kids room to explore. So organized chaos is fine. You know, and some teachers like structure. And this is--it has its own structure but it’s not a typical “come and sit down, this is your assignment, go to work” type of thing. . . . It’s student centered, or student focused. And that’s basically what you have to be. You have to be a student focused. You want the best for each and every kid.

The ideal RRA teacher is also one who Jared believes knows how to connect with students and exercise patience in ways that allow SEL processes to develop:

And there are days where it’s a struggle to get them to buy in, to get them to cooperate. You know, and that’s where you have the one-on-one relationship and you can go talk to them a little bit. You know, some days I have bad days, you have bad days. I’ll say, “You know, if you are having a bad day; you don’t feel like performing, go sit in the circle. Just go sit in the circle. Chill for a little bit. If you feel like it, hop back up.” And I always leave it as, “You know, your band really needs you.” And usually within five or ten minutes they are back with their group performing. Because they don’t want--one, they don’t want to be left out, but two--they want to participate and help the band be successful.

Case Summary

Jared’s narrative contains the data that was collected through a process of in vivio and open coding. Following the coding process, themes were distilled from these codes. The resulting information is visually summarized and presented in Appendix H, where it is organized by topic and area of investigation.

Matthew

Introduction

Matthew has taught RRA for approximately 4 years at a private school in the southwestern United States. He teaches elementary, middle, and high school classes, and the bulk of his classes are delivered outside of the academic day during an after-school program and via camps throughout the summer term.
Background and Experience

Music has always been an important part of Matthew’s life. He describes his musical background as being largely grounded in self-taught situations, though he also had significant exposure to formal musical training:

I always had music and pianos around my house. I got a guitar when I was 8 years old from my brother. I’m pretty much self-taught on guitar. I took choir and band in middle school and high school. I was technically trained on trumpet and baritone and voice. So that was my musical training.

He also acquired deep experience working with other musicians in independent bands where he gained in-depth experience in collaborative music creation:

I started playing in rock and roll bands when I was about 14 years old and we pretty much started playing gigs when I was about 16. I continue to play gigs now. When I was in college and after college I played professionally in bands that I fronted and was songwriting for, so playing guitar and singing and songwriting, as well as bands that I was hired to play either as a studio musician or on the road playing bass guitar. That’s my musical background.

In college Matthew studied English and creative writing, but he never received any formal teacher training. During and after college, however, he spent several years working with children in after-school and summer camp programs, honing his skills as an experiential leadership facilitator. Because of his unique background as a musician and leadership program facilitator, Matthew became interested in RRA because he was “looking at doing something similar to RRA and basically started having conversations with Mark Galbo” about becoming an RRA facilitator.

Though Matthew lacked prior formal teaching experience and had not studied to become an educator, he had experience learning music in both a traditional and nontraditional sense. While this varied experience informed his educational philosophy prior to starting as a teacher in
RRA, he clearly understood the notion that whenever a teacher became involved in the learning process, instruction usually became teacher-centered:

There was definitely the traditional model of someone who has a lot of knowledge and they have distinct steps they’re going to take you through to pass that knowledge on to you. So you go to a guitar class and they say, “Okay, we’re going to start with Mary Had a Little Lamb and you’re going to learn how to play that on one string and then we’re going to move on from there and eventually you’re going to play fast.”

After spending time with Galbo, however, Matthew quickly recognized how his amateur and professional experience as a member-collaborator within independent bands reaffirmed the process of learning promoted by RRA:

The other model that I don’t guess I recognized performing this model until I became associated with Mark and actually figured out how do I learn songs, and that was the model of where you sit down with a guitar and you hear a song and you say, “I want to play that song.” You start figuring out how to play it. Either buy a book that has the music in it that shows you how to make the chords and all that stuff, or you listen to it and you try to find those notes and try to make it happen. That was more like as a group. Like I said I was in a rock band when I was a kid. I’m still in rock bands and that’s like a thing. You go, “Hey, let’s play this song. Okay. Everybody go learn it and come back and we’ll play it together.”

Matthew learned about the opportunity to teach RRA through Galbo himself. He quickly became intrigued by the model and opportunity. Because he was one of the first RRA facilitators to be trained by Galbo, Matthew’s RRA training process was unique. During the process, Galbo worked to relate his methods and philosophy without the assistance of written materials:

So, training consisted of basically meetings, and going over what the method of RRA is. His method of teaching, the way he did it, was a very interesting method at the time because I don’t think he’d ever really thought about it too much. He just did what he did. So, you know, it was interesting for him to have to actually go through trying to figure out how to articulate what he did.

Training lasted for about a week before Matthew launched a 2-week summer school camp, followed by classes in the after-school program shortly thereafter. During this initial period of practice, Galbo provided ongoing training and support by phone, “We talked and collaborated as
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needed. In the beginning it was fairly often . . . just basically as needed and as it got further along it got--it started to be less and less as I figured out what was going on.”

At the start, Matthew did not feel sufficiently prepared to assume the role of a facilitator in RRA. He explains,

Yeah, absolutely not. And I feel like the program here suffered because of it. It was a thing that Mark and I talked a lot about in the sense that, “Okay, this is the first ‘outside of Telluride’ incarnation of RRA. There’s going to be a lot of aspects of this that we’re trying to figure out along the way.” We did, luckily. However, I do feel like that was to the detriment of my program here. I don’t, honestly, I don’t know how it could have been done better in the sense of where Mark was at the time in his training. Like I said, I think so much of it would be like, I’d call him and say, “Hey, man.” I’m trying to think of like, an example. I’d call him and say, “Hey, man. I don’t know what’s happening here.” And I’d explain to him the situation. “All the kids are trying to, like, they’re not choosing songs. They don’t know how to find a song.” He’d be like, “Oh, yeah, yeah. What you need to do is this.” And so I think at the same time he’s making notes of things for what would turn out to be the facilitator’s guide and then the lesson plans.

When asked if it is possible for a new RRA teacher to be fully prepared when first assuming the helm of the method, Matthew described that despite the anxiety of navigating into uncharted territory, the field practice and observations he gained during his first year were essential to his success:

One of the things that we [Matthew with Galbo] used to laugh about is this--and my own laughter was somewhat nervous. . . . He would say, “Hey, man. Seek mystery not answers. It’s not just for the students. It’s for the instructor, for the facilitator as well.” And I’m like going, “Yeah, but. You know.” So, absolutely. I mean, I see that with my students a lot and I think with me as well. But once you go through that process one time of, like, doing the whole program and then the concert; then the next time’s a lot easier. You kind of get the timing down of, like, “Okay. Now I can know this.” For example, by midway through whatever session the kids are involved in, be it Wednesday for a weeklong after-school program or 6 weeks into a 12-week after-school program, you know they need to be able to play their songs without the music in some way. Even if it’s like super rough, if they can get through their song, that’s like the point of being on track. That’s what I feel like, initially and I think still, the facilitator manual and the lesson plans, it lacks those guidelines of, you know, here’s what this looks like in the room. Absolutely that’s something that, as it goes along, you learn.
Environment and Activity

When visiting Matthew’s classroom it felt like one was entering a professional recording studio. There was a waiting room outside the studio area with a heavy soundproof door and a viewing window. Framed band posters covered the wall of the waiting room, each promoting a different band stylized in various rock and roll attire and arranged in artistic poses. Upon entering the classroom one noticed a large space with thin carpet to minimize noise, and the walls were painted the standard RRA dark red and deep blue. Halogen lights hung from a black open-framed ceiling to highlight various stations and the performance stage, which was littered with various microphones, cords, and instruments. There was a computer resource area with a large projection screen, an adjacent amplified practice space, and another adjacent practice room with a silent JamHub with headphones. It was a beautiful space that gave the appearance of being a special place and a well-established RRA program.

Within this environment, Matthew speaks with confidence and authority, as he is clearly in his element. He describes how the teaching approach in RRA is different from what one might see in other music classrooms:

I think in the terms of teaching, basically other music teachers are teaching kids to play notes and read music. And I believe there’s definitely a place for that. But what we’re essentially doing is teaching kids to play--learn to play--musically, aurally, that is, by listening to music and playing with it. And so we are--in the context of the songs that they choose--we’re actually teaching them to play music in a much more natural way as if they would play music, if they were to play music, with their friends. If a kid wants to be in a rock band with a friend, they’re going to pick a song and they’re going to go about learning that song. And they’re going to use whatever resources they have at hand. Most of the time, from kids learning music to adults learning music in bands, kids are listening to each other play; they’re also using music notation such as charts and tabs rather than written music.
This concept of the teacher providing students with the freedom and space to access their natural instinct to socially experiment together in an effort to create music is an idea he continues to develop:

I think one of the main differences in the method that we use to teach, the whole child method, is that we are allowing them a lot of freedom of choice in what they’re doing. If I’m a traditional band director, I know the songs that my band’s going to play. I bring in the music to those songs and essentially I teach the kids to read the music. . . . Essentially, there’s a limited amount of interaction between the students, and they become very absorbed in the music itself, that being the written notes on a page. At the RRA we let them—are essentially teaching them communication skills: listening to each other and hearing what each other are doing and coming up with problem solving solutions to the things that come up during the music. With traditional teaching methods, that’s really the responsibility of the director to recognize and work out those problems for the kids.

According to Matthew’s experience, setting the correct tone is vital for success in the RRA classroom. This is done in several ways. The feeling imparted by the physical environment counts, as does the psychological space created by the teacher and the social dynamic between the students:

Setting the tone. I think the room itself sets a lot of the tone. Essentially, when kids initially come into the room, their eyes get really big. They look around and I think they realize right off the bat that this isn’t their normal music classroom. You know, it looks cool, the lighting is cool; all the instruments are different. It looks like a stage essentially for a rock and roll band. They recognize that, I think, right off the bat. So we set up that space. The physical space is set up and I think the initial reaction that they have is positive, and even just by looking at it they know that this isn’t what they are normally doing in a music program. And then essentially, you know, to get them into the actual physical and psychological space to explore music on their own. The first day of class we all sit down and I talk to them about what’s going to be in a band. It’s your band. You make the choices and I’m here to help you make those choices.

He believes creating a classroom where students possess a level of autonomy over learning resources and outcomes is also important. He describes this when he says,

Here are all the tools that we have. Here’s the computer and the internet and the screen. I think it takes them a little while. Some kids go straight into it and go for it, but a lot of kids, it takes them a little while to sort of figure out, like, “Wow. This is actually for real.
I can actually go use the computer for whatever I need to use it for. We can look up songs and we can watch videos and all those things.”

The authenticity behind each student’s experience as a member of a band provides ongoing feedback, which allows him or her to gauge progress. He explains it also provides students a sense of self-determination:

So, being a group project that they’re working on for 14 weeks with a very real and--I don’t know how to say it--the concert is such an extremely real experience for them. And the feedback is so immediate on that. It’s not like an art project where you turn it in to your teacher and this one person says, “Wow, you did good,” or “You didn’t do good.” Or whatever. I mean you get on stage and you play and you know, you know how you did. You know how you did in your sound check. Everyday there are measures of how you’re doing and you’re aware of that.

When asked about how he goes about teaching SEL in his RRA classes, Matthew describes it as a natural outcome of the instructional process. He explains that SEL outcomes are not something he attempts to actively impart:

So the social emotional learning aspect of it is something that, I won’t say “happens to occur,” but it’s serendipitous that we have a wonderful program the kids love that also covers these points of social emotional learning in a very natural way. It’s not like I go in every day with my kids and think, “Okay. How are we going to learn as a group today? How are we going to learn to be effective problem solvers today.” Those things are indicative of the method itself.

Conflict plays a central role in the SEL process within Matthew’s classroom. He describes it as something that, when it occurs, places him in the role of mediator who facilitates dialogue within a democratic student process:

I think that, you know, conflict happens on a lot of different levels at the RRA. Most often it happens within the choosing of the song process. Which being a democratic process it’s somewhat easy to work with on that. I kind of just repeat the rules or the way we deal with things. So for example, a lot of times what’ll happen is a band will play a song a few times maybe a couple of days and one person will say, “You know what, I really don’t like this song.” And I’ll say, “Well, you guys all voted on it. You made a group decision. What’s happening now?” “Oh, well, you know. I decided I don’t like the song.” “Well, that’s interesting.” So, we try to talk to them a lot about it. Just a way of, I don’t know, I like to try to get them to settle it. So I try to more like mediate between the kids and just say--most of the time it’s hard for them to articulate what they’re trying to
make happen. So I try to help them with that sometimes. Like, you know, “How do you feel about this? What is the root of this? What don’t you like about this song?” Sometimes it may be, “Oh, this is a song that’s embarrassing. The lyrics are embarrassing to me.” Because they’ve gotten to the point where they realize they have to play this song in front of their parents. So you know, to address it I say, “That’s actually a real issue with this song. That’s an interesting question. How do you think we’ll do that?”

Because he is an experienced RRA teacher, Matthew’s thoughts about teaching challenges have shifted over the past few years. Early on, he sometimes found it difficult to trust the RRA method and approach to learning:

I think one of the things--with me, one of the big challenges for me initially--and it’s an ongoing challenge although it’s gotten much easier--is to just let go of the process in a lot of ways. And to let the method and the process unfurl on its own and at its own speed. It works out in a lot of different ways.

He also discovered he faced classroom management challenges, and had to learn how to provide students with structures and feedback to help them achieve their goals.

At the beginning I was a little bit too hands off, as far as the kids’ hands-on activities in the classroom. It could get a little crazy sometimes. So I’ve had to reel that in sometimes. And at the same time I’ve had to become more clear, “Okay. It’s time to play your songs. It’s time to do this thing. Don’t you think you maybe you ought to choose a song? You know, the concerts coming up.” So I think just the way of handling that sometimes. For that example, now on my white board I have a structure of how the class goes. Like, first 15 minutes: warm up. Next 15 minutes: run through the set. Next 10 minutes: break. Etcetera, etcetera over the course of an hour and a half. And up in the corner of the board I have 8 rehearsals. We have 8 rehearsals including the rehearsal you’re in today until the concert. So the kids look up at the board and they look at the clock and they go, “Oh. We’re actually supposed to be rehearsing right now.” Sometimes that makes a difference, sometimes it doesn’t. And they go, “Whoa. Wait a minute we actually have 8 rehearsals left? We can’t play our songs yet. We should work on our songs.”

The greatest challenge Matthew continues to wrestle with at times is recognizing how his students are struggling, when they may require help, and how he can connect their situation back to the social music-making process required of the band. He shares the following:

A lot of those issues that I thought were outside of music actually have a lot to do with music at this point. And being able to kind of go,” where does this come into the music? What happens here? Is this kid bored or acting out because they don’t because their part’s too difficult or is it too easy? What’s happening? Do they need help?” You know,
Mark talks a lot about not helping kids unless they ask for it, which I think that’s a great thing. Although, I think that kids ask for help in a lot of different ways. And it’s almost never is, “Hey, can you help me with this?” Yeah. You know, you kind of go,” Oohh.” For me it kind of ends up being--my reaction to it could be kind of disciplinary. But I think that most of the time it’s like, “What is it in the music that could solve this situation.” You know, in that way. So that’s the big way of the way I look at it.

Matthew also describes an interesting limitation that occurs when he works with younger elementary students. His younger students sometimes have more difficulty accepting and exploring the task at hand. For these students, it is difficult to take initiative unless the instructor teaches a few basic skills first. He explains, “The practical way that plays out is that for a lot of the kids--especially introductory kids, some basic individual lessons or some more one-on-one time with them would give them a better grasp on what’s happening in the RRA.” Another challenge he experiences is the acceptance of the RRA method by parents, colleagues, and others in the community, due to their preconceptions of what a music program should be. The predominant teacher-centered, direct-instruction mindset values the application of externally controlled product-focused processes that create musical development in students. This is a challenge Matthew struggles with often because he sees many parents due to his role as an after-school and summer program instructor. He says,

I’m not sure how good of a job RRA does with bringing people out of the traditional--bringing people from a traditional learning environment--and not only students, but parents of students and the community in general--in working with them and bringing them into this new idea of education. I think that RRA and other programs like RRA have difficulties in those ways because people have a predetermined idea of what education looks like. And RRA doesn’t look much like education that people are used to, especially music education.

*Teacher Outlook*

Now in his fourth year of teaching RRA, Matthew reflects on how his educational philosophy has shifted over time as his experience with the program has developed. The most
important shift for Matthew has been his realization of the power and importance behind RRA’s student-centered, hands-on learning process. He says,

I believe it has changed me in the sense that I think it made me really aware of the impact--it reinforced the idea that the impact of kids having control in their learning process and being able to experience things hands-on is very essential to the learning process in humans in general. And with children specifically, as we work with them. Yes, it’s made me realize that in the education system as it occurs in schools today, if we teach kids by rote without actually letting them experience the knowledge that they’re gaining in a real world application, then we are not really doing much to educate them.

Matthew believes he is extremely successful at helping his students achieve positive musical and SEL outcomes. With the aid of time and experience in the RRA classroom, Matthew’s confidence has grown in his ability to successfully facilitate this unique method. He has learned that despite the approach’s seemingly simple structure, success best occurs when the teacher has a clear understanding about one’s teaching responsibilities within the process. Matthew explains:

I think I understand it very well. That being said, there’s--it’s an interesting thing because, like a lot of things in life, in its base organization it’s very simple. You give kids the space to be in a band and organize themselves and do things. But within that freedom, there’s also an extremely large amount of responsibility, not only on the part of the kids, but on the part of the instructors as well. So, it’s a dynamic education process for everyone involved. I’m not super experienced with other forms of education. I haven’t been technically trained as an educator. But, it’s not a curriculum that you follow by rote every time, every semester that it happens. You know, you don’t teach Shakespeare in the same way every time; it changes. It’s dynamic. It changes with every group. It changes with the needs of every group. Like I said, just in general, the freedom that it establishes puts a lot more responsibility on the students and the educator.

He also believes his success is directly tied to his patient demeanor and his comfort allowing students “space to do their thing, to be able to guide themselves through the process.”

A goal Matthew has for his RRA program is to be a place where students become members of a larger music community. He worries that with the loss of community hubs like the
local record shop and with parents’ increased attempts to structure and manage their children’s time, kids no longer have a place
to go and just experience being around peers and other adults who are into music and playing music and all that stuff. And kind of see what’s going on, I think. That’s something that’s a little bit different that we’re trying to establish here at the RRA, is that idea of community in some way. You know, how do we provide that for kids? I’m trying to figure it out. How do adults fit into that? If adults fit into that equation. How do kids seeing other kids play fit into that equation? How do these things all work within this context? So we are kind of just throwing stuff against the wall and seeing what sticks and trying to figure out what’s going on.

What makes a successful RRA teacher? Matthew points to several qualities, including patience with students, patience with one’s “ability to step back and see the process as it can unfold,” and a dedication to keeping students progressing toward their goals of learning songs and performing a concert. Doing this, Matthew explains, requires an ability to nudge students forward in ways that help them help themselves. He explains it’s about knowing what to ask kids as far as just questions go, in the songs. ‘How do you think that sounds? How do you think that part fits together with the rest of the parts? Did you notice that you guys are playing the same parts? If you are, do you think you should play them at the same time?’

For Matthew, being a successful RRA teacher requires letting go of preconceived notions of what is means to teach music. He claims, “It’s much more fun than teaching in a regular class. I think it’s also much more challenging. I think it’s more challenging for me as a musician. It definitely has made me a better musician to teach in this style as well.”

Case Summary

Matthew’s narrative was constructed using data that was collected through a process of in vivio and open coding. Following the coding process, themes were distilled from these codes. The resulting information is visually summarized and presented in Appendix I, where it is organized by topic and area of investigation.
**Introduction**

Gena is a first year RRA teacher who is also a seasoned middle and high school band instructor. She teaches at public middle and high schools in the Midwestern United States, where she has been tasked with teaching both RRA and traditional band classes.

**Background and Experience**

Gena’s love of music was evident from a very young age, and she was drawn to the piano from as early as she can remember. Her ability was so strong she says, “I became a church organist when I was 13.” She acquired deep experience as an independent musician and band member across the course of her life’s journey: “I was always a band and music geek, orchestra person, pianist all my life.” Her ability earned her a full scholarship to college, a place where she knew she could fulfill her dream and learn to become a music teacher. She could not take advantage of the opportunity, however, because of her family’s difficult financial situation. She instead married, began a family, and worked various music-related jobs. These positions included stints as a private music teacher, church musician, and church music director. To this day, Gena continues embracing and enjoying each of these roles in her free time.

As Gena’s children began to depart for college, she decided to follow in their footsteps and finally pursue a college degree. Over 6 years she worked to earn both a bachelor’s degree in music and a master’s degree in education. Though the road to becoming a teacher took decades longer than originally planned, Gena “was able to get all my teaching credentials in . . . so I am now doing what I have always wanted to do, which is teach music.”
During and following her time in graduate school she served as a substitute band and music teacher. Starting in 2008, she began accepting various part-time appointments as a public school band teacher, which later developed into the full-time position she holds today.

She first learned about RRA in the summer prior to the start of the current academic year, after learning her county school system had been awarded a grant to promote SEL. She describes how she was “blindsided by the whole thing” all in one moment:

I walked in to do a band camp at 10 in the morning and there were three men sitting in my room. One of whom was Mark [Galbo], one was the county education service coordinator and another was my high school principal. I’m like, “Okay, what is this. I’m either in big trouble or something good is about to happen.”

After chatting with the group for a few minutes and quickly learning more about the RRA method, though she had doubts, she did sense similarity between RRA’s design and efforts she was already assuming on her own:

So I started talking to Mark, and I explained to him my 4th bell high school band class is not a traditional band class. Up until this year I mostly had kids who would come there because they have 4th bell free and they decided to take band and they needed a fine arts credit. So they would often walk in with zero experience with music or with a musical instrument. That was actually an experiment like RRA. Because they had no instruments, many of them, or they might play the guitar or they might have a drum set at home, or they sort of dabbled in the trumpet, or they were willing to learn some chords on the piano--what I did then was I took things like “Here Comes the Sun” or “Stairway to Heaven,” golly, we even did “Bohemian Rhapsody” one year, “Piano Man,” Billy Joel--I took that and if I had one strong flute player, or trumpet player, or kid who was willing to learn the trombone--I actually sort of custom made all these pieces for these kids. And we would also work on learning how to read music. But it wasn’t the traditional band class where they all walk in and they have band instruments. I told Mark about that and I said this sounds a lot like what I’m already doing.

The reality of her having to adopt RRA came when one-third of her band classroom was soon transformed into a dedicated RRA stage and studio. Gena describes this period, “I was not a happy camper. I was beside myself most days while this construction was going on.” There was also discomfort regarding the change coming from the school’s band booster community:
I also had the band boosters--this is a club of people. . . . So I also knew that when they saw their band room--basically it’s their band room and their kids’ band room--get swallowed up partially by RRA, I thought, “Oh. In spite of the way I’m feeling inside--not real happy about this whole thing. I’ve really got to smooth this over with them.”

When asked to describe her teaching philosophy prior to teaching RRA, Gena described herself as a teacher who never acted to “lay down a lot of rules” in the classroom. She has always known it was important for her to support them as much as possible because “I want them to experience the most that they can experience musically. I truly believe that every kid who walks through my door can succeed in music in some kind of way.” Prior to teaching RRA, Gena described she felt it was her duty as a music teacher to teach notation:

You want the kids . . . to walk in and you want them to be able to know how to read music. That’s my job to make sure they can do that and they get better and better at it. Not so much by ear, although that’s a big part of it because you have to hear the notes, you have to know what’s going on. Basically, before RRA, one of my big things was, you’ve got to know how to read music. You just have to or you can’t succeed in this sort of endeavor. You have to pick an instrument and you have to practice it. . . . The biggest change since RRA is the notion that you don’t have to know how to read music.

Gena also described that prior to RRA she believed the teacher controlled instrument, arrangement, and song choices, though, she clarified, “I’ve always taken requests.”

The RRA training process began with Galbo visiting her school, where he worked with her to set up her new RRA area and discussed the RRA philosophy and methodology. He also worked with Gena to address the concerns of the band booster community:

And fortunately what happened was when it was all over with and the equipment came in, Mark was in town. And he helped. He helped. He actually came to the band boosters’ meeting in the evening. And he explained to them what RRA was all about and what we’re trying to do. And by then I had kind of calmed down, realizing that I’m going to get another class to teach. This can’t be all bad. You know, this’ll be a happy thing. It’ll be good.

Shortly thereafter, Gena attended two workshops at another RRA school where Galbo worked with multiple instructors to review training materials, observe the RRA classroom in action,
discuss the method, and answer questions. She noted that training has improved her confidence and understanding, saying, “You know, with every little piece of training I’ve had there’s been a little more help. It’s just been helpful. And Mark has been—any time I’ve had a question, I can ask him.” When asked if the textbook training materials were useful, Gena explained she only used them during the training process but has not done so in practice:

Not so much. But then I’m not a lesson plan kind of person. The whole task analysis is kind of daunting to me. You know, where you take the whole process and tear it apart. Yeah, I haven’t relied on it a whole lot.

When asked if she felt sufficiently prepared following the RRA training process, she noted she did not feel ready, but explained that navigating the unknowns of the process on her own was a necessary part of the learning curve:

Are we ever prepared for anything? I mean, we really aren’t. I wasn’t prepared to start teaching when I started teaching. I’m a much better teacher now than I was when I started. But, I don’t think you’re ever really prepared for anything. I don’t know that any amount of training is going to help you with that. . . . Like I said I didn’t know what to expect. I didn’t know what kids were going to be in my class until the first day of class. But I’ve come to really enjoy it because you can kind of sit back and watch, or you can dive right in with an instrument along with them. I am also taking guitar lessons by the way because I just feel that if somebody needs help on a guitar I’ve got to be able to help them. That’s something I should have started when I was a teenager and I just didn’t. So I thought, “I’m a classical musician. What do I need the guitar for? Are you kidding me?” So here I am. But yeah. No, I was not prepared, but I was not prepared for most things that have happened in my life. You just have to do it.

Environment and Activity

When visiting Gena’s classroom, it is difficult not to be impressed with the sheer volume and size of her instructional space. Tucked away on the far side of the school, the RRA classroom was a smaller contained space set within a much larger traditional band practice room. Due to the very high, 15-foot ceilings, the square footage of the room felt dramatically magnified. Large windows lined the entire exterior wall, and natural sunlight poured in to completely fill the space during the day. The RRA area comprised about one-third of the space
on the far side of the classroom where a very large stage with dimensions of approximately 15’ x 30’ rose just a few inches off the floor. Tall, deep red cabinets lined an interior wall at the rear of the stage, and the cinder block walls surrounding the stage were coated in standard RRA deep blue paint. The RRA stage was covered with assorted instruments with various cords connecting amplifiers to instrument groups and microphones. There was neither a silent jam-hub station nor was there a computer resource area within the classroom, but each student at the school had access to an iPad due to a recent 1-to-1 computing initiative launched at the start of the year.

The remaining two-thirds of the classroom was a traditional high school band practice area, where most of the floor space was comprised of deep, built-in semicircular concrete risers designed to organize student musicians in ways that direct and channel student focus toward the conductor’s platform at the classroom’s center. Three pianos sat in various positions on the periphery of the larger band practice space. Two of the pianos looked to be in good condition, while another appeared to be in the latter stages of decay. Gena remarked,

I tend to collect pianos because I’m pianist. So that piano over by the door there is going to get trashed because I, for the most part, don’t believe in throwing pianos away--it truly is long gone past its point of usefulness.

Similarly, Gena’s classroom environment feels somewhat like a collection area for disparate musical endeavors. Despite the fact her classroom was originally designed to serve the needs of a traditional band or orchestra class, it now has been stretched to also accommodate the needs of RRA.

When asked to describe how teaching and learning is different between the two programs, Gena’s answers provide mixed evidence. Much of what she relates appears to focus on ways in which she has adapted the RRA method to match the teacher-centered style with which she is familiar. She references examples of how she directs instruction for students throughout
the RRA process. She also explains how she has altered the method to include daily student journaling so she may better understand her students’ thoughts about their work. When it comes to song choice, Gena describes how she allows students to make choices, but she remains somewhat directive through the process. She provides an example of how she encourages her students to think by asking them a variety of questions:

I will say, “Okay guys. What’s the message here? What’s the name of the song? What’s the artist?” And maybe why did you choose it, but generally it’s just kind of a favorite artist of theirs. So I will have them play a song and we will listen in its entirety. It’s not like you put the song in and pick your favorite part. No, we listen to the entire song. Because something like Bohemian Rhapsody is going to have so many different kinds of things going on there. Then when we’re done listening to the song, I will say to them, “Okay. What is the message of the lyrics?” It will be interesting because you will get different answers on that sometimes. And what instruments did you hear? What was going on musically? It’s usually bass, drums, guitar, synthesizer, things like that. Then we go to our stations and we work on our piece of music.

Gena’s approach also includes instrumental and notation instruction to help overcome students’ anxiety and prevent potential problems:

And they’re not going to be able to do--I mean maybe they could--but they’re not going to be able to do every song that they listen to. And oftentimes they get very intimidated by that. There’s so much going on in some of these songs. They’re kind of going, “Oh, my God. I’ll never be able to do that.” And I go, “Guys.” And I go to the piano and I go, “Okay, here’s an F, here’s a G, here’s an A minor. There are four cords in this song. Yes we can do that song.” Then what I will do is I will go and buy the music because that’s what I am used to doing. And I don’t expect them to read all the music. But often times what happens is, if you give them the music--like I have a young lady playing keyboard on “My Girl.” What she will do is she learns the A, she learns the D, she learns the E, she learns the B minor. Okay so she’s got that all down. Then when you put the singer in with it, she’s able to see the words. So she can see where she’s at.

Gena recollects instances of how her direct instruction facilitated better decision-making and musical progress, especially when students began new songs: “I didn’t want to discourage them. But I would say to them, ‘Okay. This might be easier to learn than that. Why don’t we start with this?’ Or, ‘This might be less challenging.’ Or I would put it in a way where they didn’t feel like,
‘Oh, we’ll never get this.’” She explains why she believes imparting musical knowledge to students is important for their success in RRA, saying,

I think musical knowledge is certainly very helpful here. And the kids ask a lot of questions musically. They really want to know how to play these instruments. So I just feel like I need to have the expertise required to help them. Because they will just get frustrated.

In describing the tone of her classroom, Gena again reinforces how, as an RRA teacher, she works to prepare students to perform and expects them to practice. She also maintains harmony by asking students to avoid conflict. She explains,

I also kind of feel like I know how to prepare a class to perform. You know, I want them to feel good about what they’re doing. And the only way you’re going to get better is to do it over and over and over. I don’t have a lot of rules. I just say, “Leave each other alone.” And the tone of the class really is--they all like each other, they really do.

When asked to describe the role of conflict in relation to students learning how to gain consensus in the RRA classroom, Gena noted that student disagreements were not significant, sharing,

Boy. I would say there isn’t a whole lot of it. And I think that you know, if they--disagreements around here are going to be: a favorite artist, or a genre of music. And of course those are just, “I don’t like the Beatles.” “Okay, well, that’s cool.” “Well, I don’t like this.” It’s not like they’re picking at each other about stuff. We just don’t have conflict because we’re all here doing something.

But when conflict arises, she explains that she works to limit negative dialogue:

We just don’t have conflict in here. And I don’t know exactly why, I mean, I will try to nip it in the bud right away if I feel like there’s something flaring up. And I will just say, “Guys. Look. We’re all in here doing something. Why are we disagreeing? We all have opinions. We’re all in this world together.”

According to Gena, the SEL elements promoted within RRA are similar to what is learned by students in all music classes. Gena describes her belief the primary SEL outcome and benefit is derived from the fact that participation in a music-making endeavor minimizes difference, reduces anxiety and promotes a common goal. She explains,
I just think because music is so very different from everything else, that it’s not based on your reading level necessarily; it’s not based on your home environment necessarily; it’s not based on your intelligence level. It’s a very unique thing. Music in general just kind of—I don’t think it’s a pressure filled subject. So, you can come in here and you can sit next to the--we have two kids that are on the football team in here and they will discuss sometimes, “Hey are you going to practice after school.” And the other kids will listen to it and they’re just listening. And then somebody else will ask them a question about football and you’re thinking, you know, that never would have happened in any other classroom. Because this kid over here, you know, he lives in an apartment and he goes from apartment to apartment because he was evicted last month. You know, that never would have happened in the hallway or at lunch. They wouldn’t even be sitting together. It’s really a fascinating mix of socioeconomic characteristics of kids who are in different classrooms. Some are in the special ed program. Yeah. It takes all class away. Class meaning whatever class you happen to be born into.

As a budding RRA teacher, the challenges Gena shares revolve around the theme of minimizing students’ frustrations. She shared how she could not help students due to her inability to play guitar. For this reason she recently made the decision to take guitar classes herself “because I just feel that if somebody needs help on a guitar I’ve got to be able to help them.” She further describes her desire to overcome the challenge of student discomfort:

Teaching the kids the instruments is making sure they are comfortable with what they are doing. Sometimes, kids want to sing, and they can’t sing. You don’t necessarily want to discourage that, so you have to kind of work with them and try to get them as close to pitch as possible. Or maybe we’ll do a rap song. So there’s always that--you want them to be successful and you want them to feel successful and everybody in their own group to feel successful.

Gena also shared her frustration with some of the technologies and powered instruments used within the program. Despite this, however, she finds she receives assistance from capable students who are willing to step in and help her problem-solve: “I am not much of a technician. So when something goes wrong with the instruments, I have to kind of either rely on the common sense of the kids or someone else who knows more.” Another of her concerns is having consistent time for RRA bands to practice and develop:

We have had the schedule from hell for the last month. Because we had the one week off of school, which put my--the performance goal back by a week. Because we weren’t in
here working every day. Then one of my kids disappeared after this quarter because he had to go and take some kind of make-up class. For another two weeks all we had was testing, so I had these kids in and out of here. And it’s been--music goals have been tricky at best.

When her students have opportunity to meet regularly, she sees better results. For example, she recounts, “We did have time to prepare for performance day last week and I think it went really well. We played three pieces and I just invited teachers in who had planning and I invited the study hall and I invited the choir next door. And they came in and observed the kids playing three different songs and it was great.”

Teacher Outlook

When considering if teaching RRA has had an impact on her educational philosophy, Gena believes her first year as a facilitator has reaffirmed core beliefs she has always held. She notes, “It’s kind of been the full circle that I’ve come to experience in my other worlds” because “the whole notion is to enjoy the moment and enjoy being musicians together.” Her belief that “anybody can succeed at music in any kind of way” has also been affirmed. A shift RRA has brought to her attention, however, is the idea that learning notation is not always necessary to be successful in a band, though she has not completely abandoned the practice. She explains that with her assistance, students learned to play instruments without it,

I was very, “Oh gosh. Kids have to learn how to read music because if they don’t then they will be of no use to me and certainly not themselves. They won’t be able to learn anything. . . .” I mean at first it was full of kids that had no idea. I couldn’t just pop out some music from the storage room and they could play it.

As a first year teacher, Gena shares mixed feelings about her success as an RRA instructor. In terms of her personal understanding of the process and methods entailed within RRA, she says,

How well do I understand anything? You know? I mean, there’s always everyday there’s something to learn in everything you do. I think I understand it more now than I certainly
did at the beginning—which was only a few months ago actually. But, you know, everybody in here has a purpose and if they’re not engaged in something then either they’re having a bad day or they’re just not sure what to do. Then you just have to guide them and teach them and do whatever. But, boy, you know, understanding anything is just an ongoing process. I don’t know if I’ll ever understand anything in its entirety. Certainly now better than I did.

Her confidence rises when she speaks of her ability to direct instruction and guide the learning process for students. For example, she reports,

I think I understand where each child is with their ability and what they’re actually capable of doing and I steer them in that direction. And if they exceed my expectations--and when I say “expectation,” that’s such a big word for--that’s not really what I’m saying. I tend to understand pretty quickly what a kid is capable of doing; or how much they’re going to be able to accomplish. And they don’t know it, but I say to myself, “Okay. Here’s where we’re going to go with this. And here’s what you need to do and here’s how we’re going to approach it.” And everybody is a little different in their learning. And I think that’s kind of what I bring to this. I understand what their level is and how difficult I can make it for them or how easy. And either way it’s going to produce the same, it’s going to produce success for them.

Gena’s measure for success, however, appears not to be fully aligned with RRA’s student-driven, discovery-oriented roots. She acknowledges she still has more to learn about the RRA process, and in her first year she has worked to make things happen based on limited experience and an incomplete understanding of the method. For Gena, achieving a degree of success this year involved setting instructional goals she could understand. For instance, she explains, “there had to be a goal or you were just going to come in here and goof around every day.”

As she describes her thoughts about the qualities required of an RRA teacher, Gena draws upon several ideas. She believes “you have to make sure the kids don’t get bored. You have to make sure that they’re going to keep learning, they’re going to keep growing in the process of this piece that they’re learning.” She also believes a good facilitator must push students to do their best, explaining that students often claim they know a song and are ready to
move to a different piece. She describes that as an RRA teacher, one must be willing to trust students, saying,

Quite frankly I could not sleep the night before we did the performance. I don’t know why I was terrified. They were ready. But, you know, I just kind of feel like it’s a reflection on me. I will fail. I will fail them. I will fail my teaching. But no! They did a great job and they were perfectly comfortable performing for other people.

She shares that, ideally, an RRA teacher should have some kind of musical ability and an appreciation for a wide variety of styles of rock and roll music, “because kids are going to want to do Motley Crue and Metallica and Magik and all of those things.” Gena believes it is important “to have a very open mind” and accepting of kids’ individual circumstances, remaining committed to supporting “diversity on all levels.” Flexibility is another important part of the equation in Gena’s mind. She explains, “I can’t say, ‘My way or the highway.’” She also feels at times it’s important for an RRA teacher to direct instruction and nudge students toward making decisions. She justifies this, saying,

The only way I know how to teach it--yes, it’s student led in the sense that they get excited about something that they’ve listened to and that we’re going to actually perform and that we’re going to learn how to play. But as far as learning the instruments, they’re not going to just freely pick up the instruments and--You know, I had to assign, I mean within reason I would say, “Would you like to learn the keyboard for this? Would you like to do bass guitar? Would you like to do drums?” And it was always, “Yeah, that’d be fine.”

Case Summary

The narrative for Gena was developed using data that was collected through a process of in vivio and open coding. Following the coding process, themes were distilled from these codes. The resulting information is visually summarized and presented in Appendix J, where it is organized by topic and area of investigation.
Gregg

Introduction

Now in his third year as an RRA teacher at a private school in the southwestern United States. Gregg teaches students across a variety of developmental stages, from elementary through high school.

Background and Experience

As Gregg explains, his love for playing music started at a young age, and through most of his early development, his musical abilities and understanding were self-taught and not formally acquired:

I started out playing music actually in the basement of my home when my parents set up a band for me and my brother in the basement. So basically I grew up being a self-taught musician—ear trained in just figuring it out with my brother and some of the neighborhood kids. So that’s how my musical development started. It wasn’t from very concrete lessons.

He also noted specific similarities in how he grew up learning to play music and how learning music occurs in RRA:

We would figure out all the different instruments. We would play the song. I feel like when I talk about RRA I’ve got to note that because it’s kind of similar to what we’re doing. Basically I continued to play live music with different people, bands throughout high school.

After high school, Gregg attended college in the Pacific Northwest and majored in sociology, which he felt helped to prepare him for RRA, because there “was a lot of group discussion and social aspects of learning education. I feel like that ties in. Sociology was good for the social emotional aspect.” Also, while in college Gregg made opportunity to pursue formal music classes:

I studied then under a guitar professor and basically started to get knowledge about playing music. In college I really dove into some of the more fundamental aspects of music. I guess you could call it a minor in music even though it wasn’t my primary study,
I took a lot of music classes. Jazz theory, music theory, things like that. I began to try to make a marriage between the two forms of music.

Though he did not formally study to become a teacher, following college Gregg taught music production classes to young people on a part-time basis where students could learn how to use professional recording, editing, and production tools. He describes this early field experience, saying,

I began to kind of get my feet wet with education through recording. I had worked in a few different studios and things like that but most of my classroom technique came from my wife’s mom who has been a music teacher for I don’t even know how many years—30, 40 years now. She actually began to educate me on some of the more traditional forms of education. But as far as actual “going the teacher’s route” I don’t think I could say I did that.

Soon thereafter, he learned about RRA through a family connection, which eventually led to meeting Mark Galbo. Galbo appreciated Gregg’s background and urged him to move to the southwest to investigate a job teaching RRA at a private school. According to Gregg, “the rest is kind of history.”

Prior to RRA, Gregg’s philosophical assumptions about education were grounded in his experiences as a student. He describes the teacher as a controlling force: “I thought that certain groups of kids need to be controlled in a certain way. And everything needs to be planned out, predicted.” He believed that teaching music was about

learning concrete pieces of music in a band setting and you were planning out that piece. Yes, you would do a performance which was always exciting, but it was much more “this is your concrete part and these are the notes that you need to focus on.” There was no real kind of path you could choose on your own. That’s the reason why I didn’t take very much traditional music education.

His beliefs were grounded in the process he experienced as a student. He outlines a teacher-centered model as he describes his experience: “Where the teacher makes all the decisions for
you and you do the work and you get the grade.” He was inspired, however, by one of his music teachers in high school who broke that standard mold when she

let me take a chance and play the drum set in a choir setting. Which I thought was great. She took a leap when the really school pushed back on her and said, “You can’t have a drummer in a choir.” But she took that leap and so I began to see what can happen if a teacher takes a chance or breaks out of the traditional mold. She was one . . . I’ll always remember her, that kind of said, “I’m going to do something different, make my program exciting this year.” Really made the students push for her or root for her.

The RRA training process experienced by Gregg was very thorough. Due to special circumstances, he was able to shadow Galbo extensively in the classroom for approximately 6 months. He explains,

He had been doing this for 10, 11, 12 years. So I got to sit in the classroom and learn hands on from Mark Galbo. Aside from that he was giving me all this literature on the side to read. It was outside of even music. It was social emotional learning tool books, horse whispering manuals, things that were completely separate from music. And I got to shadow him. So I kind of feel spoiled in that way because I really got a hands-on training before I dove in.

Also, for Gregg, professional development has remained an ongoing process. He refers to the training manuals regularly, often asks questions, and shares ideas with Galbo and other RRA instructors, making himself sit down every Friday to “write a one-page reflection” about the processes that unfold in the classroom.

When asked to describe his state of preparedness as he began as a solo teacher in the RRA classroom, he answered affirmatively, stating, “You know, I think I was sufficiently prepared.” He did, however, qualify the statement a bit, adding,

But at the same time--this philosophy--you’re not supposed to be 100% prepared because there’s a mystery aspect of student driven learning where different things can happen every day. So I was as prepared as I felt I should have been and then at some point you do have to dive in and say I’m going to learn from this method based on what happens with children and the nature of music in general.
Gregg believes the unfolding mystery of becoming a teacher in the RRA classroom was an essential part of the process. Though strengthening his craft continues to be an ongoing process, he explained it was not until the second year that he became fully comfortable in the role. He shares, “it took a year--It felt like I was actually the teacher.”

Environment and Activity

Gregg’s classroom was located in the rear section of his school’s ground floor. Because this part of the school building sits below grade, his classroom contained no exterior windows. Beside the central RRA space was a small practice room. The larger central room contained a stage. This room was a compact space, about 15’ x 15’ square, with walls painted in the standard RRA deep red and blue. To the left of the stage, the wall was covered with small posters of RRA student bands, past and present. Each poster promoted a unique band name plastered below a group of kids gathered in various rock and roll poses. The space had a special industrial feel, with an exposed black metal ceiling, stage lights, and tidy nooks and corners dedicated to equipment and instrument storage. There was a computer station connected to a wall projector where students may research songs and how-to videos. There was also a silent jam-hub station with headphones in the practice room and a station with amplified instrumentation on the stage. The room feels like an exciting, special place.

As he sits next to the stage basking under the glow of the stage lights, Gregg takes time to emphasize the importance of the classroom atmosphere. He explains his RRA environment has been intentionally designed to be

a colorful room which kind of takes your breath away when you walk in. There’s all these really cool instruments everywhere. Drum sets and we do red and blue colors and the lighting’s different. We even have stage lighting. And it’s all setting up an atmosphere that’s different from the sterile classroom setting with fluorescent lights and white walls. So, we feel with this program, a kid when he walks into the room, he’s instantly thinking this is a different environment from his normal classes.
Brief and to the point, Gregg succinctly describes his teaching role in RRA: “I’m a facilitator within a student-driven model where there is peer-to-peer education.” When pressed for further details, he emphasizes the importance of nurturing a classroom environment that is driven by student choice:

Well, it’s an environment where students make the choices while they’re in the room. And then I help them out with those choices. I’m teaching them tools to have based on their student ownership. . . . As far as in this music class, they make the choices of what songs they’re going to play. They make the choice of what instrument they’re going to play. And a lot of times it’s what kids are going to be in their band based on their classroom. So once those choices are made, then I kind of step in when needed to offer tools they need to make those songs come into fruition.

When asked to describe the tools he offers to students, he speaks in terms of two separate categories--musical knowledge, and social emotional guidance. He describes the musical knowledge he offers coming in the form of musical terms, chording assistance, and rhythm techniques. The social emotional guidance he provides stems from his ability to “create a safe space for kids.” While Gregg describes his RRA classroom as a “fun environment” for students, he underlines it is a place “where kids can come in and be themselves in a safe environment. And it’s not just anything goes. There are of course boundaries within this fun space.”

SEL is facilitated in a number of ways. Gregg describes there is always opportunity for students to practice teamwork and problem-solving skills within the social context of the group. He explains,

If there’s an argument say, over a song choice or when there’s differences . . . “I want that song.” “I don’t like your song.” “I want to play that piano.” But there’s only one spot for a piano. That’s when I’ll kind of step in and say, “Okay, let’s make a negotiation.” And they’ll figure it out and say, “I’ll do your song this time, if you’ll do mine the next time.” So now they’re working on problem-solving skills together to negotiate. And if you take it to an instrument—“You can play drums on this song. I’ll play guitar if I can play guitar on the next song.”
Within his classroom, conflict is an important part of the SEL process. Gregg says, “We don’t view conflict as completely negative as some people do because good things come out of those conflicts.”

There are a few unique challenges Gregg experiences while on the job. Due to his classroom’s compact physical layout, he often worries about his students’ physical safety:

Because there’s a lot going on at one time. So there might be a mic stand falling. There’s physical things within the space you have to be kind of on your toes with. Falling guitars if a student doesn’t know how to put it up right, things like that. He also shares that challenges also arise outside of the classroom. Gregg must regularly work to convince parents “that are only familiar with the traditional educational system that this--that their kids are actually learning in this environment which is very alternative to being classically trained.” He believes parents are sometimes focused on the product rather than the process. He explains this is a dilemma that can create unnecessary stress and unforeseen consequences if managed improperly:

And they want the results delivered right away. “Why isn’t my kid to this level on the piano within six months?” Whereas if he went to take lessons he or she might be here in six months, but we see it as slow and steady kind of wins the race in a way. The kid that learned everything by a really strict teacher in six months is maybe not going to play later on. Whereas someone’s gradual learning process, they might play their entire life.

For Gregg, being involved in promoting parent education and public relations in relation to his RRA program is an important aspect of his job:

You need to learn, as a facilitator, you need to train yourself in some of the RRA language. That can be very helpful when talking to parents. And surprisingly a lot of it speaks for itself. We have parents frequently saying, “My child won’t even get out of the car for all these other school activities and then they run to rock and roll class after school. They jump out of the car.” So that really convinces parents. “My kid really wants to go to RRA.”
He underlines how this same student enthusiasm for RRA can sometimes become problematic in relation to other parts of school. For this reason, Gregg has worked to support his colleagues and their diverse teaching styles within his school. He explains the dilemma he sometimes faces:

When you put a program like this within a school, the facilitator has to be very skillful to integrate into that school. It can’t be a “me versus you—” My form of education is better than yours.” I feel like I’ve worked very hard at that here. And it just takes seeing eye to eye with the community, the school community. Because sometimes there are challenges when kids are saying, “My favorite class is this one and I don’t want to go take the math test.” That creates some tension there, but everything can be smoothed over.

Additionally, Gregg believed he also had room for improvement in the area of classroom management, saying,

I could improve on . . . establishing some of the boundaries more firmly at times so that things didn’t get out of control in what can be a noisy environment. So I don’t have a lot of background in traditional education where it’s very strict. But sometimes there are certain kids that will try to, you know, go over the edge of those boundaries. And even in RRA you’re going to have to establish them and be firm about it.

Teacher Outlook

Prior to RRA, Gregg had not served in any formal teaching capacity within a school. Because of this, his perceptions of what a music teacher’s job entailed were different from where they are positioned today. He describes how this philosophical shift has changed his thinking:

I would say that it has dramatically [changed]. Whereas before I was used to an educational model where it was a teacher basically setting out a set of guidelines that the students would obey by, and, “Don’t speak out or make any noise in class, just give me this homework assignment.” And that’s how education started, I think, was keeping all the kids subordinate. Now, everyone is calling for new models of alternative education where kids actually have some control and some power in the room themselves. And so when that is enacted it’s incredible the results that come up. I really think that learning is increased tenfold when children feel empowered. So, it has really changed my outlook to be in this kind of environment.
Becoming immersed in a student-centered approach to teaching and learning has enabled Gregg to question the dynamic of power within the traditional classroom and has allowed him to explore and better understand the positive democratic outcomes related to the process.

He realizes that because he is only in his second year of full-time teaching, he is “still a work in progress” and knows there is always room for improvement. In describing his level of success as an RRA teacher, Gregg assessed both his understanding of the RRA method and his greatest strengths. Regarding his level of understanding of the method, he shared, “I think I understand it pretty well at this point.” The RRA teaching assets he is most sure of involves his ability to listen and exercise patience with the process and with students in the room. He explains how exercising restraint has been an important quality for him to refine because it leads to moments where SEL often takes root:

There’s a lot of things that you do in this room that have to be almost--they are opposite of what you might normally think. . . . You might be thinking I need to dive into this situation right now and be a part of this. But if you can just be patient and take yourself out of that situation, it might go a completely different direction through peer-to-peer education. If you take yourself out of that situation, which is hard to do sometimes.

As his RRA teaching skills have developed, he has noticed the SEL goals he has for his students become even more achievable,

And, sometimes they happen very quickly. It can happen with a new student in one day even. . . . You see them in the first day. Let’s take a new student that’s part of their class for the first week of school . . . after one musical session, because they are working as a team on a project together now, all the barriers are down. And suddenly they are problem-solving together. And it’s very powerful in that aspect.

When considering his level of success in facilitating musical learning with his students, he raises questions about the subjectivity of defining such success, asking, “What is musical success? Is it playing every note perfectly? Or is it looking confident on that stage or in the performance?”
From his own point of view, Gregg feels he is effective in helping students achieve their personal musical goals. He explains,

So, you might have someone who learns one piano part and that’s their goal which they can easily accomplish. Or you see you students stay with this program for . . . years, and they can be top-notch musicians. I’ve seen it. To the level where it’s extremely impressive. . . . Within this program, there’s not a cap on musicality.

Asked to consider his own goals for himself and his program, Gregg states his main aims are to foster positive SEL experiences for his students, have the larger community grow to understand and value his program, and see his students grow to acquire skills that allow them to musically achieve at their highest potential. These goals are personal for Gregg:

I want to run a program where all the kids feel safe in a fun environment and leave every day thinking that they had a positive experience in this RRA. And I want that positive experience to spread to their families within the community. I want everyone to believe that this is a valuable product. And then I would like to actually--my goal is to put on musical performances that are to a high-level. People get into the music and say, “That’s a great product.”

When asked what qualities may be required in order to become a successful RRA teacher, Gregg focuses on three ideas: patience with oneself, patience with the process, and an open-mindset. Being willing to embrace a progressive pedagogical stance and letting go of assumptions and old practices is essential for the new RRA teacher. He explains:

You need to probably drop the barriers of traditional musical training. Even though they can really help you be fast on your feet and teach parts, you almost need to throw out or rearrange a lot of things that music theory will teach you. And then you just have to have a general sense of, I would say, compassion for teaching. And for alternative education. He believes teachers with traditional, teacher-centered skillsets can be extremely successful, but “they have to be willing to accept the change in their teaching practices and then they might turn out to be some of the best RRA teachers.”
Case Summary

Gregg’s narrative was formed using data collected through a process of in vivio and open coding. Following the coding process, themes were distilled from these codes. The resulting information is visually summarized and presented in Appendix K, where it is organized by topic and area of investigation.

Cross-Case Analysis

Introduction

As explained in Chapter 3, a cross-case analysis provides the researcher with ways to achieve an “understanding of the aggregate” (p. 39). Collecting, comparing, and contrasting information across individual cases allows for teacher experiences within the RRA quintain to be better interpreted, providing the researcher with an excellent tool to access answers to the central questions related to this study.

Identification of Common Concepts

Data from the five individual cases were analyzed using the method outlined in Stake’s Multiple Case Study Analysis (2006). Themes extracted from each of the individual cases were entered into multi-case tables by area of investigation, as outlined in Appendix L, to efficiently organize and facilitate cross-case analysis. A comparative analysis of themes was then employed to identify common concepts that occurred across three or more cases. The common concepts identified are summarized in Appendix M.

Identification of Overarching Themes

From the common concepts emerged six overarching themes. These themes are presented below and are discussed within the findings section at the end of this chapter.
Within the topic of Background and Experience, two overarching themes of Teacher-centered Bias and Preparation and Training were identified. These are outlined in Table 2:

Table 2

**Development of Overarching Themes: Topic of Background and Experience**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Concepts</th>
<th>Overarching themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1 extensive music experience</td>
<td>* Teacher-centered Bias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 formal teacher training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 traditional school teaching background</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4 teacher-centered philosophy prior to RRA</td>
<td>* Preparation and Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 product-oriented approach prior to RRA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6 possessed free choice to adopt the RRA method</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.7 trained with an experienced RRA instructor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8 utilization of training texts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.9 began instruction feeling unprepared</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.10 firsthand teaching experience over time is required to develop confidence and competence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first overarching theme, Teacher-centered Bias, comes from common concepts 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5. The second overarching theme, Preparation and Training, is derived from common concepts 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9, and 1.10.

From the topic of teacher Environment and Activity, two additional overarching themes emerged: Student-centered Activity and collaborative engagement. These overarching themes are aligned beside their related common concepts in Table 3:
Table 3

*Development of Overarching Themes: Topic of Environment and Activity*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Concepts</th>
<th>Overarching themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.1  teacher understanding about the importance of shaping an environment that is unique</td>
<td><em>Student-centered Activity</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2  utilizing distinctive colors, lighting and staging within a dedicated space</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3  use of multiple design elements promoting stations for student collaboration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4  student centered stance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5  process and discovery oriented focus</td>
<td><em>Social Engagement</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6  allows student freedom within safe and respectful boundaries supported by the teacher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.7  musical learning as a socially oriented, peer-relational, collaborative process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.8  concert performance an incentive that facilitates learning among group members</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.9  teacher supports an environment of social engagement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.10 specific SEL outcomes are identified</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.11 conflict plays an active and important role in SEL development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.12 managing external perceptions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The overarching theme of teachers employing Student-centered Activity is derived from evidence found in common concepts 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7. Social Engagement is an overarching theme found in common concepts 2.3, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, 2.10, 2.11, and 2.12.

Overarching themes were also identified in relation to the topic of Teacher Outlook. The overarching themes of Program Commitment and SEL Focus are presented alongside related common concepts in Table 4:
Table 4

*Development of Overarching Themes: Topic of Teacher Outlook*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Concepts</th>
<th>Overarching themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.1 valuing a student-centered approach</td>
<td>*Program Commitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2 methodological success</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3 personal confidence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4 successful music-related outcomes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5 SEL success</td>
<td>*SEL Focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6 providing additional opportunities for students</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.7 possessing a student-centered orientation that values discovery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.8 being open-minded about the method</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.9 having a respectful and patient disposition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.10 strong relationship skills that facilitate a non-invasive classroom management style</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All common concepts, including concepts 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10 support the overarching theme of Program Commitment. And last, supporting the overarching theme of SEL Focus are common concepts 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10.

**Findings**

The search for answers to this dissertation’s four underlying research questions has followed a methodical path of uncovering patterns of meaning related to the experiences of teacher participants. Within this section, data will be used to provide descriptive answers to these questions, which will later be discussed in relation to the literature in Chapter 5.

**Background and Experience**

It is important to note the participants within this study came from a wide variety of backgrounds and shared myriad thoughts about their previous experience, yet there were a number of interesting commonalities. Several of these common concepts coalesce into the overarching theme of Teacher-centered Bias.
When considering how Teacher-centered Bias is a commonly held preconception among participants, one must look at the underlying data. In relation to the area of musical background, most teachers were lifetime musicians who possessed formal music training where most had experience working within a directed orchestral (or band) program. This traditional music training engaged a teacher-centered model of instruction, which influenced the way they envisioned how music instruction must occur. All participants were college graduates, and most received formal teacher training in school; only two, however, had a concentration in music education. Similarly, teacher training, regardless of area, largely prepared these teachers for traditional teacher-centered classroom roles. More than half the participants had prior experience teaching in schools prior to RRA. Again, these experiences related to both traditional, teacher-centered instruction in music and other non-music related disciplines. All but one expressed possessing a teacher-centered educational philosophy prior to starting RRA, and most emphasized their belief in a product-oriented approach to teaching music before they began the program. In summary, a teacher-centered approach was the dominant paradigm most teachers had experienced as students of music, as students within formal teacher training programs, and as experienced practitioners within the classroom.

Another set of common concepts merge together to describe characteristics related to the overarching theme of teacher Preparation and Training. These include several key areas. For instance, the analytical process discovered an important part of preparing teachers for RRA involved their possessing freedom of choice regarding the adoption of RRA. Also, it was important to participants that they received firsthand training experience, working directly with Mark Galbo. Most expressed they regularly used the training texts he provided and found them to be helpful. It was also identified that most felt unprepared when starting the job, yet all
participants were found to believe that extended firsthand teaching experience is required to develop confidence and competence with the method.

**Question One**

The first research question this study sought to address is, “How do teachers describe their prior background and experience?” RRA teachers describe their prior background and experience as aligning with traditional, teacher-centered practices, which challenges their preconceptions about how musical learning, and learning in general, works. They also describe how possessing the freedom to adopt RRA while receiving a rich training experience backed by extended field practice allowed them to overcome the difficulty of making the shift from teacher-centered pedagogy toward a student-centered approach.

**Environment and Activity**

All but one participant shared experiences about classroom activity that reflect teaching practices, musical learning, social emotional development, and challenges related to the overarching theme of Student-centered Activity. Several common concepts support this finding. First, RRA teachers consistently demonstrate an understanding of the importance of shaping a unique student-centered classroom environment that feels different from the traditional classroom. They do this by utilizing distinctive colors, lighting and staging within a dedicated space. They also engage multiple student-centered design elements to promote student collaboration, including dedicated stations for research, practice and performance. RRA teachers employ a student-centered stance in the classroom, where they encourage students to focus on the process of discovering how to play instruments and develop musical products of their choice. The teacher also allows students the freedom to research, engage one another and experiment by providing rules (the musician’s code) and supporting safe and respectful boundaries.
Also, within the topic of Environment and Activity, it is found that teachers describe activity related to the overarching theme of Social Engagement. Social Engagement is promoted by the RRA teacher in a variety of ways. In addition to promoting engagement by providing collaborative stations within the room, the RRA teacher also provides students the freedom (within boundaries) to engage in conflict so they may learn to negotiate and problem solve together. The teacher promotes Social Engagement by setting common goals for the group, which facilitates peer-to-peer communications and stimulates cognitive apprenticeship. RRA teachers nurture an environment of Social Engagement by ensuring the classroom environment remains a safe place for peers to interact. Also, myriad evidence was identified of teachers reporting specific SEL outcomes occurring within their classrooms. Interestingly, teachers also commonly shared the need to socially engage outside of the RRA classroom with the community of parent, faculty, and administrative school stakeholders, as teachers commonly reported needing to manage external perceptions of what RRA is, what it does, and why it matters.

Question Two

The second research question this study raised was, “How do teachers describe their activity within the RRA classroom?” Teachers describe their activity within the RRA classroom as nurturing and facilitating student-centered processes, goals, and activity. They also describe cultivating an environment of active social engagement among student band-mates and with school community stakeholders.

Teacher Outlook

The first overarching theme is Program Commitment. Evidence indicates that after teachers study, adopt, and practice the RRA method, RRA instructors adopt the RRA program by employing its methods and approaches. This idea develops from the fact that RRA teachers
commonly express adopting a philosophical shift toward a student-centered approach, which is an underlying requirement of the method. Participants also provide evidence of their methodological success and commonly describe their confidence in utilizing elements of the RRA method. Most participants shared they felt effective in promoting successful SEL and music related outcomes, and they expressed common goals related to expanding RRA and increasing its accessibility to students. Furthermore, evidence of Program Commitment is found in the ways teachers describe what they believe are effective RRA teacher qualities; the qualities they express are similar to those outlined within the Rock and Roll Academy Facilitator’s Guide (Galbo, 2013), which include possessing a student-centered orientation that values discovery, being open-minded about the method, and having a respectful and patient disposition that supports a non-invasive classroom management style.

The last overarching theme that describes how the experience of teaching RRA has affected Teacher Outlook is the theme of SEL Focus. From the evidence provided, RRA teachers clearly related multiple experiences of SEL Focus within their classrooms, where students engaged in positive SEL activity and demonstrated specific SEL outcomes. SEL Focus is also reflected in the future goals teachers shared for their programs. They identified the primary value behind RRA is as a vehicle for SEL, and they expressed hope their programs would expand and extend their reach to more students within their respective schools. Additionally, teachers commonly shared methods and dispositions they believed were essential to developing SEL within the classroom.

**Question Three**

The third research question to be addressed is, “How has the experience of teaching RRA influenced teacher outlook?” Teaching RRA influences outlook by shifting confidence in one’s
ability to effectively practice RRA’s unique methodological approach. Adoption of the RRA program is also reinforced as teachers witness consistent student SEL outcomes.

Summary

A Rock and Roll Academy teacher is one who likely first approaches the RRA classroom with a teacher-centered pedagogical bias – one who may approach the task not readily equipped to nurture a student-centered environment and facilitate learning within it. It is likely someone who wishes to accept the task of their own free will, thereby enhancing one’s willingness to engage in the essential Preparation and Training necessary to perform the job. As an active practitioner within the classroom, the RRA teacher is one who prepares a student-centered environment and sets into motion Student-centered Activity where bands pursue the long-term project-oriented goal of performing a rock concert. The teacher is one who strives to sustain an environment of Social Engagement where students’ voices are heard and where choices are collaboratively negotiated among peers. With time, the RRA teacher becomes one who adopts the program by internalizing the program’s unique methodology and serves as a witness to and advocate for its SEL and musical success.

Question Four

To conclude the findings of this research, the primary research question for this study must be addressed: “What is it to be a Rock and Roll Academy teacher?” A Rock and Roll Academy teacher is one who possesses traditional conceptions of how learning works but wishes to invest in the preparation and training necessary to effectively practice this unique method. It is a teacher who adopts student-centered practices that require active social engagement within the classroom. Ultimately, this person becomes an RRA advocate who believes in the methodology and its ability to produce successful SEL outcomes for students.
In conclusion, when considering what it is to be a Rock and Roll Academy teacher, it is important to understand that RRA teachers possess a remarkably diverse set of experiences and backgrounds. The RRA teacher may experience success within the classroom regardless of musicality, education background, teaching background or prior educational philosophy, as long as they develop a clear understanding of the RRA method, adopt its approach, and engage in professional development and practice over time.

Additionally, the RRA teacher appears to be one who is willing to take risks in the classroom. It is a person comfortable with the ambiguity contained within the peer-relational process of cultivating SEL and musical growth, and one who understands how to nudge it forward. The RRA teacher is someone who knows how to encourage students to guide their own decision-making, discover knowledge for themselves, teach and learn from their peers, collectively navigate conflict, problem-solve together, and have fun working toward a common goal. Last, the RRA teacher is an individual who chooses to seek and embrace the musical and SEL outcomes wrought from this process, and who actively celebrates these achievements as they occur.

**Thematic Outliers**

A couple of distinct thematic outliers were identified. First, it is important to note Jared’s background is notably different from other cases because he possessed no relevant musical training, ability, or experience. Interestingly, however, Jared related multiple examples of how his students demonstrate musical progress in their bands and show substantive SEL outcomes within the classroom. Additionally, several common concepts from his case relate to the overarching themes of Program Commitment and SEL Focus, indicating he has a remarkable
depth of understanding of how to implement RRA methodology in ways that distinctly nurture SEL, despite his absence of musical knowledge.

Other notable thematic outliers were identified in Gena’s case. Evidence shows she neither provided significant evidence of understanding RRA’s methodology nor defined RRA’s purpose in relation to fostering SEL. She offered no substantive examples of ways in which classroom environment or teacher activity worked to impart SEL in students and, similarly, she did not describe any explicit SEL outcomes as described in Bridgeland et al.’s (2013) CASEL report. Her descriptions of activity within the classroom were distinctly teacher-centered and were focused on creating a strong musical product. She also regularly described how she made decisions for students and prevented conflict in ways that would effectively “nip it in the bud.”

Perhaps because teaching RRA was not a free choice for Gena, she either remained resistant to change or found RRA’s non-traditional philosophy and approach more difficult to accommodate in her first year in the program. Evidence of this may be found in her decision to not use the training manuals that were provided. Another possible explanation may be Gena simply has not yet secured enough experience with RRA to provide her with a complete understanding of the program’s philosophy, process, and outcomes.

Within the next chapter, these outliers will be further discussed in relation to how they raise questions for future research. Additionally, this study’s findings will be discussed in Chapter 5 in relation to SEL and social constructivist literature, along with the challenges and merits of RRA for schools.
CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction

For more than a decade, educational researchers have encouraged others to examine the qualities and experiences of those who teach SEL in schools. In 2003, Elias et al. proposed the notion that teachers’ technical, personal, and interpersonal skills development should be examined in relation to the SEL classroom. Later, Denham and Brown (2010) encouraged the study of teachers tasked with fostering SEL in schools. Shortly thereafter, Collie et al. (2011) followed with a call to investigate how SEL processes may create beneficial outcomes for instructors.

This study is a response to these calls. In this chapter I discuss this study’s overarching themes and common concepts in relation to the social constructivist and SEL literature reviewed in Chapter 2. Next, recommendations for future research will be shared, and an overview of implications for teachers and school administrators offered.

Discussion

The overarching themes of Teacher-centered Bias and Preparation and Training, along with several common concepts within the area of Environment and Activity align with and are referenced within the literature. The evidence put forth of RRA teachers possessing bias for a teacher centered approach is found in teacher’s descriptions of how they themselves may have learned in school, how they may have learned to play instruments, how they may have been pedagogically steered within their respective teacher training programs, and how they may have
taught students in the past. Chicoine (2004) discusses this as an ever-present challenge for the social constructivist movement. These collective traditional experiences appear to have created an assumption in the minds of many participants that teaching music, and teaching in general, is an endeavor that requires a product-oriented approach where the teacher controls decisions, structures, assignments, and behaviors within the classroom. Jared describes this as a process he found difficult to embrace, saying, “When people think about music teachers--they can hear a wrong note and say, ‘No that’s wrong,’ and correct it or try to correct it. You can have hours and hours and hours of practice and it becomes to me the reason why I didn’t pursue it.” These qualities contribute to what Dewey (1997) calls a “pattern of organization” (p. 18), which orients and sustains traditional teacher-centered learning in schools.

Within the overarching theme of Preparation and Training, several common concepts are connected to the literature. It is found that RRA teachers commonly possessed the freedom of choice to adopt RRA and the opportunity to train and practice in the field over time. Dewey (1997) addresses this phenomenon when he speaks of the importance of freedom for learners of any kind because it enhances one’s receptiveness to the learning process. Participants also commonly recollected valuing their RRA training experiences and resource materials, and shared their appreciations for ongoing RRA professional development opportunities, especially in their first year of practice. Matthew discussed ongoing training as a process that kept him grounded in the methodology and prevented him from straying off to follow his own instinct. He explains that he and Galbo “talked and collaborated as needed. In the beginning it was fairly often . . . just basically as needed and as it got further along it got--it started to be less and less as I figured out what was going on.” According to Hoffman (2009), educators wishing to nurture SEL outcomes in the classroom risk failure if they are not properly oriented and trained. When teachers possess
an incomplete understanding of the methods and approaches used to promote SEL, then the words “caring and community are conceptualized as things teachers teach children to do by getting them to behave in appropriate ways” (p. 545).

When considering the common concepts behind the overarching themes of Student-centered Activity, there are several connections to the literature related to social constructivism and SEL. Scott (2011) describes how student-centered, discovery-oriented approaches to teaching allow students to learn in ways where they become immersed in environmental interaction, allowing them to “construct knowledge actively rather than receive information passively from more knowledgeable others” (p. 192). Jared discusses this as a process his students follow on a daily basis, where they work together to figure out how to “get the song into the room.” Similarly, Macy shares how, without her prodding, students are motivated to pursue musical growth together. She relates, “They can listen to a song, analyze what they are hearing. They talk to each other about what the lyrics are about in depth in writing, with writing skills. They discuss it, provide evidence. Most of them can pretty much play at least 2 to 4 instruments at a basic level with or without my assistance.” Similarly, when considering RRA teachers’ use of multiple design elements promoting stations for student collaboration, this concept is referenced as both an important social constructivist and SEL idea. According to Oldfather and West (1999), establishing an environment that facilitates collaboration and social exchange is an important social constructivist approach. Similarly, Elksnin and Elksnin (2003) note that environments that nurture collaboration among classmates develop interpersonal social skills, resulting in increased emotional intelligence.

Additionally, RRA teachers were found to share common concepts of possessing a student-centered stance, having a process and discovery-oriented focus, and possessing a
student-centered orientation that values discovery. Dewey (1997) addresses the concept of a student-centered approach in *Experience and Education*, when he describes the teacher as acting “largely from the outside” (p. 59), abandoning the position of control and instead following the learning interests of the child. Gregg discussed how working within the RRA classroom shifted his understanding of this dynamic. He described that before starting RRA, “I thought that certain groups of kids need to be controlled in a certain way. And everything needs to be planned out, predicted.” Scott (2011) also explains that inspiring a culture of discovery is a social constructivist notion that draws power from the active construction of knowledge among peers. The common concept of authentic engagement is seen as a social constructivist value as it is aligned with Dewey’s notion that strong knowledge acquisition is not passively acquired; however, it instead comes from an active engagement with the world (Ryan, 1998).

These ideas are also reflected in the way RRA teachers conceptualize the Student-centered Activity of musical learning and the social-engagement essential to SEL. Macy describes these as processes that unfold together:

> It’s not about the notes in our program. It’s not about sounding good. It’s about playing with your friends and learning how to interact with other people. They just happen to be doing that while they get to play instruments. So the whole pyramid of what we’re doing is upside down. We’re focused on allowing them space to play and create. And if music comes out of that at the end, that’s great, which it always does.

These notions arise as common concepts within this study--musical learning as a socially oriented, peer relational, collaborative process; and support of an environment of Social Engagement--which are deeply rooted within the literature. Lee and Smagorinsky (2000) explain that Vygotsky’s process of scaffolding is the natural mentoring process where peers engage in active reciprocal exchange. They describe this as a “mutually constructive process” (p. 2). Green and Gredler (2002) outline the process of knowledge co-construction as a concept Vygotsky
believed was essential to social learning. SEL advocates also believe collaborative endeavors are required for the development of positive SEL outcomes. Elksnin and Elksnin (2003) reveal that active, authentic collaboration among peers stimulates opportunities for the development of social skills, problem solving, and paralanguage awareness, which, in turn, strengthens emotional intelligence.

The overarching theme of Social Engagement within the topic of Environment and Activity also connects to the literature. Its related common concept of teachers cultivating learning outcomes through collaborative peer-to-peer engagement is deeply tied to social constructivist and SEL literature. Sheehy (2002) describes how social constructivist learning methods that require collaborative student participation within an activity creates a “discourse community” (p. 278). Stimulating discourse is also a foundation principle for nurturing SEL in students. This notion is emphasized by Elias et al. (2005) when they describe how engaging students in efforts that require authentic group collaboration “moves beyond knowledge acquisition and into the realm of systematic skill building” (p. 35). For Elksnin and Elksnin (2003) safe, active collaboration among peers within the SEL classroom teaches students to be more socially aware. These students also develop better relationship skills and engage necessary responsible decision making skills as they practice the art of social negotiation. Additionally, Hutzel et al. (2010) underline the importance of peer modeling and other acts of collaboration within the SEL classroom because they involve the active exchange of social assets. Jared discusses this as an important part of the learning process within RRA. Within his classroom, he shares “the more knowledgeable ‘other’ can be another kid who knows more” or it can be a kid who encourages his bandmates to carefully listen to a particular part of a song on YouTube. The idea of engaging peer collaboration is important to social constructivists and SEL-minded
educators because in situations where all participants have various resources to share, knowledge may rapidly develop and a variety of understandings can be considered.

Additionally, Matthew describes the importance of a group pursuing an authentic task together as he relates the power attached to the culminating RRA concert:

So, being a group project that they’re working on for 14 weeks with a very real and--I don’t know how to say it--the concert is such an extremely real experience for them. And the feedback is so immediate on that. It’s not like an art project where you turn it in to your teacher and this one person says, “Wow, you did good,” or “You didn’t do good.” Or whatever. I mean you get on stage and you play and you know, you know how you did. You know how you did in your sound check. Everyday there are measures of how you’re doing and you’re aware of that.

Group pursuit of an authentic task as a key to facilitating Social Engagement is mirrored within the literature. It is pointed out that SEL is best developed by teachers who are comfortable introducing authentic situations where students may question, make mistakes, and work together toward a common goal (Russell & Hutzel, 2007). Elias (1997) also reinforces this concept, as he underlined the importance of community support as a motivation for students involved in SEL activity. For the SEL teacher who finds ways to allow the larger community to witness the product of authentic collaboration, this is a powerful recognition of their success, which serves to strengthen and reinforce SEL outcomes.

The role of conflict was another common concept connected to the theme of Social Engagement. Greg spoke of how conflict is something that is often avoided by teachers within the traditional classroom, but in RRA “We don’t view conflict as completely negative as some people do because good things come out of those conflicts.” According to Kim and Darling (2009), social constructivist classrooms are places where negotiation and social reflection are constant processes. Similarly, Staver (1998) explains that negotiation and argument are important components of the consensus-building process, which should be valued within the
classroom. Safely engaging in social disagreement while learning to collaboratively negotiate, offer, and accept solutions are key tools in developing competencies in all core SEL areas, according to the authors of the 2013 CASEL report (Bridgeland et al., 2013).

The common concept of managing external perceptions was also identified in relation to the overarching theme of Social Engagement among most cases. Teachers were concerned about the ways in which their program’s methods and outcomes were sometimes subject to misconception and uninformed assumption on the part of parents and teachers at school. Because of this, Gregg shared it is an essential part of his job to overcome the objections of those who “are only familiar with the traditional educational system that this--that their kids are actually learning in this environment which is very alternative to being classically trained.” He also describes the importance of teaching SEL as a primary outcome of the RRA learning experience. To do this well, he explains, “You need to learn, as a facilitator, you need to train yourself in some of the RRA language. That can be very helpful when talking to parents.” Elias (1997) discusses this challenge, explaining the SEL teacher must elicit the support of a school’s community of students, parents, and teachers, thereby increasing the “durability, longevity, and probability of success” (p. 90). Members of a learning community who fail to understand the strengths of a social constructivist learning approach have, according to Alfie Kohn (2004), succumbed to a traditionalist notion that good classroom environments should be teacher-centered and organized in ways that direct the learning process. Such environments, though perhaps distasteful to students, are presumed by many traditionalists as bastions of academic challenge and rigor--concepts viewed as incompatible with those engaged in a discovery-oriented, student-centered approach. For this reason, Kohn argues social constructivists must actively advocate for their cause.
The literature also connects to the overarching theme of Program Commitment. A related common concept is having strong relationship skills that facilitate a non-invasive classroom management style. The idea of allowing students freedom within boundaries is identified in the social constructivist ideas of Giroux et al. (1981). They explain Dewey advocated a classroom “environment that flipped the traditional classroom power arrangement on its ear” (p. 221), creating “social conditions where dominance, subordination, and uncritical respect for authority can be effectively minimized” (p. 221). Similarly, research conducted by Elias (1997) concluded that effective SEL teachers nurture caring, safe classrooms supported by clear boundaries, which promote respectful and supportive peer interactions that actively develop desirable SEL outcomes. RRA teachers repeatedly discussed their understanding and desire to provide safe environments where SEL could be best facilitated. Gena described how this can be challenging, because “you don’t want the kids to know that they’re being managed because it’s their space.” She speaks of her approach as supporting student “freedom within boundaries.” Additionally, Hoffman (2009) adds that the SEL milieu is best facilitated when the teacher-directed model of instruction is abandoned and students pursue authentic, discovery-based processes while the teacher sets rules, provides reminders, and offers guidance upon request. Jared portrayed this as a process where he must be comfortable “Allowing kids to explore. . . . In Rock and Roll they can get up there on stage and just be in a safe environment and explore . . . and feel safe and feel like they’ve accomplished something.” Participants also commonly noted that effective teachers should be open-minded about the RRA method or they may be tempted to drift toward adopting a more traditional, teacher-centered approach. Macy speaks directly to this notion when she says, “I want to make sure that I don’t regress . . . Sometimes you can start talking. And you get back into teacher mode.” In the literature it was noted this may be especially difficult for those with
traditionalist, teacher-centered experience. Explains Chicoine (2004), this may be because modern teacher education programs do not adequately educate teachers about social constructivist pedagogical methods. Hoffman (2009) notes that when teachers mistakenly drift toward a teacher-centered process within the SEL classroom, SEL is placed at risk as “substance is replaced by structure; feeling is replaced by form” (p. 545).

The literature reviewed for this study also reinforces the common concept of having a respectful and patient disposition. This was recognized as a quality possessed by teacher participants, which is related to the overarching theme of Program Commitment. Macy relates this as an essential quality for teaching RRA, saying,

First and foremost if you don’t have their trust and their respect—and you don’t have to be bubbly and happy like I am by any means—but you have to have their respect for them and a setting that shows them that on a consistent, nonnegotiable way. There’s no room for that teacher who accidentally explodes and belittles the students or anything like that.

Lee and Smagorinsky (2000) report a key to socially constructed teaching and learning is the formation of a disposition that is collaborative and thoughtful. In regard to imparting SEL skills, Elias and Arnold (2006) argue this is best done by teachers who effectively model respect and caring. SEL teachers also must possess a sensitivity to cultural difference, demonstrate an ability to manage respectful relationships, and show comfort with uncertainty within the classroom so students may have the time and space to resolve difficulties themselves (Jennings & Greenberg, 2009).

Last, the overarching theme of SEL Focus is also identified within this research study. The common concepts of specific SEL outcomes and SEL Focus connect with the five essential SEL competency clusters as outlined in the CASEL report. These competencies include responsible decision-making, self-awareness, social awareness, relationship skills, and self-management (Bridgeland et al., 2013). These concepts are peppered throughout teachers’
descriptions of their students’ learning, which reinforces their belief in the value of RRA as an SEL program. Perhaps Jared said it best when he shared his hope that more student involvement in his RRA program would create more opportunities for students to apply SEL skills they learn outside of the RRA classroom:

Just increase the amount of kids that are in here so that they can have a safe place to explore and play and learn the social emotional side and plus the musical side. The more kids that are in here, I think, then hopefully, they will be able to implement what they are learning here outside.

The common experiences related to teaching RRA are indeed deeply connected to social constructivist and SEL literature, and the evidence gathered and findings presented by this study have been validly constructed. In addition to this study’s findings’ strong connections to the literature, this research endeavor has discovered, outside of RRA, a remarkable absence of social constructivist/SEL oriented music programs in schools. This raises several questions: Could the RRA model be modified to serve other musical genres? Could it be modified to combine with other creative disciplines like drama or dance? Could a model like RRA be modified to serve an academic discipline?

Conclusions

As advocated within the CASEL report, researchers must seek to better understand how SEL impacts teachers, students, and the school culture in which it is immersed (Bridgeland et al., 2013). The information contained within this study has advanced this goal by providing evidence related to teachers’ background and experience, environment and activity, and outlook connected with their work in RRA, a program specifically designed to facilitate SEL outcomes in students.

There exists evidence within this study of potential challenges associated with implementing RRA as an SEL program within a school. Granted, the RRA program may not be a welcome addition in schools where traditional, teacher-centered culture is heralded. Establishing
buy-in of a program like RRA could be a challenge if a school community’s stakeholders do not fully understand RRA’s dual purpose of cultivating both SEL experiences and musical skills for students. Traditional music teachers may also fear their departments risk becoming cannibalized or watered-down by a program like RRA, especially if these teachers’ primary value is focused on producing a quality musical product, ensured by strong teacher control, influence, and oversight. To reduce resistance and increase the chances of success, schools should first consider engaging in a process of self-examination to determine if its community may grow to understand and value SEL development for students using the RRA method. If consensus to adopt the program can be attained, then identifying a teacher who is open to embracing RRA’s unique approach is also important. Similarly, providing a fledgling RRA teacher with the proper dedicated space and equipment, adequate training, and ongoing patience and support appears to be essential for the program’s success. Last, to better ensure RRA’s longevity within a school, evidence also points to the need for a school’s community to receive ongoing information about how RRA works. Similarly, the RRA facilitator should provide explicit SEL and musical goals for parents to digest. In the end, the RRA teacher should serve as the program’s constant advocate.

This research also offers a better understanding of the rewards of teaching SEL in a classroom setting. It also describes the unusual dynamics that must be facilitated by teachers within the SEL classroom in general, and what specific SEL outcomes they observe. In particular, this research provides a window into what it is to teach RRA, and allows one to better understand the experiences contained therein.

This study’s findings also provide compelling evidence of RRA as a program that effectively prepares teachers to use social constructivist pedagogical knowledge, practices and
dispositions to effectively nurture and impart SEL within a classroom setting, when properly implemented within a supportive environment. To be sure, RRA is not just a music program that creates SEL as a byproduct. It is a keenly constructed method that is connected to SEL and social constructivist research, with evidence of success grounded in authentic teacher experience. Whether adopted by educators to promote SEL or chosen for the dual benefit of cultivating SEL within the music classroom, RRA appears to be a dynamic and valuable program for consideration by schools.

Implications

This study may encourage educators and school stakeholders to consider the importance of intentionally nurturing SEL for students within the classroom environment. This research contains evidence of how a school’s culture can benefit from SEL opportunities where students may safely collaborate, negotiate, and problem-solve together in the pursuit of a common authentic task. In an era where high-stakes testing and scripted direct instructional practices dominate the landscape, taking time to envision the potential positive impact of an SEL program like RRA is a worthwhile consideration. Adopting an SEL program similar to RRA would likely be immediately instructive to a school’s culture, helping students become responsible decision makers who possess greater awareness of how to care for themselves and others.

Additionally, this study possesses implications for both teachers and administrators who may specifically consider the adoption of RRA as an SEL program within a school or school system. Similarly, the research findings within this dissertation may also serve those wishing to pursue an SEL program with similar student-centered structures or methods.

Also, school administrators may find guidance within this study about what qualities might be considered in potential teacher candidates for the program. Additionally, administrators
should note it might be important to provide prospective teachers with a degree of freedom regarding the acceptance of an SEL teaching assignment. After securing a teacher, this study can provide guidance to administrators about the importance of providing adequate resources for training and ongoing professional development, along with an understanding that extensive time will be required to practice RRA and SEL-based approaches in the field before high levels of teacher efficacy may be attained.

Teachers may also gain from this study an understanding of the various experiences connected to being an SEL or RRA teacher. Considering the philosophical, pedagogical, structural, and practical implications related to these experiences may help to better prepare prospective teachers for the challenges of training for the role, while also providing them with understandings that sustain their efforts and nurture practice.

Recommendations for Future Research

An important consideration for future research becomes apparent when considering Jared as a thematic outlier in the area of musicality. Jared was the only participant who possessed no formal music training and very little musical ability. In his case, however, Jared experienced success implementing the RRA methodology, resulting in his identification of positive musical and SEL outcomes. As RRA expands into additional classrooms, educational researchers may have the opportunity to investigate if similar SEL Focus can be replicated by teachers who possess little to no musical training or ability.

Similarly, in the case of Gena, several thematic outliers were identified that may direct future research. Gena was the only participant who had the decision to adopt RRA imposed upon her. Also, notably, she was the only teacher in the study who failed to describe a student-centered pedagogical approach, and she also was the only participant who was unable to describe
how SEL was elicited. The ways she described her teaching style was distinctly teacher-centered, where choices were often made for students and direct instrumentation instruction was given without being requested by students. Instead of allowing students the opportunity to engage in collaborative problem solving, she often recalled how she chose to insert herself into the process so students could avoid conflict. Instead of describing any SEL outcomes related to the five explicit competency clusters as described within Bridgeland et al.’s (2013) CASEL report, Gena consistently attempted to incorrectly relate efforts to limit dialogue, promote harmony and discourage conflict as SEL outcomes.

Gena’s series of thematic outliers may be an indication within the data that for an RRA teacher to be successful in achieving optimal SEL outcomes, this individual may need to possess the freedom to choose adoption of the program. Additional research would be required to better understand if SEL programs like RRA that require the adoption of student-centered pedagogy experience more methodological misalignment and less SEL Focus when teachers are denied such freedom.

Additionally, after witnessing Gena’s incongruous shared classroom space and noting she was expected to concurrently teach both traditional teacher-centered orchestra classes and student-centered RRA classes during the school day, another question is raised: “Might single teacher ownership of two philosophically opposed music teaching approaches make it difficult for one to successfully implement these very different instructional models at the same time?” If additional investigation into this question provided evidence that reinforced the presence of a concern related to this dynamic, then school administrators seeking to implement SEL programs might benefit from such research, as it would help them avoid such pitfalls.
Last, the questions raised about how elements of the RRA model could be modified to serve a different creative discipline possess merit. Studying such an endeavor would further understanding of how RRA’s social constructivist and SEL methods could be replicated. Such research would also improve schools’ options for classroom integration of SEL and provide a platform to expand the base of working knowledge related to social constructivism and SEL.
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APPENDIX B

EMAIL TO PROSPECTIVE RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS
Dear Rock and Roll Academy teacher:

I am reaching out to you to ask if you would consider participating in a research study conducted by me, a doctoral student in the College of Education at the University of Alabama. The study is titled “Social Emotional Learning in the Music Classroom: A Cross-Case Analysis of Teacher Experiences in the Rock and Roll Academy.” The purpose of the study is to better understand the meaning of what it is to be a teacher in the Rock and Roll Academy program. The benefit to education from this research is that the experiences of teachers who follow the Rock and Roll Academy method of music instruction will be explored and better understood.

Attached to this email you will find a brief and easy to understand Informed Consent Form pertaining to this study, which provides an overview of what you can expect should you choose to participate. I invite you to read this document if you wish to learn more.

If you find yourself interested in the prospect of participating, then please share a quick reply by email with the best phone contact number, date and time at which you may be reached so I may have an opportunity to answer any questions you may have. If you are not interested and wish to go no further with this process, then please disregard this email or reply with a brief “No thanks.”

As a fellow educator, I greatly appreciate your time and consideration. I wish you a wonderful Spring semester!

Sincerely,
Paul Atkinson
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INDIVIDUAL’S CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY
Dear Potential Participant:

You are invited to participate in a research study conducted by Paul Atkinson, a doctoral student in the College of Education at the University of Alabama. The study is titled “Social Emotional Learning in the Music Classroom: A Cross-Case Analysis of Teacher Experiences in the Rock and Roll Academy.”

Why have I been asked to take part in this study?
You were selected as a possible participant in this study because of your school’s adoption of the Rock and Roll Academy (RRA) method and your work as an active RRA teacher.

How many other people will be in this study?
Five individuals will participate from schools in several states.

Why is this study important—What good will the results do?
This is an exploratory study structured to help the researcher better understand the meaning of what it is to be a teacher in the Rock and Roll Academy program. The benefit to education from this research is that the experiences of teachers who follow the Rock and Roll Academy method of music instruction will be explored and better understood.

How much time will I spend in this study, and what will I be asked to do?
If you decide to participate, then you will be asked to take part in a total of 3 interviews, which would be scheduled at a mutually agreed upon date and time. Each interview is expected to last between 20 minutes and 45 minutes in length. The first and third interviews will be held via Skype, and the second interview will occur on-site at your school so the researcher may observe your classroom environment.

Will being in this study cost me anything?
The only cost to you from this study is your time.

How will my confidentiality be protected?
All interviews will be recorded on audiotape by the researcher. Audiotapes will be transcribed within 24 hours and immediately destroyed thereafter. All school names and subject identities within the study will be kept confidential by the use of pseudonyms in data, transcripts and all published materials.

Will I be compensated for being in this study?
There will be no compensation offered for your participation in this study.

What are the risks (problems or dangers) from being this study?
There are no known risks or discomforts associated with your participation in this study beyond the giving of your time and effort.
What are the benefits of being in this study?
There are no direct benefits to you unless you find it pleasant or helpful to describe your experiences related to your background and work. You may also feel good about knowing you have helped the cause of educational research.

What are the alternatives to being in this study?
The only alternative is not to participate.

What are my rights as a participant?
Your participation is voluntary. Your decision to participate or not to participate will not affect your relationship with your school or school district. If you decide to participate, then you may also withdraw consent and discontinue participation at any time without penalty.

Who do I call if I have questions or problems?
If you have questions, then please feel free to call me at (___) ___-____ or contact me via email at __________@crimson.ua.edu. You may also contact my dissertation chair, Dr. Stephen Tomlinson, by phone at (___) ___-____ or by email at _______@bamaed.ua.edu. If you have any questions or complaints about your rights as a research participant, then you may contact Ms. Tanta Miles, the Research Compliance Officer of the University at 205-348-8461 or toll-free at 1-877-820-3066.

You may also ask questions, make a suggestion, or file complaints and concerns through the IRB Outreach Website at http://osp.ua.edu/site/PRCO_Welcome.html. After you participate, you are encouraged to complete the survey for research participants that is online there. You may also e-mail us at participantoutreach@bama.ua.edu.

Signing and returning this consent form affirms your consent to participate and signifies you have had the opportunity to ask questions. Please keep a copy of this form for your records.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signature of Research Participant</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signature of Investigator</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Audio Taping Consent
All interviews will be recorded on audiotape and will only be available for use by the primary researcher, Paul Atkinson. When unattended, audiotapes will be stored in a locked cabinet within a locked room. Audiotape recordings will be transcribed within 24 hours and will then be immediately destroyed.
I understand that part of my participation in this research study will be audiotaped and I give my permission to the researcher to record the interview.

☐ Yes, my participation in this research study can be audiotaped.

☐ No, I do not want my participation in this research study to be audiotaped.
APPENDIX D

PROTOCOL FOR INITIAL INTERVIEW VIA SKYPE
Questions:

1) How would you describe your background prior to your involvement in Rock and Roll Academy?

   Prompts:
   a) Educational background?
   b) Professional background?

2) How would you describe your teaching style and educational philosophy prior to being introduced to Rock and Roll Academy?

   Prompts:
   a) In relation to music instruction?
   b) In relation to the roles of teacher and student?

3) How did you become involved in the Rock and Roll Academy program?

   Prompts:
   a) When did you become involved?

4) How would you describe your Rock and Roll training and orientation experience?

   Prompts:
   a) Describe the setting and place?
   b) How long did the training take?
   c) With whom did you train?
   d) What materials did you use?
   e) Were you sufficiently prepared before starting the job? Why or why not?
APPENDIX E

PROTOCOL FOR THE SITE-BASED INTERVIEW
Questions:

1. Based on your experience, describe how you teach Rock and Roll Academy.

   Prompts:
   
a. How is what you do different from other music teachers?

2. How would you describe the general and specific skills you teach within the Rock and Roll Academy classroom?

3. Describe how you work to facilitate musical learning in the Rock and Roll Academy.

   Prompts:
   
a. What methods do you use?
   
b. What kind of setting and tone do you try to impart?

4. Describe how you facilitate social emotional learning in Rock and Roll Academy.

   Prompts:
   
a. What approaches do you employ?
   
b. Describe how conflict works in your classroom.

5. What challenges do you face as a Rock and Roll Academy teacher?

   Prompts:
   
a. In the classroom with RRA students?
   
b. Personally?
   
c. Within the larger school community of administrators, teaching colleagues, parents and non-RRA students?
APPENDIX F

PROTOCOL FOR THE CONCLUDING INTERVIEW VIA SKYPE
Questions:

1. Has being a Rock and Roll Academy teacher impacted your educational philosophy? Has it changed your beliefs and practices?

   Prompts:
   a. How and in what ways?

2. How well do you feel you understand the Rock and Roll Academy method and process?

   Prompts:
   a. What do you do well?
   b. In what ways do you wish to improve?

3. Do you feel effective as a Rock and Roll Academy teacher? Why or why not?

   Prompts:
   a. Can you provide examples?

4. How do you feel about the musical and social emotional goals contained within Rock and Roll Academy?

   Prompts:
   a. Are they realistic?
   b. Are they achievable?

5. What goals do you have for your Rock and Roll Academy program?

   Prompts:
   a. What goals do you have for yourself?
   b. How will you achieve these goals?

6. In your opinion, what qualities are required to be a successful Rock and Roll Academy teacher?
Prompts:

a. Why are these qualities important?

7. Considering the information you shared with me during our first interview and all the feedback you have provided me until now, is there anything you wish for me to know that we have not yet discussed regarding your experiences with RRA?
APPENDIX G

SUMMARY OF CODES AND THEMES FOR MACY
**Topics**

**Areas of investigation**
- Codes
- Themes

**Background and Experience**

**Musicality**
- Lifetime passion
- School band participation
- Competitive percussionist
- Lifetime musician
- Directed band experience
- Formal music training

**Education**
- Music education major
- Graduate teacher training
- Formal teacher training

**Teaching background**
- Traditional teacher
- Years of experience
- Band and orchestra
- Disengaged from students
- "Miserable experience"
- Expected to conform
- Desire to innovate
- Traditional teaching background
- Experienced
- Music related
- Dissatisfied
- Innovative

**Educational philosophy before RRA**
- Culture of control
- Passive student role
- Competitive music
- Safe atmosphere
- Positive social dynamic
- Teacher-centered
- Results oriented
- SEL values

**Introduction and preparation for RRA**
- Worked w/ principal to investigate RRA
- Attracted to RRA concept
- Possessed doubts
- Desired an adapted approach
- Positive training with Galbo
- Support texts useful
- Ongoing development
- Not ready
- Teaching practice
- Shared decision to adopt RRA
- Cautious about the task
- Training with Galbo
- Training materials important
- Ongoing process
- Feeling unprepared
- Field experience required

(table continues)
### Areas of investigation

- Codes
- Themes

#### ENVIRONMENT AND ACTIVITY

**Classroom environment**
- RRA colors
- stage lighting
- special performance area
- JamHub stations
- research station

**Teaching approach**
- direct instruction time
- 90% student driven
- minimal teacher oversight
- freedom within boundaries
- establish rules

**Musical learning**
- specific skills taught
- freedom to experiment
- resourcefulness
- “they’ve got a great ear”
- no notation
- concert goal
- collaborative process

**SEL development**
- caring teacher
- “musician’s code”
- space and freedom
- student collaboration
- problem solving
- student decision-making
- importance of conflict

**RRA related challenges**
- uninformed assumptions of colleagues
- going into teacher-mode

- setting a unique environment
- collaborative elements
- adapted approach
- student centered
- classroom management
- safe environment
- some direct instruction
- listening/aural learning
- play-based learning
- performance incentive
- social learning
- safe environment
- discovery oriented
- social learning
- specific SEL skills development
- role for conflict
- outside perceptions
- maintaining student-centered integrity

*(table continues)*
### TOPICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Areas of investigation</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Codes</td>
<td>• Themes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TEACHER OUTLOOK

**Philosophical shifts**
- cultivating innovation
- learning resourcefulness
- importance of collaboration

• valuing SEL
• embracing a student-centered approach

**Teacher efficacy**
- “ridiculously successful”
- great musicians
- SEL outcomes

• high confidence
• musical success
• SEL success

**Future goals**
- maturing program
- appropriate levels of challenge
- increased performance opportunities

• wanting more for students

**Effective teacher qualities**
- develops trust
- respectful
- patience
- subtle boundary enforcement
- comfort with ambiguity

• safe environment
• proper disposition
• classroom management skills
• student centered
APPENDIX H

SUMMARY OF CODES AND THEMES FOR JARED
Summary of Codes and Themes for Jared

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOPICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Areas of investigation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Codes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Musicality</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• no proficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• loves music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• novice guitar player</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• no formal instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• struggled with music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• minimal knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• no formal training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• undergraduate teaching degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• physical education major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• formal teacher training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teaching background</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• alternative school background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 20 year veteran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• hands-on background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• appreciates working with troubled kids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• strength working with SEL challenged students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• physical education background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• social studies experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• traditional background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Educational philosophy before RRA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• relationship-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• adjusts plans to meet student needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• passion for exploration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• SEL values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• student-centered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• discovery oriented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• process over product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Introduction and preparation for RRA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• invited by principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• excited about RRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• easier b/c similar to own philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• kids become the leaders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• good work with Galbo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• training texts used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• welcomes ongoing support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• questioned own abilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• training with Galbo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• training materials important</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• training as a process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• embraced vulnerability and fearlessness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• willing to co-learn with students</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*table continues*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOPICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Areas of investigation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Codes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ENVIRONMENT AND ACTIVITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Classroom environment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “setting up the environment”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• large space only for RRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• bold use of color</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• special lighting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• performance area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• risers for people to observe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• collaborative stations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Teaching approach</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• “get the song into the room”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• providing space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• musician’s code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• exploring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• experimenting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• supporting students where they are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• communication tools</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Musical learning</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• no notation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• collaborative experimentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• concert goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• social process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SEL development</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• negotiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• responsible decision-making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• problem-solving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• self-regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• conflict is part of the process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• application outside classroom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>RRA related challenges</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• technical knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “not knowing all the notes”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “figure it out together”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(table continues)*
## TOPICS

### Areas of investigation
- Codes
- Themes

### TEACHER OUTLOOK

#### Philosophical shifts
- compatible with beliefs and practices
- SEL values
- student-centered
- discovery oriented
- process over product

- philosophically aligned
- valuing SEL
- embracing a student-centered approach
- process oriented

#### Teacher efficacy
- successful honoring process
- “process over product”
- comfortable with musical progress
- student courageousness
- responsible decision-making
- social awareness
- cultivating relationships

- understands process
- values process
- music success
- SEL success

#### Future goals
- continued growth of program
- increased numbers of students
- hope to implement learning outside RRA

- growing enrollment
- external application of SEL skills

#### Effective teacher qualities
- passion
- “process over product”
- allow room to explore
- student focused
- know how to connect

- proper disposition
- process orientated
- student-centered
- relationship skills
APPENDIX I

SUMMARY OF CODES AND THEMES FOR MATTHEW
## TOPICS

### Areas of investigation

- **Codes**
- **Themes**

### BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE

#### Musiality

- “picked up the guitar”
- independent band experience
- songwriting
- technical music training

- self-taught
- collaborative band experience
- lifetime musician
- formal training

#### Education

- creative writing
- no teacher training

- no teacher training

#### Teaching background

- no prior experience teaching in schools
- summer camp counselor
- experiential leadership facilitator

- no formal experience
- relevant leadership experience

#### Educational philosophy before RRA

- learning on one’s own
- play-based learning
- teacher controls learning process

- independent learning
- discovery oriented
- teacher-centered

#### Introduction and preparation for RRA

- pursued position
- inspired by Galbo
- no training texts
- hands-on training
- ongoing discussions
- familiar process of learning
- not prepared
- first year practice essential to success

- choice to adopt RRA
- enthusiasm for the model
- training texts unavailable
- training with Galbo
- ongoing process
- feeling unprepared
- field experience required

*(table continues)*
### TOPICS

#### Areas of investigation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codes</th>
<th>Themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### ENVIRONMENT AND ACTIVITY

**Classroom environment**

- recording studio feel
- unique feel
- RRA colors
- halogen stage lighting
- stage area
- group practice rooms
- JamHub stations

**Teaching approach**

- group expectation
- freedom and space
- ”setting the tone”
- physical and psychological space
- student choice
- self-determination
- ”real experience”

**Musical learning**

- playing by ear
- aural instruction
- support on demand
- collaborative process
- musical experimentation
- presentation of learning

**SEL development**

- communication
- conflict-resolution
- democratic process
- responsible decision-making
- problem solving

**RRA related challenges**

- ”let go of the process”
- ”too hands off”
- recognizing when to intervene
- young student reluctance
- traditional assumptions

- importance of environment
- dedicated space
- setting a unique environment
- collaborative design elements
- goals drive process
- safe environment
- establishing a peer to peer environment
- student-centered
- authentic process
- listening
- teacher as a resource
- social learning
- play-based
- performance incentive/goal
- social dialogue
- role for conflict
- specific SEL skills development
- trusting the method and approach
- classroom management
- teacher awareness
- direct instruction
- overcoming others’ assumptions

*(table continues)*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOPICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Areas of investigation</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| • Codes
| • Themes |
| **TEACHER OUTLOOK** |
| **Philosophical shifts** |
| • relinquishing control
| • student centered |
| • power of hands-on process
| • authentic learning |
| **Teacher efficacy** |
| • student musical growth
| • musical success |
| • SEL outcomes
| • SEL success |
| • confidence with approach |
| • understands boundaries and space
| • understands process |
| **Future goals** |
| • RRA as a musical community hub
| • developing community |
| **Effective teacher qualities** |
| • patience with the process
| • honoring the method |
| • encouraging w/ questions, not answers
| • discovery oriented |
| • dropping preconceived notions
| • willingness to change |
APPENDIX J

SUMMARY OF CODES AND THEMES FOR GENA
### Summary of Codes and Themes for Gena

#### TOPICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Areas of investigation</th>
<th>Codes</th>
<th>Themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Musicality</strong></td>
<td>• lifelong pianist</td>
<td>• lifetime musician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• deep orchestral experience</td>
<td>• directed band experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• church organist</td>
<td>• formal music training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education background</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• late to college</td>
<td>• formal teacher training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• music education major</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• master’s in education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teaching background</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• private music teacher</td>
<td>• music related</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• church music director</td>
<td>• traditional teaching background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• traditional band teacher</td>
<td>• satisfied with former role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• public school teacher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• loves directing band</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Educational philosophy before RRA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• not rule oriented</td>
<td>• nurturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• duty to teach notation</td>
<td>• product over process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• every student can succeed</td>
<td>• teacher-centered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• considers student desires</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Introduction and preparation for RRA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “blindsided”</td>
<td>• imposed decision to adopt RRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “not a happy camper”</td>
<td>• doubt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• similarities to novice band class</td>
<td>• training with Galbo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• concerns about RRA</td>
<td>• training texts ignored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• training with Galbo was helpful</td>
<td>• feeling unprepared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• texts: “not a lesson plan kind of person”</td>
<td>• field experience required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “didn’t know what to expect”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “just have to do it”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(table continues)*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOPICS</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Areas of investigation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Codes</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Themes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENVIRONMENT AND ACTIVITY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Classroom environment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• massive room</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• RRA covers 1/3 of space</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• RRA colors in limited area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• half time RRA, half time band room</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• one stage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• no collaborative station options</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• students use issued iPads for research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teaching approach</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>• shared dual use space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “don’t have a lot of rules”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• direct instruction</td>
<td>• relaxed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• improving</td>
<td>• product oriented</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• teacher influences choice and thinking</td>
<td>• teacher centered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Musical learning</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• instrumental instruction</td>
<td>• direct instruction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• prepares students to perform</td>
<td>• performance incentive/goal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• expects practice and repetition</td>
<td>• teacher locus of control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• interventions facilitate musical progress</td>
<td>• product orientation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• teacher influences instrument choice</td>
<td>• teacher centered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• specific skills taught w/ limited notation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SEL development</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>• shared decisions between teacher and students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• students choose songs w/ teacher input</td>
<td>• discourages conflict</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “leave each other alone”</td>
<td>• limits dialogue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “nip it in the bud”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• overcome difference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• reduces anxiety</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• promoting harmony</td>
<td></td>
<td>• promotes harmony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RRA related challenges</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>• promoting harmony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• minimizing student frustration</td>
<td>• product oriented</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• promoting musical success</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• limited knowledge of guitar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• limited proficiency with technology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• consistent practice time</td>
<td></td>
<td>• increased instructional/technical knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(table continues)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**TOPICS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Areas of investigation</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Codes</td>
<td>• Themes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TEACHER OUTLOOK**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Philosophical shifts</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• former beliefs reaffirmed</td>
<td>• teacher-centered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• notation skills not required for success</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher efficacy</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• self-improvement is an ongoing process</td>
<td>• improving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• setting goals for students</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• successful ability to guide instruction</td>
<td>• possesses teacher centered gifts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• students “performed well”</td>
<td>• music success</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Future goals</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• more to learn about RRA</td>
<td>• professional development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effective teacher qualities</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• “make sure the kids don’t get bored”</td>
<td>• nurturing/caretaking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• promote musical growth</td>
<td>• product oriented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• push students to do their best</td>
<td>• direct instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• willingness to trust students</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• musical ability</td>
<td>• musical knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• appreciation of music</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• committed to diversity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• flexibility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ability to instruct when needed</td>
<td>• teacher centered</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX K

SUMMARY OF CODES AND THEMES FOR GREGG
### TOPICS

**Areas of investigation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codes</th>
<th>Themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• learned instrumentation on his own</td>
<td>• self-taught</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• exploratory and collaborative process</td>
<td>• learning process similar to RRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• formal music classes in college</td>
<td>• formal music training</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE

**Musicality**

- learned instrumentation on his own
- exploratory and collaborative process
- formal music classes in college

**Education background**

- sociology major in college

**Teaching background**

- part time music recording teacher

**Educational philosophy before RRA**

- “kids need to be controlled”
- “everything needs to be planned”
- predicted outcomes
- teacher assigned notes and parts
- “learning concrete pieces”
- teacher makes decisions
- students perform assigned tasks

**Introduction and preparation for RRA**

- recommended for hire
- interested in RRA concept
- 6 month shadow period with Galbo
- ongoing professional development
- “was sufficiently prepared”
- “unfolding mystery”
- practice is necessary

- personal choice to adopt
- enthusiasm for task
- extensive training
- ongoing development
- high level of preparation
- discovering self as a teacher
- field experience required

*(table continues)*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOPICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Areas of investigation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Codes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Themes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENVIRONMENT AND ACTIVITY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Classroom environment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• band posters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• special RRA colors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• stage lighting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• small dedicated space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• shared area for student research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• JamHub station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• group practice room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• setting a unique environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• dedicated space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• collaborative design elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teaching approach</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• facilitator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• play-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ”create a safe space”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• student choice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• discovery-oriented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• safe environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• student centered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Musical learning</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• peer to peer learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• teacher as an expert resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• cognitive apprenticeship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• more knowledgeable other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SEL development</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• dialogue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• practicing teamwork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• collaborative problem-solving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• negotiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• specific SEL skills development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• role for conflict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RRA related challenges</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• safety within limited space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• misconceptions outside of the classroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• overcoming objections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• integrating RRA within a school’s culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• improving boundaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• physical safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• outside perceptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• classroom management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(table continues)*
### TOPICS

#### Areas of investigation
- Codes
- Themes

#### TEACHER OUTLOOK

**Philosophical shifts**
- empowering students
- democratic classroom

**Teacher efficacy**
- confident, but "still a work in progress"
- understands method
- excellent listening skills
- exercises restraint
- patience with the process
- students meet goals

**Future goals**
- increase community awareness
- foster positive SEL experiences
- improve musicality

**Effective teacher qualities**
- patience with self
- patience with process
- open mindedness

- student centered
- social learning process
- confident and improving
- competence with method
- musical & SEL effectiveness
- building awareness and value
- improving student outcomes
- proper disposition
- honoring the method
- willingness to change
APPENDIX L

CROSS-CASE COMPARISON OF THEMES AND RESULTING COMMON CONCEPTS, ORGANIZED BY TOPIC AND AREA OF INVESTIGATION
## TOPIC: BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE

**Cross-case Comparison, Area of Investigation: Musicality**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Macy Case #1</th>
<th>Jared Case #2</th>
<th>Matthew Case #3</th>
<th>Gena Case #4</th>
<th>Gregg Case #5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THEMES</td>
<td>• lifetime musician</td>
<td>• directed band</td>
<td>• formal music</td>
<td>• lifetime musician</td>
<td>• self-taught</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• directed band</td>
<td>• experience</td>
<td>• training</td>
<td>• directed band</td>
<td>• learning process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• formal music</td>
<td>• experience</td>
<td>• training</td>
<td>• formal music</td>
<td>similar to RRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>training</td>
<td>• knowledge</td>
<td>• training</td>
<td>training</td>
<td>• formal music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• no formal training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMON CONCEPTS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• extensive music</td>
<td>• extensive music</td>
<td>• extensive music</td>
<td>• extensive music</td>
<td>• extensive music</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experience</td>
<td>experience</td>
<td>experience</td>
<td>experience</td>
<td>experience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cross-case Comparison, Area of Investigation: Education**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Macy Case #1</th>
<th>Jared Case #2</th>
<th>Matthew Case #3</th>
<th>Gena Case #4</th>
<th>Gregg Case #5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THEMES</td>
<td>• formal teacher</td>
<td>• formal teacher</td>
<td>• no teacher</td>
<td>• formal teacher</td>
<td>• no teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>training</td>
<td>training</td>
<td>training</td>
<td>training</td>
<td>training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMON CONCEPTS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• formal teacher</td>
<td>• formal teacher</td>
<td>• no teacher</td>
<td>• formal teacher</td>
<td>• formal teacher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>training</td>
<td>training</td>
<td>training</td>
<td>training</td>
<td>training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Cross-case Comparison, Area of Investigation: Teaching Background

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Macy Case #1</th>
<th>Jared Case #2</th>
<th>Matthew Case #3</th>
<th>Gena Case #4</th>
<th>Gregg Case #5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• traditional teaching background</td>
<td>• experienced</td>
<td>• no formal experience</td>
<td>• music related</td>
<td>• no formal experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• experienced background</td>
<td>• experiential experience</td>
<td>• relevant leadership experience</td>
<td>• traditional teaching background</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• music related</td>
<td>• strength working with SEL</td>
<td>• satisfied with former role</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• dissatisfied</td>
<td>• challenged students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• innovative</td>
<td>• traditional background</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• traditional school teaching background</td>
<td>• traditional school teaching background</td>
<td>• traditional school teaching background</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Cross-case Comparison, Area of Investigation: Educational Philosophy before RRA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Macy Case #1</th>
<th>Jared Case #2</th>
<th>Matthew Case #3</th>
<th>Gena Case #4</th>
<th>Gregg Case #5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• teacher-centered</td>
<td>• SEL values</td>
<td>• independent learning</td>
<td>• nurturing</td>
<td>• teacher locus of control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• results oriented</td>
<td>• student-centered</td>
<td>• discovery oriented</td>
<td>• product over process</td>
<td>• product oriented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• SEL values</td>
<td>• discovery oriented</td>
<td>• teacher-centered</td>
<td>• teacher-centered</td>
<td>• teachercentered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• product oriented</td>
<td>• process over product</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• teacher-centered philosophy prior to RRA</td>
<td>• teacher-centered philosophy prior to RRA</td>
<td>• teacher-centered philosophy prior to RRA</td>
<td>• teacher-centered philosophy prior to RRA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• product-oriented approach prior to RRA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Cross-case Comparison, Area of Investigation: Introduction and Preparation for RRA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THEMES</th>
<th>THEMES</th>
<th>THEMES</th>
<th>THEMES</th>
<th>THEMES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Macy</strong> Case #1</td>
<td><strong>Jared</strong> Case #2</td>
<td><strong>Matthew</strong> Case #3</td>
<td><strong>Gena</strong> Case #4</td>
<td><strong>Gregg</strong> Case #5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• shared decision to adopt RRA</td>
<td>• choice to adopt RRA</td>
<td>• choice to adopt RRA</td>
<td>• imposed decision to adopt RRA</td>
<td>• personal choice to adopt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• cautious about the task</td>
<td>• enthusiasm for task</td>
<td>• enthusiasm for the model</td>
<td>• doubt</td>
<td>• enthusiasm for task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• training with Galbo</td>
<td>• training with Galbo</td>
<td>• training with Galbo</td>
<td>• training with Galbo</td>
<td>• extensive training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• training manuals important</td>
<td>• training manuals important</td>
<td>• training texts unavailable</td>
<td>• training text ignored</td>
<td>• ongoing development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ongoing process</td>
<td>• training as a process</td>
<td>• ongoing process</td>
<td>• feeling unprepared</td>
<td>• high level of preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• feeling unprepared</td>
<td>• willing to co-learn with students</td>
<td>• feeling unprepared</td>
<td>• field experience required</td>
<td>• discovering self as a teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• field experience required</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• field experience required</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMMON CONCEPTS</th>
<th>COMMON CONCEPTS</th>
<th>COMMON CONCEPTS</th>
<th>COMMON CONCEPTS</th>
<th>COMMON CONCEPTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Macy</strong> Case #1</td>
<td><strong>Jared</strong> Case #2</td>
<td><strong>Matthew</strong> Case #3</td>
<td><strong>Gena</strong> Case #4</td>
<td><strong>Gregg</strong> Case #5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• possessed free choice to adopt the RRA method</td>
<td>• possessed free choice to adopt the RRA method</td>
<td>• possessed free choice to adopt the RRA method</td>
<td>• possessed free choice to adopt the RRA method</td>
<td>• possessed free choice to adopt the RRA method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• trained with an experienced RRA instructor (Galbo)</td>
<td>• trained with an experienced RRA instructor (Galbo)</td>
<td>• trained with an experienced RRA instructor (Galbo)</td>
<td>• trained with an experienced RRA instructor (Galbo)</td>
<td>• trained with an experienced RRA instructor (Galbo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• utilization of training texts</td>
<td>• utilization of training texts</td>
<td>• utilization of training texts</td>
<td>• utilization of training texts</td>
<td>• utilization of training texts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• began instruction feeling unprepared</td>
<td>• began instruction feeling unprepared</td>
<td>• began instruction feeling unprepared</td>
<td>• began instruction feeling unprepared</td>
<td>• began instruction feeling unprepared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• firsthand teaching experience over time is required to develop confidence and competence</td>
<td>• firsthand teaching experience over time is required to develop confidence and competence</td>
<td>• firsthand teaching experience over time is required to develop confidence and competence</td>
<td>• firsthand teaching experience over time is required to develop confidence and competence</td>
<td>• firsthand teaching experience over time is required to develop confidence and competence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**TOPIC: ENVIRONMENT AND ACTIVITY**

*Cross-case Comparison, Area of Investigation: Classroom Environment*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Macy Case #1</th>
<th>Jared Case #2</th>
<th>Matthew Case #3</th>
<th>Gena Case #4</th>
<th>Gregg Case #5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• setting a unique environment</td>
<td>• understands importance of environment</td>
<td>• understanding of environment and activity</td>
<td>• understanding of environment</td>
<td>• setting a unique environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• collaborative elements</td>
<td>• dedicated space</td>
<td>• dedicated space</td>
<td>• collaborative design elements</td>
<td>• collaborate and design elements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMMON CONCEPTS</th>
<th>COMMON CONCEPTS</th>
<th>COMMON CONCEPTS</th>
<th>COMMON CONCEPTS</th>
<th>COMMON CONCEPTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• teacher understanding about the importance of shaping an environment that is unique</td>
<td>• teacher understanding about the importance of shaping an environment that is unique</td>
<td>• teacher understanding about the importance of shaping an environment that is unique</td>
<td>• teacher understanding about the importance of shaping an environment that is unique</td>
<td>• teacher understanding about the importance of shaping an environment that is unique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• utilizing distinctive colors, lighting and staging within a dedicated space</td>
<td>• utilizing distinctive colors, lighting and staging within a dedicated space</td>
<td>• utilizing distinctive colors, lighting and staging within a dedicated space</td>
<td>• utilizing distinctive colors, lighting and staging within a dedicated space</td>
<td>• utilizing distinctive colors, lighting and staging within a dedicated space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• use of multiple design elements promoting stations for student collaboration</td>
<td>• use of multiple design elements promoting stations for student collaboration</td>
<td>• use of multiple design elements promoting stations for student collaboration</td>
<td>• use of multiple design elements promoting stations for student collaboration</td>
<td>• use of multiple design elements promoting stations for student collaboration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Cross-case Comparison, Area of Investigation: Teaching Approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Macy Case #1</th>
<th>Jared Case #2</th>
<th>Matthew Case #3</th>
<th>Gena Case #4</th>
<th>Gregg Case #5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• adapted approach</td>
<td>• use of scaffolding/ cognitive apprenticeship</td>
<td>• goals drive process</td>
<td>• relaxed</td>
<td>• discovery-oriented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• student centered</td>
<td>• process oriented</td>
<td>• safe environment</td>
<td>• product oriented</td>
<td>• safe environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• classroom management</td>
<td>• student freedom</td>
<td>• establishing a peer to peer environment</td>
<td>• teacher centered</td>
<td>• student centered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• safe environment</td>
<td>• safe environment</td>
<td>• student-centered</td>
<td>• authentic process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• discovery-oriented</td>
<td>• student-centered</td>
<td>• goals drive process</td>
<td>• process and discovery oriented focus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• student centered</td>
<td>• process and discovery oriented focus</td>
<td>• process and discovery oriented focus</td>
<td>• allows student freedom within safe and respectful boundaries</td>
<td>• student centered stance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• stance</td>
<td>• allows student freedom within safe and respectful boundaries</td>
<td>• allows student freedom within safe and respectful boundaries</td>
<td>supported by the teacher</td>
<td>• process and discovery oriented focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• process and discovery oriented focus</td>
<td>supported by the teacher</td>
<td>supported by the teacher</td>
<td>supported by the teacher</td>
<td>• allows student freedom within safe and respectful boundaries supported by the teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• student centered</td>
<td>• student centered</td>
<td>• student centered</td>
<td>• student centered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• stance</td>
<td>• process and discovery oriented focus</td>
<td>• process and discovery oriented focus</td>
<td>• allows student freedom within safe and respectful boundaries supported by the teacher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Cross-case Comparison, Area of Investigation: Musical Learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Macy Case #1</th>
<th>Jared Case #2</th>
<th>Matthew Case #3</th>
<th>Gena Case #4</th>
<th>Gregg Case #5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THEMES</td>
<td>THEMES</td>
<td>THEMES</td>
<td>THEMES</td>
<td>THEMES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| • some direct instruction  
• listening/aural learning  
• play-based learning  
• performance incentive  
• social learning | • social, play-based learning  
• performance incentive/goal | • listening  
• teacher as a resource  
• social learning  
• play-based  
• performance incentive/goal | • direct instruction  
• performance incentive/goal  
• teacher locus of control  
• product orientation  
• teacher centered | • cognitive apprenticeship  
• more knowledgeable other |
| COMMON CONCEPTS | COMMON CONCEPTS | COMMON CONCEPTS | COMMON CONCEPTS | COMMON CONCEPTS |
| • musical learning as a socially oriented, peer-relational, collaborative process  
• concert performance an incentive that facilitates learning among group members | • musical learning as a socially oriented, peer-relational, collaborative process  
• concert performance an incentive that facilitates learning among group members | • musical learning as a socially oriented, peer-relational, collaborative process  
• concert performance an incentive that facilitates learning among group members | • musical learning as a socially oriented, peer-relational, collaborative process |
Cross-case Comparison, Area of Investigation: SEL Development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Macy Case #1 THEMES</th>
<th>Jared Case #2 THEMES</th>
<th>Matthew Case #3 THEMES</th>
<th>Gena Case #4 THEMES</th>
<th>Gregg Case #5 THEMES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• safe environment</td>
<td>• social learning</td>
<td>• social dialogue</td>
<td>• shared decision-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• discovery oriented</td>
<td>• role for conflict</td>
<td>• role for conflict</td>
<td>making between</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• social learning</td>
<td>• specific SEL skills</td>
<td>• specific SEL skills</td>
<td>teacher and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• specific SEL skills development</td>
<td>development</td>
<td>development</td>
<td>students</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• role for conflict</td>
<td>• real world</td>
<td>• role for conflict</td>
<td>• discourages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>application</td>
<td>• specific SEL skills</td>
<td>conflict</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>development</td>
<td>• limits dialogue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• promotes harmony</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMMON CONCEPTS</th>
<th>COMMON CONCEPTS</th>
<th>COMMON CONCEPTS</th>
<th>COMMON CONCEPTS</th>
<th>COMMON CONCEPTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• teacher supports an environment of social engagement</td>
<td>• teacher supports an environment of social engagement</td>
<td>• teacher supports an environment of social engagement</td>
<td>• teacher supports an environment of social engagement</td>
<td>• teacher supports an environment of social engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• specific SEL outcomes are identified</td>
<td>• specific SEL outcomes are identified</td>
<td>• specific SEL outcomes are identified</td>
<td>• specific SEL outcomes are identified</td>
<td>• specific SEL outcomes are identified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• conflict plays an active and important role in SEL development</td>
<td>• conflict plays an active and important role in SEL development</td>
<td>• conflict plays an active and important role in SEL development</td>
<td>• conflict plays an active and important role in SEL development</td>
<td>• conflict plays an active and important role in SEL development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Cross-case Comparison, Area of Investigation: RRA Related Challenges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Macy Case #1 Themes</th>
<th>Jared Case #2 Themes</th>
<th>Matthew Case #3 Themes</th>
<th>Gena Case #4 Themes</th>
<th>Gregg Case #5 Themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outside perceptions</td>
<td>Musical limitations</td>
<td>Trusting the method and approach</td>
<td>Promoting harmony</td>
<td>Physical safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintaining student-centered integrity</td>
<td>Teacher as co-learner</td>
<td>Classroom management</td>
<td>Product oriented</td>
<td>Outside perceptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Teacher awareness</td>
<td>Increased instructional/technical knowledge</td>
<td>Classroom management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Direct instruction</td>
<td>Product oriented</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Overcoming others’ assumptions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Managing external perceptions</td>
<td>Managing external perceptions</td>
<td>Managing external perceptions</td>
<td>Managing external perceptions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## TOPIC: TEACHER OUTLOOK

*Cross-case Comparison, Area of Investigation: Philosophical Shifts*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Macy Case #1</th>
<th>Jared Case #2</th>
<th>Matthew Case #3</th>
<th>Gena Case #4</th>
<th>Gregg Case #5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• valuing SEL • embracing a student-centered approach</td>
<td>• valuing SEL • embracing a student-centered approach • process oriented</td>
<td>• student centered • authentic learning</td>
<td>• teacher-centered</td>
<td>• student centered • social learning process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• valuing a student-centered approach • promoting SEL experiences</td>
<td>• valuing a student-centered approach • promoting SEL experiences</td>
<td>• valuing a student-centered approach</td>
<td></td>
<td>• valuing a student-centered approach • promoting SEL experiences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Cross-case Comparison, Area of Investigation: Teacher Efficacy*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Macy Case #1</th>
<th>Jared Case #2</th>
<th>Matthew Case #3</th>
<th>Gena Case #4</th>
<th>Gregg Case #5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• high confidence • music success • SEL success</td>
<td>• understands process • values process • music success • SEL success</td>
<td>• music success • SEL success • understands process</td>
<td>• teacher improvement • possesses teacher centered gifts • music success</td>
<td>• confident and improving • competence with method • musical &amp; SEL effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• personal confidence • successful music-related outcomes • SEL success</td>
<td>• methodological success</td>
<td>• methodological success • personal confidence • successful music-related outcomes • SEL success</td>
<td>• successful music-related outcomes • SEL success</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Cross-case Comparison, Area of Investigation: Future Goals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Macy Case #1</th>
<th>Jared Case #2</th>
<th>Matthew Case #3</th>
<th>Gena Case #4</th>
<th>Gregg Case #5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• wanting more for students</td>
<td>• growing enrollment • external application of SEL skills</td>
<td>• developing community</td>
<td>• professional development</td>
<td>• building awareness and value • improving student outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• providing additional opportunities for students</td>
<td>• providing additional opportunities for students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• providing additional opportunities for students</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Cross-case Comparison, Area of Investigation: Effective Teacher Qualities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Macy Case #1</th>
<th>Jared Case #2</th>
<th>Matthew Case #3</th>
<th>Gena Case #4</th>
<th>Gregg Case #5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>THEMES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• safe environment • proper disposition • classroom management skills • student centered</td>
<td>• proper disposition • process orientated • student-centered • relationship skills</td>
<td>• honoring the method • discovery oriented • willingness to change</td>
<td>• nurturing/caretaking • product oriented • direct instruction • musical knowledge • teacher centered</td>
<td>• proper disposition • honoring the method • willingness to change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>COMMON CONCEPTS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• possessing a student centered orientation that values discovery • being open-minded about the method • having a respectful and patient disposition • strong relationship skills that facilitate a non-invasive classroom management style</td>
<td>• possessing a student centered orientation that values discovery • being open-minded about the method • having a respectful and patient disposition • strong relationship skills that facilitate a non-invasive classroom management style</td>
<td>• possessing a student centered orientation that values discovery • being open-minded about the method</td>
<td>• possessing a student centered orientation that values discovery • being open-minded about the method • having a respectful and patient disposition • strong relationship skills that facilitate a non-invasive classroom management style</td>
<td>• being open-minded about the method • having a respectful and patient disposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Table of Common Concepts</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musicality</td>
<td>• extensive music experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>• formal teacher training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Background</td>
<td>• traditional school teaching background</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational Philosophy Before RRA</td>
<td>• teacher-centered philosophy prior to RRA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational Philosophy Introduction and Preparation for RRA</td>
<td>• product-oriented approach prior to RRA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• possessed free choice to adopt the RRA method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• trained with an experienced RRA instructor (Galbo)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• utilization of training texts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• began instruction feeling unprepared</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• firsthand teaching experience over time is required to develop confidence and competence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENVIRONMENT AND ACTIVITY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classroom Environment</td>
<td>• teacher understanding about the importance of shaping an environment that is unique</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• utilizing distinctive colors, lighting and staging within a dedicated space</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• use of multiple design elements promoting stations for student collaboration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Approach</td>
<td>• student centered stance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• process and discovery oriented focus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• allows student freedom within safe and respectful boundaries supported by the teacher</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musical Learning</td>
<td>• musical learning as a socially oriented, peer-relational, collaborative process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• concert performance an incentive that facilitates learning among group members</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEL Development</td>
<td>• teacher supports an environment of social engagement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• specific SEL outcomes are identified</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• conflict plays an active and important role in SEL development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRA Related Challenges</td>
<td>• managing external perceptions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TEACHER OUTLOOK</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophical Shifts</td>
<td>• valuing a student-centered approach</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Efficacy</td>
<td>• methodological success</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• personal confidence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• successful music-related outcomes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• SEL success</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Goals</td>
<td>• providing additional opportunities for students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Teacher Qualities</td>
<td>• possessing a student centered orientation that values discovery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• being open-minded about the method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• having a respectful and patient disposition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• strong relationship skills that facilitate a non-invasive classroom management style</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>